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Abstract 
The problem of mechanism design is one of the fundamental, classical engineering 
problems. The ability to create mechanical devices capable of performing speciﬁc tasks 
and to follow desired motion paths, lies at the heart of the discipline. Numerous 
diﬀerent methods of addressing this problem have been developed over the years. The 
literature shows that extensive work has been carried out over the years to develop 
methods of optimising mechanism kinematics, generating mechanism designs which 
can accurately follow given output paths. 
When a mechanism is actuated at high speeds, a range of problems are encountered 
as physical imbalances in the mechanism design are excited, leading to the induction 
of high frequency harmonic content in its output motion. This harmonic content can 
greatly limit the maximum operating speed of a mechanism, resulting in loss of mo­
tional accuracy and even physical failure of the mechanism. The vast majority of 
mechanism synthesis methods consider only mechanism kinematics with mechanism 
dynamics rarely given much consideration, if any at all. The literature indicated that 
a link exists between the amount of harmonic content present in the output motion of 
a mechanism and the peak-to-peak magnitude of the variation in drive torque needed 
to generate that motion. 
A prototype servo-mechanical test rig was provided by the project’s industrial sponsor 
company, ITCM Ltd. The test rig possessed a multi-link mechanism, nicknamed the 
Woodpecker mechanism, which had been observed to have an output motion rich in 
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harmonic content. This mechanism was modelled and used as a test case for develop­
ment work. A reconﬁgurable test rig was also designed and built. Using this test rig, 
it was possible to assemble and actuate a wide variety of mechanism designs without 
refabricating parts. 
The work described in this thesis details the development of two contrasting approaches 
of optimising the performance of servomechanisms for operation at high speeds. The 
output motions of these mechanisms will possess low levels of harmonic content. 
The ﬁrst method was entitled the Cam Function Generation Method. This method 
is applicable for use with existing servomechanisms. Using this method, a variable 
velocity demand signal was generated. This demand signal takes into account and 
compensates for the dynamic characteristics of the system. The resultant motion was 
simulated to yield reductions in peak-to-peak magnitude of drive torque magnitude 
as well as a reduction in the amplitude of the induced harmonic content the output 
motion. The method was applied to the prototype test rig. The experimental results 
conﬁrmed the simulated results. 
The second approach tackles the problem of synthesising new mechanism designs taking 
into account mechanism dynamics and kinematic to generate mechanisms which possess 
not only good motional accuracy but also good high speed operating characteristics. 
A mechanism synthesis tool called SWORDS was used to perform the kinematic syn­
thesis whilst a dynamic simulation program entitled DYSIM was used to perform the 
dynamic analysis using inverse dynamics. The process was applied to the Woodpecker 
mechanism. A series of three superior alternative mechanism designs were synthesised 
and a hierarchy of eﬀectiveness between them was identiﬁed. 
Dynamic models of the reconﬁgurable test rig, conﬁgured in the form of the seed mech­
anism and the three alternative mechanism designs were created. Inverse dynamic 
analysis revealed a change in performance hierarchy compared to that identiﬁed dur­
ing the synthesis process. The seed mechanism and the alternative mechanisms were 
assembled and actuated using a velocity step demand signal to analyse their dynamic 
6

qualities. The experimental results veriﬁed the simulation results with the same hi­
erarchy of performance being observed. The Cam Function Generation Method was 
applied to the seed mechanism and the dynamically most superior alternative mech­
anism design. It was possible to observe that the alternative mechanisms possessed 
considerably better dynamic characteristics than the seed mechanism. The Cam Func­
tion Generation method was applied to the most superior alternative mechanism design. 
Additional dynamic improvements were observed. 
7
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Nomenclature 
Variables 
0 = Matrix of zeroes 
A = ZxZ matrix of ai,j functions 
B = Control action specifying coeﬃcient matrix 
C1 = Matrix of functions q and t 
C2 = Matrix of function q, q˙ and t 
D1, D2 = Vectors of function q, q˙ and t 
F = Constraint Jacobian Matrix 
PCam = Time dependent demand position array 
Q = Vector of generalised inputs 
q = Vector of generalised coordinates 
U = Control input vector 
y = Desired motion specifying coordinates 
Δµ = Co-eﬃcient of friction for ﬂuctuation motion 
λj = Lagrange multiplier 
µk = Dynamic coeﬃcient of friction 
µs = Static coeﬃcient of friction 
θn = Angular position of linkage n 
θout = Output angular position 
ω = Angular velocity 
9 
Adem = Demand acceleration 
ai,j = Function of q and time 
b = Generic coeﬃcient of friction 
bcomb = System coeﬃcient of friction 
fj = Constraint equation 
Iout = Output current 
i, j, k = Integers 
J = Generic inertia 
J0n = Inertia scaling factor of linkage n 
Jdrive = Inertia of servo motor, transmission and crank 
JdriveNoCrank = Inertia of servo motor, transmission and crank mounting components 
Jn = Inertia of linkage n 
K = Number of degrees of freedom of the required motion 
Kfilter = Integral anti-windup ﬁlter gain 
Ki = Integral controller gain 
Kipos = Position control loop integral gain 
Kivel = Velocity control loop integral gain 
Km = Controller system gain 
Kp = Proportional controller gain 
Kppos = Position control loop proportional gain 
Kpvel = Velocity control loop proportional gain 
Ktq = Servo motor current to output torque proportionality constant 
L = Lagrangian function 
ln = Length of linkage n 
M = Number of degrees of freedom 
m0n = Mass scaling faction for linkage n 
mn = Mass of linkage n 
maxAccel = Maximum permissible output acceleration 
maxDecel = Maximum permissible output deceleration 
maxV olt = Maximum permissible output voltage 
N = Gear ratio 
10 
n = Linkage number reference 
ncycleCam = Number of cycles of crank performed during cam function motion 
ncycleW indupReal = Experimentally performed number of cycles of crank performed dur­
ing cam function motion 
ncycleW indup = Number of complete cycles of crank performed during windup 
Pdem = Demand position 
PdemLog = Experimentally logged position demand 
PdemSim = Simulated position demand 
Pout = Output position 
PoutLog = Experimentally logged output position 
PoutSim = Simulated output position 
qi = Generalised coordinate 
Qi = Generalised output 
R1, R2 = Cost value for sections 1 and 2 of cost function respectively 
RD = Dynamic cost value 
RK = Kinematic cost value 
RKin = Kinematic cost value 
RR = Voltage to current conversion factor 
RT = Combined total cost value 
RTq = Torque cost value 
RV el = Velocity cost value 
s = Laplace operator 
T = Generic torque 
Tfriction = Eﬀective friction induced torque 
Tout = Output drive torque 
ToutLog = Experimentally logged output drive torque 
ToutSim = Simulated output drive torque 
t = Time 
twindup = Duration of windup period 
VcamInit = Initial cam function velocity 
Vdem = Demand velocity 
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VdemInt = Controller internal velocity demand signal 
Vdesired = Desired output velocity 
Verror = Velocity error 
Vout = Output velocity 
VoutLog = Experimentally logged output velocity 
VoutSim = Simulated output velocity 
Vwindup = System windup velocity demand 
VwindupEnd = Final velocity at end of windup motion 
VwindupReal = Experimentally derived windup velocity demand 
W1, W2 = Cost function weighting factors 
Z = Number of generalised coordinates 
Units 
degs = Angle in degrees 
Hz = Frequency in Hertz 
kg = Mass in kilograms 
m = Length in meters 
mm = Length in millimeters 
N = Force in Newtons 
rpm = Angular velocity in revolutions per minute 
rad = Angle in radians 
s = Time in seconds 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The problem of mechanism design is one of the fundamental, classical engineering 
problems. The ability to create mechanical devices capable of performing speciﬁc tasks 
and to follow desired motion paths, lies at the heart of the discipline. Numerous 
diﬀerent methods of addressing this problem have been developed over the years. 
In today’s modern industrial world, there is an ever increasing demand for machinery 
capable of operating at high speeds. As operational speeds increase, new mechanism 
design problems are encountered as dynamic design characteristics become ever more 
prevalent in the behaviour of the mechanism. Physical imbalances inherently present 
in the design of a mechanism excite are excited during motion inducing harmonic 
content in the output motion of the mechanism. At low speeds, the amplitude of this 
harmonic content is small and thus has minimal adverse eﬀect on the behaviour of the 
mechanism. The amplitude of this harmonic content increases with actuation speed 
and at high speeds can reach suﬃciently large amplitude to signiﬁcantly hinder the 
performance of a mechanism. Common problems experienced by high speed machinery 
include the loss of motional accuracy, excessive stressing of mechanical components and 
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the induction of resonance in neighbouring machinery. These problems ultimately lead 
to limitations being placed on the maximum operating speed of the mechanism. 
The problem of mechanism design is a topic which has been the subject of large amount 
of research in the past with numerous tools being developed to help solve the problem. 
The vast majority of mechanism design methods developed to date tackle the problem 
of mechanism design purely from a kinematic point of view and completely neglect 
the dynamics of the system. The result can be a mechanism design which can follow 
a speciﬁed output path with great accuracy when operated slowly is inaccurate with 
poor dynamic behavioural characteristics when operated at higher speeds. The work 
detailed in this thesis seeks to tackle this problem by devising methods of synthesising 
mechanism designs capable of operating at high speeds without sacriﬁcing accuracy 
nor operating stability. The methods developed will take into account both mechanism 
dynamics and kinematics in a uniﬁed manner. 
1.2 Literature Review 
As previously discussed the complex problem of mechanism synthesis is one which has 
been widely researched over the years. Many diﬀerent mechanism synthesis proce­
dures have been developed, each with their own individual strengths, weaknesses and 
characteristics. Solving mechanism synthesis problems can be numerically and com­
putationally very demanding due to the vast number of parameters which need to be 
handled. Thus mechanism synthesis can be a time consuming problem to solve. Some 
algorithms have been developed to try to accelerate this process but this is sometimes 
achieved at the expense of absolute accuracy. Conversely other algorithms have been 
developed, which aim to achieve highly accurate numerical solutions but at the expense 
of computational speed. 
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1.2.1 Kinematic Mechanism Synthesis 
´ Jime´nez, Alverez et. Al. [2] break the process of mechanism design into three discrete 
synthesis tasks all of which must be performed to completely deﬁne a mechanism. 
1. Type Synthesis - This synthesis task requires the designer to deﬁne the type 
or design of the bodies which are to make up the mechanism. This includes the 
design of mechanism links and mechanism joints. The type of construction units 
- such as joints, cams, gears, motors and so on - are also selected. 
2. Number Synthesis - The second category of synthesis task demands the de­
signer to select the number of each component deﬁned during Type Synthesis to 
satisfy the mechanism design demands. The designer must attempt to choose 
a mechanism style which best satisﬁes the purpose of the mechanism. Typical 
mechanism styles, which a design could employ, could include four bar mecha­
nisms, crank rocker mechanisms and so on. Sources such as mechanism design 
catalogues [3] can be used to aid design at this stage. In this way, the number of 
mechanism links, joints and so on are deﬁned. 
3. Dimension Synthesis - Having chosen the geometry of the mechanism through 
Number Synthesis, the next step is to identify the physical dimensional parame­
ters of the mechanism to achieve good kinematic behaviour. The most important 
parameters to identify are clearly the lengths of the mechanism links and the loca­
tion of the mechanism ground points. Other parameters such as link thicknesses, 
link lengths, grounding points, motor locations and so on must also be identiﬁed. 
´ Jime´nez, Alverez et. Al. [2] state that the problems faced by dimension synthesis 
can be broken into three categories: 
(a) Function Generation - Through this form of synthesis, a mechanism is 
optimised to fulﬁl a speciﬁc discrete function or task. Examples of such func­
tions include positioning the mechanism end-eﬀector at a particular point at 
a speciﬁc crank angle or ensuring that a particular part of the mechanism 
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is at a particular angle when the crank is at a particular angle. A further 
common aim of this type of synthesis is to ensure that the swept area of the 
mechanism does not exceed a particular value in order to ensure that the 
mechanism can operate in a limited operating space. 
(b) Path Generation - This form of synthesis aims to generate a mechanism, 
the end-eﬀector of which can follow a desired output path with accuracy, 
passing through a series of predeﬁned precision points in order. 
(c) Rigid Body Guidance - In this form of synthesis the mechanism is opti­
mised such that elements of the mechanism body, not just the mechanism 
end-eﬀector, pass through or around a series of precision points over the 
course of cycle of crank. A possible reason for such a task might be to 
ensure that the mechanism does not collide with an obstacle. 
Of the three synthesis tasks described, the number of solutions that exist for both type 
and number synthesis problems can be assumed to be limited to a ﬁnite number of 
discrete combinations. For example, in the case of type synthesis, there may be limit 
to range and type of motors which are available either due to supply reasons or simply 
due to ﬁnancial cost. Similarly in the case of number synthesis, the scope for solutions 
may be constrained by factors such as ﬁnancial cost and the availability of parts and 
materials. 
Performing experimentation in the areas of type and number synthesis has been shown 
to be potentially advantageous, with signiﬁcant gains in performance sometimes achiev­
able. For example Kirecci and Dulger [4,5] performed a detailed study of a hybrid sys­
tem driven by two servo motors, one driving at a constant speed and the other driving 
with a variable velocity proﬁle. They compared the performance of this system to an 
equivalent system driven by two servo motors both driven at a constant speed. They 
concluded that for a given cyclic rate, the hybrid system would consume less energy 
per cycle. Yuan, Gilmartin and Douglas [6] quantify this energy saving to potentially 
be as much as 70%. A common problem faced when driving a system with multiple 
motors is the problem of motor synchronisation, with any deviation causing signiﬁcant 
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motional errors. Robust motor control strategies must be used in such systems. Clearly 
the problem of synchronisation is not encountered by mechanisms driven by a single 
servo motor. 
Due to the discrete and situational nature of type and number synthesis, these stages 
of analysis are diﬃcult to automate. The use of experience, intuition and detailed 
knowledge of the available components on the part of the designer is therefore needed 
to optimise these stages of synthesis. Resources exist to help designers match the 
desired output path with the number of links and the number and types of joints to 
include in the ﬁnal mechanism, as well as with the pattern of link interconnection. One 
example of such a resource is the Mini-Atlas of Linkage Design by Fichter, Wagner et. 
al [3]. 
Unlike the discrete parameters dealt with in number and type synthesis, physical di­
mensions are continuous variables. Hence in the case of dimension synthesis, there are 
an inﬁnite number of possible conﬁgurations which the mechanism could assume. Some 
conﬁgurations may be unfeasible and impossible to assemble, whilst others may be fea­
sible but possess other undesirable characteristics, such as only being able to achieve a 
limited number of conﬁgurations or poses within a certain range of crank angles. The 
poses achieved by the mechanism at these limiting crank angles of operation are known 
as limit and dead conﬁgurations [7]. These poses represent limits of operation as to 
pass through them requires inﬁnite amounts of propulsive torque to be exerted on the 
mechanism crank by the drive motor. Other solutions may be feasible, but lack the 
ability to follow the desired output path. With so many possible conﬁgurations, much 
work has been carried out to derive methods to analyse and quantify the quality of a 
mechanism conﬁguration and thus identify an optimal solution. 
For any given mechanism conﬁguration, further numerical expressions can be written 
to analyse speciﬁc numerically quantiﬁable aspects of the mechanism design and to 
quantify the quality of a design. Examples of characteristics to be interrogated include 
mechanism mobility [8–10] mechanism swept area [8] or most commonly deviation of 
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end-eﬀector from the desired path [2,6,8,10–21]. Using quality quantifying expressions, 
called cost functions, quality indicating characteristics are compared with an ideal case. 
By iterating using diﬀerent mechanism parameter combinations it is possible to analyse 
a variety of diﬀerent mechanism designs each with diﬀering levels of quality. The better 
the design and the closer the quality indicator is to the ideal value, the lower the value 
of cost. Using this approach, the problem of mechanism synthesis is reformulated to 
take the form of multi-parametric optimisation problem. To solve this problem, an 
optimisation method must iterate through diﬀerent parameter value combinations and 
identify the solution with the lowest overall cost. The biggest issue with addressing the 
problem in this way is that the solution space, which the optimisation method must 
search is inﬁnitely vast. Typically optimisation techniques require initial parameter 
values to be provided to initialise the method. Doing this positions the technique in 
a particular neighbourhood of the solution space. In this neighbourhood, a region of 
minimum cost will exist which a search method may identify. Care must be taken 
since although this identiﬁed solution is a local minimum for the neighbourhood, other 
neighbourhoods may possess minima with even lower cost values. The single elite 
minimum with the lowest cost value of the entire solution space is referred to as the 
global minimum. 
Traditional parametric optimisation techniques such as the Newton-Raphson method or 
Euler’s method, do not possess the ability to search multiple solution neighbourhoods 
and are easily ﬁxated by local minima [20]. Identifying global minima is a diﬃcult 
task since the behaviour of the cost function is not known in space [14]. To overcome 
this issue, a lot of work has been carried out to create new optimisation techniques 
capable of searching multiple neighbourhoods, to increase the likelihood of identifying 
the solution corresponding to a global minimum cost value. 
A wide variety of approaches are suggested in the literature. The most common include 
the use of population based, stochastic, evolutionary numerical methods such as use 
of genetic algorithms (GA’s) [8, 12, 15, 19, 22]. Price and Storn developed a GA style 
method known as Diﬀerential Evolution [23]. Liu and Xiao developed a method based 
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on biological autoimmune systems method known as Artiﬁcial Immune Searching (AIS) 
[16] whilst Smaili and Diab developed an optimisation method inspired by the principle 
of pheromone deposition by ants [24]. 
New numerical optimisation techniques have been developed to search a solution space. 
These include the Tabu search by Smaili et. al. [20], the Chaotic Descent method [14] 
by Jovanovic and Kazerounian and the Geometric Centroid of Precision Positions tech­
nique by Shiakola, Koladigy and Keble [25]. Hansen developed a method of automating 
number and dimension synthesis using his Time Varying Dimensions method [13]. 
A common method used in optimisation methods to navigate the solution space is to 
analyse it in terms of its gradient. In this way, a method is capable of detecting the 
proximity of minima by looking for turning points in the solution space identiﬁable 
by regions of zero gradient. Analysing the variation of the gradient of the solution 
space allows the method to generate a proﬁle of it providing clues to the location of 
minima. A good example of such a gradient based method is the Tabu-Gradient Search 
by Smaili [20] but numerous others exist [9, 18, 25]. One of the diﬃculties of tackling 
the problem in terms of gradients is the fact that the calculation of gradients can be 
diﬃcult and computationally expensive to do. Accurate calculations of gradients are 
essential to ensure meaningful results are obtained from such methods [11]. Mariappan 
and Krishnamurty described the nature of this problem and addressed it by proposing 
a matrix based method of calculating exact gradients [26]. Avile´s et. al. [11] addressed 
this problem in a diﬀerent way using error gradient functions. In this paper they 
also described an optimisation method which optimises a cost function using second 
derivative information. The method uses the Newton-Raphson method to perform the 
parameter optimisation. 
It has been shown that dynamically changing the boundaries of search neighbourhood 
over the course of the optimisation can help to greatly improve the accuracy and/or 
speed of a search method. Some optimisation methods possess the capability to perform 
such operations alongside performing a numerical optimisation method. A commonly 
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used technique is Fuzzy Logic (FL). Laribi, Mlika et. al tried using FL in conjunc­
tion with a classical GA technique to guide the evolutionary process [15]. They found 
that the use of FL did not accelerate the optimisation process but improved its accu­
racy. Yuan, Gilmartin and Douglas also use a FL based technique to optimise their 
mechanism designs [6, 27]. In their method, each design variable forms a fuzzy set. 
Membership functions deﬁne boundaries for each optimisation objective. Jovanovic 
and Kazerounian use the principle of Julia sets to divide up the solution space in their 
Chaotic Descent method [14]. 
Zhang et. al. [28] looked at the problem of mechanism synthesis in a diﬀerent way, 
developing a method of synthesising conceptual hybrid mechanisms using State Space 
theory [29]. Leal and Dai visualised the problem in terms of origami paper folds and 
developed a new mechanism class [30]. 
1.2.2	 Methods of Optimisation for the Reduction of Harmonic Con­
tent 
The vast majority of the synthesis methods discussed thus far are all designed to tackle 
the dimension synthesis problem. The primary aim of these methods is to generate 
mechanism designs, which can follow a desired output path with accuracy. Often the 
problems of function generation or rigid body guidance are not dealt with. 
A speciﬁc aspect of function generation, which is of particular interest to this inves­
tigation, is the behaviour of a mechanism when it is actuated at high speeds. When 
actuated at high speeds, physical imbalances in the mechanism are excited, leading 
to the induction of harmonic content in the output motion of the mechanism. The 
amplitude of this harmonic content increases with actuation speed. 
Yuan and Rastegar [27, 31] describe methods of redesigning existing mechanisms to 
reduce the amount of harmonic content present in their output motions. They explain 
that the harmonic content induced in the output motion of a mechanism is caused by 
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non-linearities caused by closed loop chains and rotary joints during motion. They also 
believe that ﬂexibility in the joints of the mechanism may also play a role in vibration 
induction. The energy possessed by these vibrations increases with operating speed. 
Should an induced frequency be induced that matches that of another component in 
the system or indeed in another machine in the vicinity then these components will 
resonate, leading to the induction of further harmonic content. 
Physical vibrations caused by this harmonic content can have highly detrimental eﬀects 
on system performance, particularly if the amplitude of these vibrations are large. 
Motional accuracy can be adversely aﬀected, since the nature of the vibrations in the 
output motion are unpredictable. The presence of harmonic content also increases the 
energy consumption of a system, since the motor not only has to do work to drive the 
mechanism along the desired trajectory but also to power the harmonic content. The 
harmonic content also increases the magnitude of the forces being transmitted within 
and between the mechanism links and connection points thus putting extra stress on 
these components hence decreasing their mechanical life. A common method of limiting 
the severity of these problems is simply, to limit the magnitude of the harmonic content 
that can occur in mechanism by limiting the maximum operating speed of the system 
even if a higher operating speed is more desirable. 
Yuan and Rastegar [27, 31] implied a direct link between harmonic content in the 
output motion and the peak-to-peak magnitude variation of motor actuation torque, 
which the servo motor needs to exert on the mechanism over a complete cycle. They 
stated that reducing the amplitude of the harmonic content in the output motion of 
the mechanism can be achieved by reducing the peak-to-peak magnitude of the cyclic 
actuation torque variation needed to generate that motion. They also suggested two 
methods of modifying a mechanism to reduce the amplitude of the harmonic content 
in the output motion of a mechanism. They suggested that using cams [27] or smart 
materials such as piezoelectric stacks [31] could be used to dynamically vary the length 
of the link lengths in order to achieve this eﬀect. Methods of designing the cam and 
controlling the smart materials are suggested. Smart materials are said to be eﬀective at 
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minimising small amplitude, high frequency vibrations, whilst cams are more eﬀective 
at compensating for lower frequency but larger amplitude vibrations. They stated that 
both cams and smart materials could be used in parallel to create a mechanism with 
good dynamic qualities. A detailed investigation of the electro-mechanical properties, 
possible applications and methods of implementation of piezoelectric stacks was carried 
out by Wang, Ehlers and Neitzel [32]. Much work has also been documented regarding 
the reduction of harmonic content in the output motion of a mechanism through the 
use of an optimum balancing method [33–35]. Fundamentally, this method involves the 
addition of masses to the mechanism links to reduce the magnitude of the out of balance 
forces in the system. These methods whilst they may well be eﬀective can be potentially 
complex and costly to implement require large amounts of development work to achieve. 
Resultant mechanisms may be highly complex. It may also be undesirable to add extra 
components to a given mechanism due to mechanism access or space restrictions. 
Connor et. al. [8], Kochev [33] and Conte et al. [36] tackled the problem of harmonic 
content in a more direct manner, using a cost-based optimisation method. Given an 
initial mechanism and an ideal output motion path, the mechanism is re-synthesised 
using a more complex cost function, which in addition to the typical path following 
expressions also possesses an expression, which penalises higher order (2nd harmonic 
and above) frequencies in the output motion of the mechanism. The fundamental 
frequency used in this analysis is the cyclic frequency of the mechanism. For each 
candidate solution, Fourier analysis is used to determine the harmonic content present 
in the resultant output motion. A hill climbing optimisation algorithm is used. Yuan, 
Gilmartin and Douglas [21] described a similar method but as previously discussed use 
a Fuzzy theory based optimisation method. 
Analysing the harmonic content of a motion also provides a convenient way of classi­
fying and identifying a particular style of mechanism [8]. Nie and Krovi [17] describe 
the application of a mechanism synthesis program, which uses Fourier transforms to 
perform both dimensional and functional synthesis. 
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It has been identiﬁed that mechanisms possess critical operating speeds at which vi­
brations in the output motion excite resonant frequencies of components within the 
mechanism itself, resulting in sudden increases in harmonic content amplitude as actu­
ation speed approaches these critical values. Yu and Cleghorn [37] devised a method of 
deﬁning these critical running speeds using ﬁnite element (FE) analysis together with 
Lagrangian analysis such that these critical actuation speeds can be avoided. Cleghorn, 
Tabarrok and Fenton devised a method of obtaining FE equations for use in mechanism 
stability analysis using truncated Fourier series [38]. Cleghorn, Tabarrok and Fenton 
also devised an alternative method of identifying stable operating speed ranges using 
the solution of the Mathieu equation to deﬁne stability boundaries [39]. 
Yu and Smith [40] analysed the inﬂuence of physical cross-sectional parameters of a link 
on its resonant frequency. They concluded that varying the width of a link changes 
its resonant frequency considerably, whereas varying its height did not. This work 
compliments work carried out by Cleghorn, Fenton and Tabarrok, which describes 
a method of deﬁning the minimum cross-section of mechanism links with respect to 
physical, inter-componental loading [41]. 
1.2.3 Output Motion Path Representation and Accuracy Comparison 
When performing geometric synthesis, good candidate solutions must be able to fol­
low a desired output path with accuracy. Typically, the continuous desired path is 
discretised to generate a series of discrete precision points, to which the mechanism 
end-eﬀector should pass through or close to. The ability to compare this desired path 
with the output path of a candidate mechanism is a process which is implied as being 
easily achievable in all of the literature encountered so far in which geometric syn­
thesis is performed. Rarely however, do these papers describe how this operation is 
performed. The problem of path comparison is highly comparable to the problems of 
shape representation and similarity matching. Such problems have been the basis of 
much research with potential applications in bio-medical engineering and image pro­
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cessing, as well as others. Antani et. al. [42] highlight the presence of two main styles 
of approaching the shape representation and similarity comparison problems. 
The ﬁrst style uses a method known as shape deformation. This approach to the 
problem can be visualised by ﬁrst considering the candidate shape being scrutinised 
as an elastic material. This shape can be deformed (stretched or compressed) until it 
assumes the form of the target shape. Work must be done to deform the candidate 
shape. The better the ﬁt between the two shapes, the lower the amount of work that 
must be done to deform the candidate shape. Quantifying the amount of work needed 
for the candidate shape to assume the form of the target shape generates a numerical 
measure of the similarity between the two shapes. Clearly, the lower the amount 
of deformation work necessary, the better the level of ﬁt between the two shapes. 
Alternative methods of formulating the deformation are also detailed by Antani et. al. 
Such methods include Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) and Eigenshape decomposition. 
The second style of analysis is more abstract and involves representing the target shapes 
as implicit polynomials. Aﬃne transformations are often used to interpret the shapes, 
described in terms of Cartesian coordinates, to allow the shapes to be interpreted 
more easily in an alternative domain. Examples of such transforms include the use 
of wavelets as done by Alferez and Wang [43] and the use of Fourier transforms as 
done by Mullineux and Yuan, Gilmartin and Douglas [21] as well as discrete cosine 
transforms [44]. The shape can then be compared through the comparison of the 
resultant polynomials using non-graphical numerical methods. 
An alternative method of interpreting shapes is to represent the shape in question as 
a Bernstein basis curve (also known as Bezier curve) and in particular as a B-spline 
as described by Farin [45] and by Rogers and Fog [46]. In this way, the shape can 
be formulated as a single parametric function. The problem with using Bernstein 
basis curves is that these functions can become of a high order, particularly if the 
shape is complex, making it diﬃcult to manipulate. This problem can be avoided by 
representing the shape as B-spline. A B-spline is fundamentally a series of Bernstein 
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basis curves joined together using a knotting function. Using B-splines, a complex 
shape can be described as a stable, low order function. The representation of the 
desired path, in terms of precision points, is particularly useful as these points can 
be used to position the control track for the curve. Manipulation of the control track 
of the candidate shape has implications for shape comparison using graphical shape 
deformation type methods. Conversely, the representation of low order polynomials 
also has implications for shape comparison using numerical methods. 
When comparing two shapes, three main issues exist that all good shape comparing 
algorithms should be able to recognise and deal with. Not addressing these problems 
may lead to incorrect and unfair comparisons being made pro-longing the search. 
The ﬁrst issue is that of shape scaling. When this issue occurs a shape may be generated 
that is geometrically very close to the target shape but scaled either up or down by a 
constant factor. In the case of geometric synthesis for mechanism design, not identifying 
this condition could lead to the synthesis process being prolonged when a quick solution 
may be achieved simply by scaling the mechanism link dimensions. 
The other two issues are those of shape translation and rotation. A candidate shape 
may be geometrically very similar to the target shape, but either rotated and/or trans­
lated about a point in space. In the case of geometric synthesis for mechanism design, 
the synthesis process may again be prolonged when a simple rotation and/or translation 
of the mechanism design may yield a solution. 
1.2.4 Existing Computer Based Synthesis Tools 
Of the mechanism synthesis and analysis methods previously discussed, virtually all 
of the procedures have been automated and performed using a computer. Most are 
computationally intensive. Some of the methods have not progressed further than 
prototype stand alone methods. Others however have been developed further and 
incorporated as sub-components into larger scale software packages alongside other 
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supplementary methods and subroutines. An example of such a software package is 
the synthesis tool developed by Nie and Krovi [17]. 
For the purposes of this investigation, it is envisaged that two programs, both developed 
by academics within the University of Bath, will be used to perform the required mech­
anism synthesis and analysis tasks. These programs are entitled SWORDS, developed 
by G Mullineux and DYSIM, developed by MN Sahinkaya. SWORDS is a software 
package possessing powerful mechanism synthesis and multi-parametric search capa­
bilities, whilst DYSIM is a multi-body and multi-physics modelling, simulation and 
analysis tool and as such complement each other well. 
1. SWORDS is a software package developed by G Mullineux at the University 
of Bath. The program, in its most fundamental guise is a numerical optimisa­
tion and constraint modelling program. Using SWORDS a user can deﬁne any 
number of numerical constraints. After deﬁning initial conditions, the program 
will attempt to optimise the numerical variables to attempt to achieve an op­
timum parameter combination. Optimisation is performed using a cost based 
optimisation technique known as the Powell’s method [48]. 
Where suitable, a graphical representation of the problem represented by the 
constraint equations can be designed by the user and displayed on the screen. 
SWORDS can update this graphical display, showing the user not only the 
ﬁnal, optimised conﬁguration, but also the intermediate, candidate solutions. 
SWORDS uses a geometric modeller known as ACIS [49] as a graphics engine to 
display its images. 
SWORDS is of particular interest to this investigation due to its powerful mech­
anism synthesis capabilities. Before SWORDS can perform geometric synthesis, 
the user must provide the program with some information. They must specify 
precision points in space to deﬁne the desired output motion of the mechanism. 
Type and number synthesis must be performed manually by the user. To aid 
with these tasks, SWORDS possesses its own internal mechanism catalogue sim­
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ilar to Fichter’s Mini-Atlas of Mechanism Design [3]. If desired, the user can 
request SWORDS to search the catalogue to identify a suitable mechanism style. 
They must also specify initial values for parameters, such as link lengths and/or 
grounding points. This stage of the process corresponds to the type and number 
stages of mechanism synthesis discussed in Sec.1.2.1. 
With this information, SWORDS can now assemble the multi-parametric con­
straint equations for the problem and perform number synthesis. It traverses the 
solution space, testing diﬀerent combinations of parameter values. Each candi­
date solution is tested for path tracking ability against the desired path and a 
cost value derived. The synthesis algorithm attempts to be sympathetic to the 
inﬂuences of scaling, rotation and translation of the resultant path. 
Resultant solutions are ranked according to cost. The user is able to view these 
solutions. The user is also able to animate the mechanisms and view the pro­
gression of the candidate solution over a complete cycle of crank. The resultant 
output path can be displayed on the screen alongside the desired path for ad­
ditional ease of comparison. On occasions, it may be desirable not to use the 
solution with lowest cost due to functional reasons such as mechanism size or 
exceptional accuracy in particular portions of the motion. The geometric param­
eter values for any of the solutions can be exported to an ASCII ﬁle for analysis 
using other tools. 
It is important to note that the SWORDS is only capable of performing kinematic 
optimisation. Resultant mechanisms, whilst kinematically very accurate, may 
possess undesirable dynamic characteristics. For example, the mechanism may 
be highly imbalanced, leading to the induction of large amounts of harmonic 
content as actuation speed is increased. SWORDS does not possess the capability 
to analyse mechanism dynamics. To perform this task a second program entitled 
DYSIM should be used. 
2. DYSIM is a versatile and powerful multi-body dynamic analysis tool developed 
by Dr M N Sahinkaya. Using this tool, models of even very complex multi-body 
systems can be created with ease. The program uses the principles of Lagrangian 
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dynamics to model the system. This approach considers each body of the sys­
tem in terms of the amounts of kinetic and potential energy it possesses. Using 
Lagrange’s Formula [50], the equations of motion of the complete system can be 
automatically derived. For the purposes of mechanism design, each mechanism 
link is considered to be an individual body. Further energy functions can be en­
tered to the system to simulate eﬀects such energy losses in the system through 
phenomena such as friction. 
Once the equations of motion have been derived, the user must deﬁne the de­
pendent and independent system parameters. The user must also specify initial 
conditions for the independent variables. These initial conditions can be expressed 
in terms of simple units (i.e. displacements or angles) and ﬁrst derivatives (i.e. 
velocities). Using this information, DYSIM calculates, using the equations of mo­
tion, corresponding initial conditions for the other dependent variables. On some 
occasions, more than one initial conﬁguration may be possible. For example, it 
may be possible to assemble a mechanism in two ways. DYSIM may not identify 
the desired conﬁguration. To ensure that the desired conﬁguration is identiﬁed 
by DYSIM, it may be necessary to specify further, approximate values for the 
initial conditions of some or all of the dependent variables, to eﬀectively point 
the program towards the desired conﬁguration. 
With the creation of the model now complete, the model can be exported from 
DYSIM in the form of a function for use within a MATLAB/Simulink [51] model, 
allowing complex analysis of the system to be carried out. Using DYSIM, two 
forms of Simulink block can be created, enabling the system to be analysed in 
two diﬀerent ways. The ﬁrst method is forward dynamics. Through this method, 
the user must specify the generalised input signals to the system. Using the 
equations of motion of the system, the response of the system to the input signal 
is calculated. 
The second method is called inverse dynamics. Through this procedure, the 
desired output of the system is speciﬁed by the user. Using the equations of 
motion of the system, the ideal input signal needed to generate this output motion 
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is calculated. Details of the methods used by DYSIM to perform inverse dynamic 
calculations can be found in [52]. 
1.3 Aims & Objectives 
The overall aim of this project is to develop methods and techniques to generate mech­
anisms capable of operating at high speeds with good dynamic and kinematic charac­
teristics. The aims of the project can be broken down into two main parts: 
•	 Work will be done to develop control strategies for existing, pre-constructed mech­
anisms, to improve their ability to operate at high cyclic rates. These strategies 
will seek to improve high speed mechanism performance without the need for any 
physical modiﬁcations to be made. 
•	 Work will be done to investigate methods of synthesising new mechanisms, which 
are optimised both in terms of kinematic accuracy as well as dynamic quality. 
In both cases, theoretical simulation work will initially be carried to develop and anal­
yse the eﬀectiveness of potential methods. Eﬀective methods will then be validated 
experimentally under laboratory conditions. If need be, custom laboratory equipment 
will be designed and manufactured. 
1.4 Layout of The Thesis 
The work discussed in this document describes the development of two methods of 
improving the performance of high speed servomechanisms, with the primary aim of 
enabling them to operate at a given speed with reduced levels of harmonic content in 
their output motions. 
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As a basis for the work, a prototype mechanism and industrial test rig was supplied by 
the sponsor company of this project, ITCM Ltd. The assembly and modelling of this 
test rig is detailed in Ch. 2 of this thesis. In Ch. 3, a performance enhancing method 
named the Cam Function Generation Method is developed using computer simulations 
and then experimentally applied to the test rig. 
In Ch. 4 work is detailed in which a novel multi-stage mechanism synthesis method 
was developed. To experimentally validate this method, a new, reconﬁgurable test rig 
was designed and constructed. The design, construction and modelling work of this 
test rig is described in Ch. 5. Using this test rig, the two methods previously described 
in Chapters 3 and 4 were both experimentally validated in Ch. 6. 
A summary of the conclusions of the work detailed in this document can be found in 
Ch. 7. 
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Chapter 2 
The Industrial Prototype 
As a basis for experimental and theoretical work, a prototype test rig was provided by 
the project’s industrial sponsor, ITCM. The test rig consisted of a typical multi-link 
mechanism propelled by a typical industrial servo motor and corresponding motion 
control hardware. This chapter details practical work carried out to collect data used 
to create a model of the test rig. 
2.1 Hardware Setup 
As previously stated, the test rig being investigated consisted of a multi-link mecha­
nism propelled via a servo motor controlled by servo control hardware. The various 
constituent parts of the test rig will be discussed in turn in this section. 
First consider the mechanism, a photograph of which is shown in Fig. 2.1. 
A three-dimensional CAD model of the mechanism is shown in Fig. 2.2 whilst a two-
dimensional line based drawing of the mechanism is shown in Fig. 2.3. In Figures 2.2 
and 2.3, the labelling convention used to identify each of the diﬀerent elements of 
the mechanism are shown. Of particular note are the locations of each of the three 
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Figure 2.1: A photograph of the Woodpecker mechanism installed on the test rig 
grounding points, Ground 1, Ground 2 and Ground 3 via which the mechanism was 
anchored to the ground. The mechanism was propelled via its crank link, labelled 
1. The crank link rotated around its ground point, Ground 1, in an anti-clockwise 
direction. The mechanism crank was connected to the drive motor via a belt drive 
transmission system (discussed later in this chapter). 
The mechanism was nicknamed The Woodpecker Mechanism due to the back and forth 
rocking nature of its main body, labelled 5 and 7, during motion. 
The system represented by the test rig simulates a section of subsystem of a much larger 
manufacturing machine. The function of this subsystem was to push small envelopes 
into a neighbouring hopper, one per cycle. The mechanism had a desired output rate 
of 600 products per minute thus it had to achieve an average cyclic rate of 600 rpm to 
satisfy this demand. The envelope pushing portion of this subsystem is simulated by 
the test rig. 
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Figure 2.2: A CAD drawing of the Woodpecker mechanism 
The end eﬀector of the mechanism is labelled as element 8. The D shaped output 
path of the mechanism is shown in Fig. 2.3. During the upper, ﬂat portion of the 
motion, the mechanism interfaces with the product, pushing it into the hopper. The 
end-eﬀector then turns sharply and recoils, following a curved arc to start a new cycle. 
The most important characteristic of the output motion is the region in which the 
orbit approximates to a straight line. This region of the orbit is important since it is 
in this region of the motion that the mechanism interacts with the product. When 
designing the mechanism, speciﬁc work was carried out to minimise vertical deviation 
of the end-eﬀector in this region. It is also critical that at the end of the straight 
portion of the motion, the end-eﬀector should turn away from direction of travel of 
the straight portion of the motion to avoid a collision between the end-eﬀector and the 
hopper. The form of the curved recoil portion of the motion was less important, since 
the mechanism would merely be passing through free space. 
The mechanism crank is propelled by an Electro-Craft S-4075 industrial servomotor. 
The drive shaft of the motor is connected to the mechanism crank via a synchronous, 
toothed belt transmission system. A motor to crank gear ratio of 3:1 exists. A belt 
tensioning pulley was used to take up the slack in the belt. The motor and belt drive 
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Figure 2.3: A schematic layout of the Woodpecker mechanism 
transmission system is depicted in Fig. 2.4 
To control the motion of the motor, an external control computer equipped with a 
Deva004 motion control card is used. The Deva004 is connected to a BRU-DDM30 
motor drive unit. The BRU-DDM30 is also connected to the control computer allowing 
it to be conﬁgured and controlled as required using the BRU Master drive control 
software package [53]. 
Signals can be passed into and out of the drive unit via a single 22-pin communication 
port on the BRU-DDM30. The purpose and deﬁnition of each of the pins on this 
connector are detailed in the BRU-DDM30 User’s Manual [54]. To allow easy access 
to each of the individual pins on this port, an external breakout connector was used. 
A photograph of this breakout board can be seen in Fig. 2.5. 
With reference to the BRU-DDM30 Users Manual, it was stated that the BRU unit 
possesses the capability to output two analogue status signals simultaneously. The 
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Figure 2.4: A photograph of the servo motor, controller, and belt drive transmission of 
the Woodpecker mechanism test rig. (The mechanism is mounted on the opposite side 
of the rig, behind the base plate as depicted.) 
Figure 2.5: The breakout board 
deﬁnition of these status signals could be conﬁgured by the user using BRU Master. 
These signals are output via two pins on the 22-pin connector. Having identiﬁed these 
pins, a data acquisition device (DAQ), shown in Fig. 2.6, was connected to the relevant 
pins on the breakout board. The DAQ was in turn connected to a external computer, 
where the data was logged and stored. 
The system was observed to possess a motion which is noisy and rich in harmonic 
content, making a good candidate for development work. 
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Figure 2.6: The data acquisition device (DAQ) 
2.1.1 The Motor Control Strategy 
The motion control of the servomotor was carried out by a control computer equipped 
with a Deva004 motion control card. The Deva004 was connected to a BRU-DDM30 
servo drive via a series of connections made using the breakout board and commu­
nication ports on the Deva004 card. The BRU-DDM30 was connected to the servo 
motor and also connected to the control computer via an RS-232 connection. Suitable 
software was loaded onto the control computer to enable it to interface with the two 
devices. In the case of the Deva004, this software took the form of a series of system 
drivers and Visual Basic scripts [55]. To communicate with the BRU-DDM30, BRU 
Master was used as previously discussed. Using BRU Master the user is able to pass 
commands to the drive unit to conﬁgure it and also to actuate the motor. Motor mo­
tion information, measured using optical encoders installed in the S-4075 servo motor, 
was fed back to the BRU Master control software via the BRU-DDM30. Using this in­
formation, BRU Master was able to calculate motor motion variations such as velocity, 
position, acceleration and so on. Using BRU Master, it was possible to monitor the 
variations of these variables but not to log these variations. To log this data the use of 
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the external Data Acquisition unit (DAQ) was necessary. A summary of this strategy 
is depicted in Fig. 2.7. 
Figure 2.7: An overview of the Woodpecker mechanism test rig control architecture 
The BRU-DDM30 can operate in three diﬀerent modes: 
1. Velocity Mode 
2. Position Mode 
3. Torque Mode 
In each of these modes, the BRU-DDM30 unit acts to regulate the motion of the motor 
with particular focus on the respective operational variable. The behaviour of the drive 
is governed by user deﬁned parameters. So for example, when operating in Velocity 
Mode, the drive will act to ensure that the motor achieves a user deﬁned velocity, 
accelerating and decelerating at user deﬁned rates. Drive position is not considered. 
Similarly, when operating in Position Mode, the drive will seek to move the motor 
to a user deﬁned position. The motor will accelerate to a maximum speed before 
decelerating to a standstill at the desired position. Acceleration and deceleration rates, 
as well as the maximum velocity, are all speciﬁed by the user. Position and velocity 
control regulation is carried out using a traditional PI control strategy. 
When operating in Torque Mode however, the drive unit monitors neither the speed 
nor the position of the motor. Instead, the unit monitors the amount of torque being 
exerted by the motor at its output shaft. The magnitude of the torque demand must 
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be supplied to the BRU-DDM30 as voltage from an external source, in this case the 
Deva004. The external signal must be supplied as voltage. The signal is fed to the 
drive unit via the relevant connection on the breakout board. In this mode, the drive 
essentially acts as a slave, signal ampliﬁer unit, acting to translate voltage input signals 
from an external source into output command current signals which are passed to the 
motor to generate a motion. The magnitude of the motor command current output 
signal is directly proportional to the magnitude of the input voltage signal. The voltage-
to-current proportionality constant is user deﬁnable and can be varied using BRU 
Master. Similarly, the magnitude of the motor output torque is directly proportional 
to the magnitude of the command current passed to it from the BRU-DDM30. In this 
case, the constant of proportionality is a physical characteristic constant of the motor 
itself, Ktq. The value of Ktq is a pre-calculated physical constant and can be found in 
the S-4075 servo motor Users Manual [54]. 
One of the limitations of the BRU Master control software is that it only provides a 
facility for the user to demand very simple motions, such as constant speed motions or 
simple point to point motions. Using BRU Master alone, it is not possible to command 
the motor to perform more complex user deﬁned motions, such as variable velocity 
motion proﬁles. To overcome this problem it was necessary to use an external motion 
control device to regulate the motion of the servo motor. The Deva004 motion control 
card was identiﬁed as a suitable and cost eﬀective device to carry out the task. The 
card possesses a number of analogue and digital inputs and outputs through which it 
can monitor motor status signals and output command signals. With the BRU-DDM30 
operating in torque mode, the Deva004 can read motion status signals from the BRU­
DDM30 and respond with output motion command signals. The Deva004 uses a PI 
style control strategy for both velocity and position control with a separate loop for 
position and velocity respectively. Motor position information can be fed directly to 
the Deva004 from the motor encoders, enabling motor dynamics information to be 
monitored accurately and quickly. 
The Deva004 is controlled using Visual Basic scripts which can call a wide variety of 
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functions embedded in the Deva004 driver software. These commands perform a va­
riety of tasks, including data processing and output motion scheduling. Using these 
functions, simple step and ramp style motions can be deﬁned, as well as complex po­
sition dependent velocity proﬁle type motions. The deﬁnition of controller parameters 
are also deﬁned using these commands. Motor encoder data is fed back to the Deva004 
from the S-4075 servo motor, which the Deva004 uses to monitor and control the motion 
of the motor. Resultant variables, such as motor position, velocity and acceleration can 
be logged to an external ﬁle by calling suitable functions. Motion control signals are 
output from the Deva004 as voltages and passed to an external servo motor ampliﬁer, 
in this case the BRU-DDM30. The Deva004 is only capable of operating in position 
control mode. 
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2.2 Modelling the Test Rig 
In order to improve the performance of the test rig, it was ﬁrst necessary to develop a 
good theoretical model of the system, with the intention of using the model to develop 
potentially performance enhancing system modiﬁcations. If a method proved eﬀective 
in the simulation, it could then be tested experimentally using the test rig. 
When modelling the test rig, the system was considered in three discrete parts, each 
of which were initially modelled separately: 
1. The Mechanism 
2. The Controllers (Deva004 and BRU-DDM30) 
3. The Transmission 
Once all the portions of the system had been modelled, the three models were combined 
to create a single model of the complete test rig. Modelling and system parameter 
estimation work was carried using data collected experimentally from the test rig. The 
test rig was excited using a variety of demand signals and the responses of the system 
logged. Equivalent demand signals were passed into the model of the test rig and the 
simulated responses of the system logged. The simulated and experimental responses 
were then compared. If the two response correlated well then the model was said to be 
valid. 
2.2.1 Modelling the Mechanism 
Using data taken from a CAD model of the Woodpecker mechanism, a model of the 
mechanism was constructed using DYSIM [56]. To construct the model, DYSIM re­
quires that the user specify the mass, inertia and location of the centre of mass for each 
link, as well as specifying the location of each ground point. The mass, inertia and link 
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∑ 
length data of the individual elements of the mechanism as taken from the CAD model 
are summarised in Tab. 2.1. 
Name Link Number Length (mm) Mass (kg) Inertia (Nmm2) 
Crank 1 62 0.927 901 
Connector 2 127 0.310 1420 
(Tertiary Link) 3 103 
9 188.3 
Upper pivot 4 144 0.414 1310 
End-eﬀector 8 n/a negligible negligible 
Spine 5 348.86 0.482 10550

(Tertiary Link) 7 245.19

Lower pivot 6 102 0.123 290

Table 2.1: The physical data of the Woodpecker mechanism. (Note Links 5 and 7 lie 
at an angle of 14.44◦ to one another.) 
Note that element 8 of the mechanism represents the end eﬀector of the mechanism. 
This element is a theoretical point and therefore has no mass or inertia value. 
The locations of the ground points of the mechanism are summarised in Tab. 2.2. 
Ground Point Number

1

2

3

x coordinate (mm) y coordinate (mm) 
0 0 
60 -121 
17.5 -274 
Table 2.2: The locations of the ground points of the Woodpecker Mechanism 
Using this model, it was possible to analyse the mechanism using both forwards and 
inverse dynamics to gain a full understanding of the behaviour of the system. 
DYSIM uses Lagrangian Dynamics to generate the equations of motion of the system. 
For any system with M degrees of freedom and with Z  M generalised coordinates 
of motion whereby qi, i = 1 · · · Z, the Lagrangian equation is: 
( ) Z−M 
d ∂L ∂L ∂fj
− + λj = Qi i = 1 · · · Z (2.1) 
dt ∂q˙i ∂qi ∂qi
j=1 
The deﬁnition of all the variables in Eq. (2.1) can be found in the Nomenclature.

The Lagrangian function L is the diﬀerence between the kinetic and potential energy
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possessed by the system and can be written in a more general form. 
Z Z Z
1 
L = ai,j q˙iq˙j + ai,0q˙i + aa,0 (2.2) 
2 
i=1 j=1 i=1 
As superﬂuous coordinates exist in the system, Z−M constraint equations are needed. 
fj = 0, j = 1 . . . (Z − M) (2.3) 
Inserting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.1) and double diﬀerentiating Eq. (2.3) results in the 
following 2Z − M algebraic diﬀerential equation: 
        
A FT q¨ D1 Q         =     +     (2.4) 
F 0 λ D2 0 
In Eq. (2.4), D1 and D2 are functions of q and q˙. This can be solved to obtain 
the 2Z − M unknowns, namely the second derivatives of generalised coordinates and 
Lagrange multipliers. The second derivatives can then be integrated twice to obtain 
the system forward dynamic response. The time history of Lagrangian multipliers is 
automatically calculated and can be used to calculate the forces of constraints. 
When performing inverse dynamic analysis, the control inputs required to generate a 
desired output are calculated in terms of second derivatives of the generalised coordi­
nates. Assuming that the required motion has K = M degrees of freedom, it can be 
represented as follows: 
y¨ = C1q¨− C2 (2.5) 
The control input vector U of dimension K can be added to the generalised input 
vector with a coeﬃcient matrix B specifying the location of the control action. There 
are various ways of formulating an inverse dynamics model as discussed in [52], but the 
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general formulation can be written as follows by moving the unknown control input 
vector to the left hand side in Eq. (2.5) and using the desired motion as additional 
constraint equations: 
      
A FT B q¨ D1 + Q               F 0 0     λ   =   D2   (2.6)       
C1 0 0 U y¨ +C2 
The algebraic diﬀerential equations in Eq. (2.6) can be solved for the second derivatives 
of the generalised coordinates, which can then be double integrated to obtain the 
motion of the system. The required control input vector and the Lagrange multipliers 
are automatically calculated during this process. 
The mathematical procedure detailed above forms the core of the mathematical sim­
ulation engine of DYSIM. A ﬂow chart summarising the method of functionality of 
DYSIM is shown in Fig. 2.8. 
To initiate the generation of a numerical model using DYSIM, the user only has to 
provide DYSIM with elementary physical and dimensional data regarding the makeup 
and construction of the mechanism to be modelled. The processes of deriving constraint 
equations, equations of motion and Jacobian expressions are carried out automatically 
by the program using this data. DYSIM also creates a list of variables which makeup 
the system. With the model generated, the user also has the capability to specify and 
deﬁne additional user deﬁned functions (UDF’s) to further enhance the model. These 
functions allow for the presence of external inputs to the system, such as friction or a 
reactive force from a load to be modelled. The initial conditions of the system must now 
be deﬁned. These initial conditions take into account not only initial link positions but 
also initial link velocities. The user must ﬁrst deﬁne the dependent and independent 
variables, before providing DYSIM with some initial estimates for mechanism link 
positions as well as the initial rate of change (velocity) of the independent variables. 
Using this data, DYSIM is capable of carrying out calculations to accurately calculate 
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Manually Input Mechanism Defining Data 
• Input link mass and inertia values 
• Define link interconnections 
• Define ground point positions 
DYSIM ENGINE 
Numerical Model of Mechanism 
• DYSIM Engine outputs Lagrangians, 
Jacobians and constraint equations 
Export model for 
use with Simulink 
Manual Definition of 
Additional Functions 
• External inputs 
• Motion definitions 
Definition of Mechanism Initial Conditions 
• Define dependent and independent variables 
• Define initial conditions 
Define “motion defining” 
and “control input” variables 
Inverse 
dynamics 
Forward 
dynamics 
Is forward or inverse 
dynamics to be performed? 
Figure 2.8: The method of operation of DYSIM 
the positions and rates of change of the dependent variables, using the estimates as 
guides to steer the process. 
Lastly, the user must decide whether the model to be generated should be in the form of 
a forwards or inverse dynamics simulation. If an inverse dynamic model is desired then 
the user must specify the control input and motion deﬁning variables. With the model 
now fully deﬁned, DYSIM exports the model to the MATLAB/Simulink environment. 
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2.2.2 The DYSIM User Interface 
To interact with the user, DYSIM possesses an intuitive graphical user interface. This 
interface presents the user with the ability to input data and to select options to create 
the desired model. The process of creating a model of the Woodpecker mechanism 
using DYSIM will be discussed in this section. 
Having loaded DYSIM and created a new project ﬁle, the user is presented with the 
Planar (2D) Mechanism Interface screen, depicted in Fig. 2.9. Using this screen the 
user has the ability to deﬁne the physical and geometric properties of the bodies making 
up the model, as well as specifying the pattern of interconnection between the bodies. 
The Planar (2D) Mechanism Interface screen depicted in Fig. 2.9 can be broken into 
a number of sections, each of which has its own speciﬁc functions. 
Figure 2.9: The Planar (2D) Mechanism Interface screen 
Fundamental to the graphical user interface is the sidebar as labelled in Fig. 2.9. 
This section is always displayed and accessible by the user. The function of the 
sidebar is to allow navigation between the diﬀerent parts of the program. To ac­
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cess the Planar (2D) Mechanism Interface mechanism screen, the user must select 
Planar (2D) Mechanism Interface from the sidebar. The Planar (2D) Mechanism In­
terface screen consists of a number of diﬀerent sections, each of which will be discussed 
in turn. 
Section 1.	 Using the options in this section of the screen, the user can deﬁne the units of the 
parameter values to be entered. The user can also specify whether the system is to 
positioned in the horizontal or vertical plane and therefore whether gravitational 
eﬀects should be considered in the resultant equations of motion. 
Section 2.	 Using this section of the screen, the user deﬁnes the individual bodies which make 
up the system being modelled, which in this case are mechanism links. Typical 
links, referred to as rigid bars require the deﬁnition of mass and inertia data. 
Bodies can also be deﬁned as point masses and inertias if required. Point mass 
bodies possess mass but no inertia. Similarly point inertia bodies possess inertia 
but not mass. DYSIM assigns each body a number, in this case 0 through to 7, 
which the user must use when referring to a particular body in the latter stages 
of model creation. For ease of reference, the user can also assign a name to each 
body. In this case names have been assigned to reﬂect the labelling convention 
of the links as deﬁned in Fig. 2.2. In all cases, DYSIM refers to the ground as 
body 0. 
Mass and inertia values for each link were supplied to DYSIM as deﬁned in 
Tab. 2.1. Note that the triangular tertiary link (links 2, 3 and 9) was deﬁned 
as being a single body, body 2. With the exception of link 8, all the links were 
deﬁned as being rigid bars. Link 8 is deﬁned as being the theoretical end eﬀector 
of the mechanism and is therefore a theoretical point in space. It was deﬁned in 
DYSIM as being a point mass with a negligible mass. 
Section 3.	 Using this section of screen, the user deﬁnes the manner in which the individual 
bodies are connected together. To specify a connection, the user must deﬁne the 
distance between centre of mass of the ﬁrst body, body A, to the point where it 
connects to the second body, body B. Correspondingly, the user must also specify 
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the distance from the centre of mass of the second body to the connection point 
with the ﬁrst body. Distances are speciﬁed using in terms body ﬁxed coordinate 
system local to each body. The origin of the body ﬁxed coordinate system for a 
given object is the centre of mass of that given body. In this way, all connection 
points are deﬁned as coordinate pairs as shown in Fig. ﬁg:prototype-Dysim1. 
DYSIM assigns each connection an identiﬁcation number, in this case, 1 through 
to 9. A pictorial example of the deﬁnition of connection 4, the connection between 
link 1 (body 1) to the triangular tertiary links 2, 3 and 9 (body 2), is shown in 
Fig. 2.10. 
Figure 2.10: A pictorial deﬁnition of the connection between the link 1 and links 2, 
3 and 9 showing local body ﬁxed coordinate systems and distances to the connection 
point 
Note that connections 1 to 3 are connections to the ground (body 0) with body A 
being deﬁned as the ground. In these cases the coordinates speciﬁed for body A, 
represent the coordinates of the respective ground point in relation to the global 
coordinate system. In a similar fashion as before, the coordinates for body B 
represent the distance from the centre of mass of the grounded link to the ground 
point in terms of the body ﬁxed coordinate system of the link in question. 
On occasions, it may be desirable for the two links to be connected at a ﬁxed angle 
to one another. An example of this can be seen in connection 7, the connection 
between links 7 and 5 (bodies 4 and 5). In this case, the links are assembled at 
an angle of 14.44◦ to one another. DYSIM provides a facility for this constraint 
to be implemented. Angles are taken with respect to the body ﬁxed coordinate 
systems of both bodies and so are not dependent on initial conditions. 
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Section 4.	 This section of the screen possesses no user deﬁnable parameters but displays 
status messages regarding the mechanism under construction. In this section, 
DYSIM informs the user of how many variables have been automatically deﬁned. 
The number of variables deﬁned is dependent on the number of bodies deﬁned. 
Rigid bar type bodies possess three variables; the absolute position of the centre 
of gravity of the body in x and y coordinates and angular orientation. The 
horizontal and vertical positions are deﬁned as linear displacements of the origin 
of the body ﬁxed coordinate system of a particular body with respect to the origin 
of the global coordinate system. Similarly, the angular orientation parameter is 
deﬁned as the angular displacement between the body ﬁxed coordinate system of 
the body and the global coordinate system. Point masses and inertias contribute 
only linear parameters i.e. vertical and horizontal positions. DYSIM adds an 
additional variable to represent simulation time. 
This section of the screen also displays the number of positional constraints im­
posed on the system. These constraints are automatically derived through the 
deﬁnition of connections. The diﬀerence between the number of variables and 
number of constraints is the number of degrees of freedom (D.O.F) of the mod­
elled system. 
Using the data input to the system via the 2D Planar Mechanism Interface screen, 
DYSIM generates a series of parameter values describing the masses and positions of 
the vertices of the deﬁned bodies. The user can view these parameter values as well 
as deﬁning additional user deﬁned parameters (UDF’s) parameters by selecting the 
Parameters and User Deﬁned Functions in the sidebar. A screenshot of this screen is 
shown in Fig. 2.11 
DYSIM also automatically generates the Lagrangian, Jacobian and constraint equations 
of the system. Although not user modiﬁable, the user can view the form of these 
functions by selecting the relevant item via the side bar. For illustrative purposes, the 
constraint equations derived for the model of the Woodpecker mechanism are shown in 
Fig. 2.12. The Lagrangian and Jacobian functions are displayed in the same fashion. 
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Figure 2.11: The Parameters and User Deﬁned Functions screen 
It can be seen that the constraint equations are expressed in terms of parametric 
constants, as shown in Fig. 2.11 and also in terms of variables, which are named nu­
merically. In this case, they are named v1 through to v20. The deﬁnition of these 
generalised variables is shown in the Variables & I.Cs (initial conditions) screen. A 
screen shot of this screen is shown in Fig. 2.13. 
As well as giving each variable a label, DYSIM also gives each variable a name suﬃxed 
x for vertical displacements, y for horizontal displacements and a for angular displace­
ments. The proceeding number shows to which body the variable relates. The speciﬁed 
unit for each variable is also shown. Initial variable values for each of these variables 
are displayed. First derivative values (i.e. velocities) for each of the variables are also 
displayed. Upon ﬁrst creating a model, all variable values are set by default to 0 await­
ing initiation by the user. To initiate the variable values, the user must ﬁrst select 
which of the variables are independent variables. The number of independent variables 
must equal the number of degrees of freedom of the system. In this case, variable 
v3, the angular position of the link 1 (body 1) was selected as being the independent 
variable. The user must then input variable value for the initial values and for the ﬁrst 
derivatives. If the user then clicks the Auto Calculate button, DYSIM will calculate 
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Figure 2.12: The Constraint Equation screen 
initial values for the other, dependent variables and derivatives using the constraint 
equations. Clicking the View button will display a schematic view of the model in the 
orientation dictated by the initial conditions. With some mechanism designs, it may 
be possible for the mechanism to legitimately assume multiple orientations for a given 
value of independent variable. To ensure that the mechanism is assembled correctly, 
estimates of the values of the dependent variables in the desired orientation can be 
provided to steer the assembly algorithm towards the correct conﬁguration. 
If the user wishes to implement additional functions to the system, the option to do so 
is provided via the Additional Functions option in the sidebar, accessible by clicking 
Additional. 
With the model now fully deﬁned, the user must lastly decide whether a forwards or 
inverse dynamic simulation is desired. This can be done by selecting the Simulation 
option on the sidebar. A screenshot of this screen is shown in Fig. 2.14. 
Using this screen, the user can select the type of desired simulation. If inverse dynamics 
is required, the user must also specify the control and motion deﬁning variables. In the 
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Figure 2.13: The Variables and Initial Conditions screen 
case of the Woodpecker mechanism model, it was desired that variable 3, the angular 
position of link 1 should be both the control input variable and motion deﬁning variable 
as shown in Fig. 2.14. Lastly, the user must click the Create button to export the model 
for use within the MATLAB/Simulink environment. 
2.2.3 Preliminary Analysis of the Mechanism and Model Veriﬁcation 
Using the DYSIM model of the Woodpecker mechanism, the mechanism was analysed 
using inverse dynamics. Figure 2.15 shows the model used to perform the inverse 
dynamic simulation. 
The inputs to the model allow the user to specify additional external inputs and motion 
deﬁnitions to the model. Signals passed into the model using these have an identical 
eﬀect to specifying external inputs using User Deﬁned Functions section of DYSIM, 
accessible by selecting, Parameters/UDFs on the sidebar. With simple constant ve­
locity motion desired, no additional inputs to the model were necessary and so these 
inputs were set to zero. Using this model, it was possible to simulate the motion of 
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Figure 2.14: The Simulation screen 
Log motion 
Log_motion 
Log command torque 
Log _torque 
External force 
0 
Dsysim InverseDesired motion 
0 
Figure 2.15: The Simulation screen 
the mechanism when the crank is cycled at a constant velocity as well as predicting 
the variation in torque which would be needed to be exerted on the mechanism crank 
to generate this motion. Initially, particular interest was paid to the form of the orbit 
of the end-eﬀector of the mechanism over a single cycle of crank. The resultant orbit 
is shown in Fig. 2.16. 
The form of simulated orbit shown in Fig. 2.16 was compared to the form of the orbit 
shown in the original schematic of the mechanism as shown in Fig. 2.3. The two 
orbits were highly comparable, indicating that the geometry of the mechanism had 
been correctly modelled. 
Also of particular interest was the simulated variation in torque which the drive motor 
would need to exert on the mechanism crank to propel it at a constant speed over an 
entire cycle of crank. The mechanism was simulated operating at cyclic speeds of 100, 
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Figure 2.16: The simulated orbit of the end eﬀector of the Woodpecker mechanism 
200 and 300 rpm. The simulated variations in torque were plotted against crank angle, 
as shown in Fig. 2.17. 
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Figure 2.17: The calculated torque required to drive the Woodpecker mechanism crank 
at a variety of constant velocities over a complete cycle 
From Fig. 2.17 it can be seen that see that the overall shape of the torque plots do not 
vary with cyclic speed, with peaks and troughs occurring at very similar positions of 
crank angle. The peak-to-peak magnitude of these curves do however, vary increasing 
with cyclic speed. These peaks and troughs are a result of physical non-linearities and 
imbalances in the design of the mechanism. Of particular note is the presence of a 
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pronounced torque peak followed by a torque trough towards the centre of the cycle. 
In this region of the motion, the behaviour of the mechanism is the most non-linear. 
As discussed in Sec. 1.2, the amount of harmonic content present in the output motion 
of a mechanism is proportional to the peak-to-peak magnitude of the torque variation 
needed to generate that motion [27, 31]. It is therefore highly likely that the majority 
of the harmonic content in the output motion is induced in this region of the motion. 
In this region, the motor has to work the hardest to maintain a constant since it has to 
rapidly accelerate and then brake the mechanism to ensure constant speed operation. 
The variation in torque in the remainder of cycle is much smoother with less variation, 
indicating a more linear physical behaviour. Based on theses observations, work will be 
done to develop methods of minimising the magnitude of the torque peak and trough. 
2.2.4 Modelling the Deva004 Motion Controller 
A summary of the method of operation of the controller was detailed in the Deva004 
User’s Manual [57]. With reference to this document, as well as with additional in­
formation gained through conversation with the manufacturer of the Deva004 a full 
picture of the operating procedure of the Deva004, was developed. The DEVA004 card 
can only operate in position control mode. However, when active, the controller acts 
to monitor and control both the velocity and position of the motor. It does this using 
two separate PI control loops, one for velocity and one for position. An estimation of 
the architecture of the control strategy of the Deva004 is depicted in Fig. 2.18. 
Analysis of Fig. 2.18 shows that the output of the controller is governed by two separate 
PI controllers of standard form [29,58]. One controller governs the velocity response of 
the system, whilst the other governs position control. 
With reference to Fig. 2.18, it can be seen that the Deva004 operates in the following, 
iterative manner to control and regulate the motion of the motor. Based on a user 
deﬁned motion proﬁle, a value of target position, Pdem is passed to the controller. This 
value is then compared to the actual position of the motor Pout generating a position 
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error value, Perror. This value is then passed into the position PI controller. The 
position proportional gain value, Kpvel, is deﬁned as having units s
−1, where s is the 
unit for time in seconds. Thus with a position value as an input value, the output 
of the controller is expressed in the units rads−1 i.e. angular velocity. The controller 
interprets these velocity values as being an internal velocity demand signal, VdemInt. 
This signal is compared to the actual velocity of the motor, Vout to create a velocity 
error value, Verror. This signal is passed through the velocity PI controller. Again the 
velocity proportional gain term has the units s−1 thus its output has the units rads−2 
i.e. angular acceleration. This output signal, AdemInt, is scaled according to two user 
deﬁnable parameters maxV olt and maxAccel, to generate a ﬁnal output voltage signal. 
This output signal is passed out of the Deva004 to the BRU-DDM30. The parameters 
maxV olt and maxAccel refer to the maximum permitted voltage which the Deva004 
can output and the maximum permitted acceleration which the controller can demand 
respectively. The values of these parameters were selected through the process of 
conﬁguring and setting up the Deva004 control card. This process is described in the 
Deva004 User’s Manual [57]. 
2.2.5 Deva004 Operational Logic 
In addition to modelling the dynamics of the Deva004 control card, it was also necessary 
to carry out work to understand operational logic with which the device operates. It 
was important to not only understand how the controller responded to simple demand 
signals, such as step and ramp signals but also to more complex variable velocity type 
signals. This information was not made readily available in the Deva004 documenta­
tion. Instead, a series of tests were performed using a software emulator of the Deva004 
included with the Deva004 Software Developers Kit [55]. The emulator simulates the 
behaviour of a Deva004 controlling a generic, theoretical motor. Control of the emula­
tor can be performed using identical control scripts, as would be used to control a real 
motor. Using this emulator, a variety of command signals were invoked to allow the 
response of the controller to both simple and complex demand signals to be analysed. 
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With reference to the Deva004 Programming Guide [59], a method of deﬁning complex 
position dependent, variable velocity proﬁles was developed, with the intention of the 
controller achieving each target velocity at each corresponding reference position. Such 
a style of motion is also known as velocity cam function. 
Through these tests, a good picture of the behaviour of the controller was obtained. As 
previously discussed, when a motion command is passed to the controller, the controller 
processes this command and generates its own internal velocity command signal, Vdem, 
which is converted to an acceleration demand signal, Adem, which is then scaled and 
output to the motor ampliﬁer as a voltage. Two user deﬁned parameters,maxAccel and 
maxDecel, dictate the maximum permissible motor acceleration and deceleration with 
which the controller can command the motor to move. For simplicity both variables 
were set to equal values. For this reason, reference is only made to maxAccel in the 
model of the controller. The operational logic implemented by the system dictates the 
way in which the controller forms the motor velocity command signal, Vdem. 
When responding to a motion command, the controller creates its own internal model 
of a virtual motor with perfect system dynamics. This virtual motor always accelerates 
and decelerates at the full value of maxAccel and maxDecel. The controller continu­
ously calculates the displacement and velocity of this virtual motor. It passes signals 
to the real motor to command it to attempt to follow this virtual motor as closely as 
possible. 
For a given motion command, if the virtual motor achieves the target speed before it 
has reached its target position, the virtual motor will remain at the target speed until 
it has reached its target position. If the motion under consideration is a cam function, 
then the next stage of the cam function will be invoked and so on. If the virtual motor 
achieves its target position before it achieves its target velocity, then the next stage of 
the cam function will be invoked at the correct position regardless of motor velocity. 
To conclude a motion, the controller commands the virtual axis to come to rest at the 
ﬁnal target position. To achieve this, the controller appears to monitor the motion 
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command list and detects the ﬁnal target position. Based on the motion command, 
it calculates when and where in the motion a motion command should be invoked 
to bring the virtual motor to a standstill at the ﬁnal target position decelerating at 
maxDecel. When the correct position has been reached, the controller invokes the 
command overriding the cam function. 
It is important to reiterate that the controller passes signals to the real motor to allow 
it to follow the motion of the virtual motor as closely as possible, governed by the 
dynamics of the velocity and position PI controllers. Thus in order for the real motor 
to be able to follow a cam function well, the PI controller must be properly tuned and 
values of maxAccel and maxDecel set to suﬃciently high values. 
2.2.6 Modelling the BRU-DDM30 Servo Drive and S4075 Servomotor 
The BRU-DDM30 was conﬁgured to operate in torque control mode. In this mode, 
the device acts to respond to input command voltage signals from an external control 
device, in this case the Deva004, and to convert these signals to current demand signals 
which it passes to the S4075 servo motor. The factor of proportionality relating input 
command voltage and output command current is referred to as RR and can be deﬁned 
by the user using BRU Master. The system gain of the controller is referred to as Km. 
Thus a model of the BRU-DDM30 was created as shown in Fig. 2.19 . 
1RRKm1 Voltage 
Current 
Voltage In Current out 
(from Deva 004 ) System Voltage to current (to motor ) 
Gain conversion 
Figure 2.19: A model of the BRU-DDM30 servo drive 
In response to this command current, the motor generates a motion with an output 
torque at its shaft directly proportional to the magnitude of the input current. The 
constant of proportionality relating command current to demand torque is referred to 
as Ktq and is a physical constant of the motor. Its value is stated in the technical 
speciﬁcations for the motor. A model of the S4075 servo motor was therefore created 
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as shown in Fig. 2.20. 
1Ktq1 
Current Torque 
Current In Torque out 
(from BRU) Motor (to load ) 
Figure 2.20: A model of the S-4075 servo motor 
Since the Deva004 can only operate in position control mode, it was not possible to 
explicitly command the system to perform a pure velocity step or ramp type motion 
since a target position must also be speciﬁed. Instead, motions were deﬁned which 
approximated to a velocity step or ramp motion within a sensible range of motion. In 
the case of a step motion, a motion was deﬁned whereby the motor was commanded 
to accelerate from rest to the target speed with a very large acceleration. The target 
position was deﬁned as being a long way away from the origin. Care was taken to 
ensure that the target position was far enough away to allow suﬃcient time for the 
system to achieve the target velocity and steady state conditions. To synthesise a 
ramp signal, a similar motion was demanded albeit with a more gradual acceleration. 
A target position far enough away from the origin was speciﬁed to permit suﬃcient 
time for behavioural trends to be observed. 
This phenomenon was mimicked in the model of the controller, whereby all motion 
demand signals had to be expressed in terms of position demand signals. So for exam­
ple, a velocity step demand signal had to be expressed in terms of a constant gradient 
position ramp signal and so on. 
2.2.7 Combining the Models 
The models of the Deva004, BRU-DDM30, S-4075 and the Woodpecker mechanism 
were all combined in a single model. Elements representing the belt drive transmission 
were included as simple gain terms of magnitude N . The complete model is shown in 
Fig. 2.21. 
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The system was also modelled in a simpliﬁed conﬁguration, in which the mechanism 
crank was disconnected from the rest of the mechanism. In this conﬁguration only the 
mechanism crank is propelled by the motor. The crank is assumed to be a simple, linear 
load in this conﬁguration. The model of the system in this conﬁguration is shown in 
Fig. 2.22. 
During actuation, the motor must do work not only to propel the mechanism but 
also the belt drive transmission and its own internal moving parts. Parameters were 
implemented in the model to account for this. In this model, the term Jdrive represents 
the inertia constant and coeﬃcient of friction of the crank, the motor and belt drive 
transmission acting on the system at the point of interface between the crank and the 
motor via the belt drive. The belt drive transmission consists of a drive belt and drive 
pulleys. The term bcomb represents the average coeﬃcient of friction acting on the 
complete test rig, which in this case includes the crank, motor and transmission system 
only. 
When considering the test rig, complete with Woodpecker mechanism, these parameters 
were incorporated into the model by modifying the DYSIM model of the mechanism. To 
simulate the eﬀects of friction in the transmission, an extra expression was included in 
the model which considers the eﬀective friction induced torque, Tfriction, which acts on 
the system in opposition to driving torque from the motor. This torque was considered 
to act on the crank at the position where it interfaces with the motor. Taking into 
account the gear ratio, the magnitude of this friction torque, Tfriction is: 
Tfriction = bcombθ˙  crankN
2 (2.7) 
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2.3 Practical Testing 
With reference to the models derived in Sec. 2.2 it can be seen numerous system 
parameters exist which can aﬀect the behaviour of the test rig during operation. The 
majority of these parameters are user deﬁnable, such as the deﬁnition of the velocity and 
position PI controller gains in the Deva004. In this way, the user can tune the behaviour 
of the system to suit an application. Other values are unknown physical constants, in 
particular Jdrive, bcomb and Km. In order to fully model the test rig, experimental work 
was carried out to obtain values for these parameters. Other system parameters exist 
which are user deﬁnable, allowing the user to tune the behaviour of the system, such 
as the deﬁnition of the velocity and position PI controller gains in the Deva004. 
To estimate values of Jdrive, bcomb and Km the test rig was excited using a series of 
velocity step and velocity ramp style moves with various combinations of controller 
proportional and integral gain values. Derivative control was not used. The time 
responses of the rig to these motions were then analysed. The test rig was tested both 
its complete and simpliﬁed conﬁgurations. 
With reference to the Deva004 Users Manual [57], suitable position proportional, Kppos 
and velocity proportional and integral gain values, Kpvel and Kivel respectively were 
selected. Values were selected to achieve a system response which was quick, accurate 
and stable. In the two diﬀerent system conﬁgurations, the dynamics of the system are 
clearly very diﬀerent. Diﬀerent gain setting combinations were therefore derived. The 
remaining PI gain values were set to zero. 
2.3.1 Data Logging 
In order to enable the behaviour of the test rig to be analysed it was necessary to 
measure and log the responses of the test rig during actuation. The following variables 
were logged against time: 
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1. Demand position Pdem 
2. Output position Pout 
3. Velocity command Vdem 
4. Output velocity Vout 
5. Motor drive command current Iout 
The motor position and velocity demand and output variables Pdem, Pout, Vdem and 
Vout were all logged using the Deva004 card with a resolution of approximately 64 Hz. 
It was not possible to log data at a higher frequency than this due to performance 
limitations of the control card. These variables were derived by the Deva004 using 
encoder data, fed directly back to the device from the motor via the BRU-DDM30. 
The variation of motor drive current Iout was logged using the DAQ via one of the 
two analogue outputs conﬁgured using BRU Master. The DAQ was able to sample 
this data at 1 KHz. The magnitude of torque output by the motor at its drive shaft 
is proportional to the current command signal with constant of proportionality being 
Ktq. A value for Ktq is speciﬁed on the motor data sheet. With this information it was 
possible to calculate the motor output torque using the following formula: 
Tout = IoutKtq (2.8) 
For clarity throughout this document, the following convention is used in order to dis­
tinguish between simulated and experimentally logged responses. Simulated response 
will be given the additional suﬃx Sim, whilst experimentally logged responses will be 
given the additional suﬃx Log. So for example, the logged output motor position would 
be referred to as PoutLog, whilst the simulated output motor velocity would be referred 
to as VoutSim. 
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2.4 Parameter Estimation 
Using the logged data, work was carried out to estimate values for Jdrive, bcomb and 
Km. The system was ﬁrst tested in its simpliﬁed form, with only the mechanism crank 
being propelled. The crank was actuated using a 300 rpm (crank speed) step demand 
signal. The controller was conﬁgured such that only position proportional and velocity 
proportional control was active. The velocity and torque time response is shown in 
Fig. 2.23. Calculations were carried out using this response to gain initial estimates 
for the unknown parameter values. Using these values in the model of the test rig the 
simulated response of the system to the 300 rpm crank velocity step demand signal 
was derived. The simulated response was compared with the experimentally derived 
response. Jdrive and bcomb were adjusted in an iterative to achieve a better degree of 
ﬁt between the two responses. 
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Figure 2.23: The velocity and torque responses of the Woodpecker mechanism test 
rig in its simpliﬁed conﬁguration in response to a 300 rpm (crank speed) velocity step 
demand signal (Kppos = 100, Kpvel = 200 and Kivel = 0) 
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2.4.1 Estimating The Controller Gain, Km 
To estimate a value for the controller gain value, Km, an open loop model was derived 
containing the models of the Deva004, BRU-DDM30 and S-4075 only as shown in 
Fig. 2.24. 
Km was initially deﬁned as being a unity gain. Values of PdemLog, PoutLog and VoutLog 
were fed into the model. Note that when incorporated in a full system, PoutLog and 
VoutLog would be motor status signals that would be fed back to the Deva004. With 
these variables logged, velocity and position feedback signals were fed into the con­
troller in place of feedback signals thus the simulation is operating in an open loop 
conﬁguration. In this way, with all input signals to the model of the Deva004 identical 
to those required by the real Deva004 for control purposes, then if the model of the 
system is correct, the output of the model should match the experimentally derived 
response. 
The resultant simulated output torque of the motor ToutSim was compared to experi­
mentally derived variation in output torque, ToutLog. Km is the ratio between the two 
steady state responses, whereby: 
ToutLog 
Km = (2.9) 
ToutSim 
2.4.2 Estimating the System Combined Coeﬃcient of Friction, bcomb 
As described by Sahinkaya, Rayner et al. [60] an estimate for coeﬃcient of friction of 
a system of this type with only proportional gain active, can be obtained by analysing 
the steady state torque and velocity responses of a system. Whereby: 
N2θ˙  out 
bcomb = (2.10) 
Tout 
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Figure 2.25: The velocity and torque responses of the Woodpecker mechanism test rig 
in its simpliﬁed conﬁguration in response to a 300 rpm (crank speed) velocity ramp 
demand signal (Kppos = 100, Kpvel = 200 and Kivel = 0) 
2.4.3 Estimating the Transmission, Motor and Crank Inertia, Jdrive 
To estimate Jdrive, the test rig was actuated in its simpliﬁed conﬁguration, with only 
the mechanism crank being propelled, using a velocity ramp demands signal. Velocity 
proportional and position proportional gains only were enabled in the Deva004. The 
torque and velocity responses of the rig are shown in Fig. 2.25. 
For a simple linear load, it is known that [60]: 
b 
T = ω + Jω˙ (2.11) 
N 
With reference to Eq. (2.11) it can be seen that if a load with inertia J and coeﬃcient 
of friction b is accelerated at a constant linear rate using a velocity ramp demand signal 
with a constant propulsive torque T , then the velocity of the load, ω, will vary linearly 
with the propulsive torque, T . If a true ramp response is achieved the acceleration of 
the load, ω˙ will be constant. 
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Figure 2.26: The velocity and torque responses of the Woodpecker mechanism test rig 
in its simpliﬁed conﬁguration in response to a 54.8rads−2 crank velocity ramp demand 
signal with a maximum crank velocity of 300 rpm (Kppos = 100, Kpvel = 200 and 
Kivel = 0) 
Thus if the variation in ω is plotted with respect to T , the resultant graph will take the 
form of a straight line. If the variables being used in this investigation are substituted 
for the generic variables in Eq. (2.11), the following expression is obtained [61] 
Tout = 
bcomb 
Vout + JdriveVout ˙ (2.12) 
N 
The test rig, in its simpliﬁed conﬁguration, was actuated using a 54.8rads−2 crank 
velocity ramp signal. Plotting motor output speed, VoutLog, against motor output 
torque, ToutLog, the response shown in Fig. 2.26 was obtained: 
The straight line intersects the abscissa at Jdrive V˙outLog Nm. A value for Jdrive can 
then be calculated directly. This method was applied to the logged data and a value 
of Jdrive found. 
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2.4.4	 Validating the Model of the Test Rig Its Simpliﬁed Conﬁgura­
tion 
Having now derived initial estimates for parameter values bcomb, Jdrive and Km, these 
values were inserted into the model of the test rig in its simpliﬁed conﬁguration as 
shown in Fig. 2.22. 
The logged position ramp demand signal, PdemLog corresponding to the 300 rpm crank 
velocity step signal, VdemLog, was fed into the model and the resultant simulated velocity 
and torque responses, VoutSim and ToutSim respectively, were analysed. The simulated 
responses were compared with the equivalent logged velocity and torque responses, 
VoutLog and ToutLog respectively. The values of bcomb and Jdrive used in the model were 
ﬁne tuned to achieve a better ﬁt between the logged and simulated responses. Both 
the transient and steady state portions of the response were considered. Increasing 
bcomb was observed to have the eﬀect of decreasing the magnitude of the steady state 
velocity response and increasing the magnitude of the steady state torque response. 
Decreasing bcomb had inverse eﬀects. Increasing Jdrive had the eﬀect of slowing the rate 
of acceleration of the mechanism during the transient portion, increasing the settling 
the time of the system. Decreasing Jdrive had the inverse eﬀect. The ﬁnal tuned 
response is shown in Fig. 2.27. 
Thus: 
bcomb = 0.264 
Jdrive = 0.018 kgm
2 
Km = 3.502 
2.5	 Modelling of the Complete Test Rig 
With values for all unknown system parameters now derived, the model of the test 
rig with the complete mechanism being propelled, depicted in Fig. 2.21, could now be 
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Figure 2.27: A comparison of the logged and simulated velocity and torque responses 
of the Woodpecker mechanism test rig in its simpliﬁed conﬁguration in response to a 
300 rpm (crank speed) velocity step signal (Kppos = 100, Kpvel = 200 and Kivel = 0) 
considered. The DYSIM model of the Woodpecker mechanism was modiﬁed as shown 
in Sec. 2.2.7 and the derived parameter values for bcomb and Jdrive implemented. Before 
the model of the test rig could be used for further work, it was necessary to do work 
to validate its accuracy. To achieve this, the test rig in its complete conﬁguration was 
excited using a 200 rpm (crank speed) velocity step demand signal. The response of 
the system to the demand signal was logged. Velocity integral (Kivel) and velocity 
proportional (Kpvel) and position proportional (Kppos) active were enabled in the 
system. 
The model depicted in Fig. 2.21 was then run using the pre-determined system param­
eters. The simulated and experimentally derived torque and velocity responses were 
compared. A poor level of ﬁt between the two responses was achieved. To remedy 
this, the experimental work described in Sec. 2.4 was repeated to re-estimate values for 
bcomb and Km. This time, the tests were carried out with the test rig in its complete 
conﬁguration and using a 200 rpm crank velocity step signal. 
With the mechanism in its simpliﬁed conﬁguration, bcomb represents friction applied 
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to the system by the motor, transmission and bearings at the crank only. With the 
introduction of the mechanism, new sources of friction are introduced to the system, 
most notably in the bearings of the mechanism hence necessitating the re-estimation of 
this parameter. It may also be possible that the controller may respond to the change 
in load by varying its system gain thus it was deemed necessary to re-estimate this 
parameter also. It was not necessary to re-estimate Jdrive, since this value represents 
a physical constant of the system. 
2.5.1 Verifying Km and bcomb 
The model of the complete test rig depicted in Fig. 2.21 was modiﬁed such that the ve­
locity and position feedback loops were removed. Logged position and velocity feedback 
data, Poutlog and Voutlog respectively were fed into the system in place of the feedback 
signals. This model can be seen in Fig. 2.28. 
The model was ﬁrst run with velocity integral control disabled. The pre-determined 
system parameters were used in the system. The steady state portion of the response 
was simulated and compared to the logged response of the system described previously. 
The magnitude of the simulated torque and velocity responses correlated poorly with 
the magnitudes of the response being too small. 
Km was recalculated using Eq. (2.9) and the method described in Sec. 2.4. The resultant 
gain value was larger. Running the simulation again using this new value for Km gave 
a much improved correlation between the torque responses. The magnitude of the 
simulated velocity response however, was now too large indicating that the value of the 
system coeﬃcient of friction, bcomb was too small. bcomb was increased in an iterative 
manner until a good level of correlation between the velocity responses was achieved. 
Thus: 
Km = 7.7694 
bcomb = 0.3 
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Figure 2.29: A comparison of the logged and simulated velocity and torque responses 
of the complete Woodpecker mechanism test rig in response to a 200 rpm (crank speed) 
velocity step demand signal (Kppos = 100, Kpvel = 200 and Kivel = 0) 
It was noted that the re-estimated value of bcomb was indeed larger than the previously 
derived value, conﬁrming the hypothesis that the mechanism introduces new sources 
of friction to the system. 
2.5.2 Verifying the Integral Control Loop 
Velocity integral control was next enabled in the model, as shown in Fig. 2.28 and the 
simulation run again. Note that in this model, position and velocity feedback signals 
are supplied to the controller using logged data (i.e. the simulation is operating in an 
open loop conﬁguration). A comparison between the logged and resultant simulated 
torque and velocity responses can be seen in Fig. 2.30. 
From Fig. 2.30, it can be seen that the simulated torque and velocity responses ramp 
upwards with simulation time, deviating ever further from the logged responses. This 
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Figure 2.30: A comparison of the logged and simulated velocity and torque responses 
of the complete Woodpecker mechanism test rig in response to a 200 rpm (crank speed) 
velocity step demand signal (Kppos = 100, Kpvel = 200 and Kivel = 400). (Note the 
presence of drift in the system responses caused by the integral controller.) 
is due to the open loop nature of the simulation and the presence of errors and imper­
fections in the logged data. 
Consider the manner in which the error term, Verror, at the input to the PI controller 
is calculated: 
Verror = Vdem − Vout (2.13) 
With reference to Eq. (2.13), it can be seen that the two constituent signals used to 
calculate Verror are fed into the controller from experimentally logged data. Noise and 
other imperfections were observed to be present on these signals. These imperfections 
can lead to erroneous values of Verror being generated, resulting in unrealistic integral 
controller output signals and thus false system responses. 
If the simulation is run in a closed loop conﬁguration however, logged data is no longer 
used to form the feedback signals thus eliminating the aforementioned problems. The 
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Figure 2.31: A comparison of the logged and simulated velocity and torque responses 
of the complete Woodpecker mechanism test rig in response to a 200 rpm (crank speed) 
velocity step demand signal (Kppos = 100, Kpvel = 200 and Kivel = 400) (Kppos = 100, 
Kpvel = 200 and Kivel = 400) 
resultant simulated response, as shown in Fig. 2.31 was stable and free of the drift 
caused by the integral controller. 
The system response shown in Fig. 2.31 has been plotted with respect to crank angle. 
It can be seen from this ﬁgure that the simulated steady state response lags the logged 
response by approximately 130 degrees of crank, despite initial conﬁguration of both 
the simulated and real world systems being the same. The reason for this lag is unclear, 
but could be related to data logging issues. If however, this phase shift is compensated 
for by shifting the simulated response, the responses correlate very well. The simulated 
and logged characteristic steady state torque and velocity peaks and troughs correlate 
well in terms of magnitude, shape and frequency. Therefore it was considered that the 
model was good despite the phase shift. 
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2.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, work was carried out to create a model of a real world, prototype ser­
vomechanical system. At the heart of the system was a complex, multi-link mechanism 
with highly non-linear dynamic characteristics. It was propelled by an industrial servo 
motor via a belt drive and controlled by a motor drive unit acting as a slave signal am­
pliﬁer, governed by an external motion controller. The system was observed to suﬀer 
from unacceptable levels of harmonic content when run at high speeds. 
Using dimensional and physical data extracted from a CAD model of the mechanism, 
a numerical, planar model of the mechanism was created and veriﬁed. The mechanism 
was analysed using inverse dynamics to predict the variation in input driving torque 
that the motor must exert on the mechanism crank to propel the mechanism at a 
constant speed over the course of a complete cycle. Simulations were carried out 
to predict the behaviour of the mechanism during actuation. The mechanism was 
simulated being actuated at three diﬀerent cyclic rates. A region in the motion was 
identiﬁed in which large harmonic content is likely to be induced. In this region, a sharp 
torque peak followed by a sharp torque trough is needed to propel the mechanism at 
constant speed, indicating a region of greatly non-linear behaviour. The amplitude of 
these peaks and troughs increased with running speed. The remainder of the torque 
response was far smoother by comparison. With reference to the literature, a torque 
response with a large peak-to-peak magnitude is said to be indicative of a motion, rich 
in harmonic content. 
Using experimental data models of the belt drive transmission, drive unit and control 
card were also created. The models were combined to form a model of the complete 
test rig. Work was also done to validate the model, in which the simulated response 
of the test rig was compared to equivalent experimentally derived responses. Work 
was done to derive system parameter values and to reﬁne the model. The velocity 
and torque responses of the ﬁnal model to a 200rpm crank velocity step demand signal 
correlated well with the logged response to the same signal, particularly under steady­
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state conditions. This implied that the model was valid and suitable for further work. 
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Chapter 3 
The Cam Function Generation 
Method 
In Ch. 2, a model of the a complete servomechanical test rig was developed. It was 
observed that the test rig had an steady state output motion that was rich in harmonic 
content when actuated at high speeds with a constant velocity demand signal. The 
cause of this harmonic content was identiﬁed as being due to signiﬁcant non-linearities 
in the dynamics of the mechanism. When actuated using a constant velocity demand 
signal, the drive motor needed to exert highly variable amounts of torque on the mech­
anism crank. Over the course of complete cycle, this torque variation was observed to 
have a large peak-to-peak amplitude. The literature [27,31] indicates that such a torque 
proﬁle is indicative of an output motion rich in harmonic content. It also states that 
reducing the peak-to-peak magnitude of a propulsive torque proﬁle should reduce the 
amplitude of the harmonic content present in the resultant output motion. Work will 
be described in this chapter, in which a method of improving the dynamic performance 
of the system will be developed. The method will seek to reduce the peak-to-peak 
magnitude of the torque demands of the mechanism but without sacriﬁcing system 
operating speed. 
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In this chapter, a method, entitled the Cam Function Generation Method, will be 
derived in which the dynamic performance of the test rig will be improved through 
the synthesis of a shaped velocity demand signal, referred to as a cam function, for 
use in place of the constant velocity demand signal. It is hypothesised that improved 
dynamic system performance can be achieved if the system is actuated using a velocity 
demand signal that is sympathetic to non-linear dynamics of the system. Such a signal 
would allow the non-linear characteristics of the mechanism to dominate the output 
motion in the regions of crank where they are most prominent, instead of the motion 
being rigidly controlled by the motion controller and servomotor. In other words, in 
the non-linear portion of the motion, the amount of inﬂuence which the drive motor 
can exert on the mechanism will be reduced, allowing the dynamics of the mechanism 
to dominate. The mechanism will therefore accelerate and decelerate according to 
its dynamic tendencies. Any discrepancies in cyclic rate can be compensated by the 
progression of the mechanism through the linear portion of its motion. By reducing 
the amount of inﬂuence the drive motor can have on the motion of the mechanism, the 
amount of torque which the motor can exert on the mechanism will be reduced. In 
this way, the peak-to-peak magnitude of the cyclic torque variation will be decreased, 
resulting in a reduction in the magnitude of the harmonic content in the output motion. 
3.1 The Method 
The development work for the Cam Function Generation Method was performed us­
ing the model of the complete test rig developed in Ch. 2. However, for clarity of 
explanation, the method will ﬁrst be applied to a simple theoretical system in which 
a servo motor, controlled by a generic drive unit, propels the Woodpecker mechanism 
via a belt drive with a gear ratio N . A PI controller governs the system. The system 
operates in velocity control mode. Both integral and proportional control were enabled 
in the controller. The values of the controller gains were tuned to achieve a fast, stable 
response with minimal steady state error. 
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An element labelled, Torque Truncation was positioned between the motor controller 
and the belt drive. Using this element, it was possible to impose upper and lower limits 
on the amount of torque the motor could exert on the mechanism via the belt drive. 
A block diagram for this system is shown in Fig. 3.1. 
Through the strategic imposition of torque truncation limits, it was possible to limit the 
amount of inﬂuence the motor could exert on the motion of the mechanism in regions 
where the torque limits are triggered. In such regions, the dynamics of the mechanism 
dominate the response motion of the system. Having made this modiﬁcation to the 
model, a method was derived to synthesise a shaped velocity demand signal. 
1. With torque truncation limits disabled, the response of the system to a constant 
velocity demand signal was ﬁrst simulated to achieve a system response that 
satisﬁes the desired cyclic rate of the system. The resultant cyclic torque response 
of the system was analysed. 
2. Torque truncation limits were selected, which truncate the peaks and troughs of 
the steady state torque response of the system to the constant velocity demand 
signal, isolating a narrow torque band. 
3. With these torque truncation limits in place, the constant velocity signal was fed 
into the system once again. The resultant velocity response was logged against 
crank position. This signal forms the velocity cam function. 
4. With torque truncation now removed, the velocity cam function was fed into the 
system as a crank position dependent velocity demand signal. This is shown 
diagrammatically in the block diagram in Fig. 3.2. 
5. The steady state velocity response of the system to the velocity cam function was 
analysed and the average velocity of the mechanism crank over a complete cycle 
calculated. If the resultant average cyclic velocity value is unacceptably diﬀerent 
from the desired cyclic velocity, the method is repeated from Step 2 onwards 
using diﬀerent value torque truncation values, until a cam function is generated 
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which produces a satisfactory velocity response. Analysis of the torque response 
of the system over a complete cycle should demonstrate torque response with a 
smaller peak-to-peak magnitude than that experienced using a constant velocity 
demand signal. 
This process is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.3. 
3.2	 Simulating the Application of the Cam Function Gen­
eration Method to the Woodpecker Test Rig 
The model of the Woodpecker test rig depicted in Fig. 2.21, was modiﬁed to include 
a torque truncation block mimicking the theoretical system discussed in the previous 
section. This modiﬁed model is depicted in Fig. 3.4. 
The model was operated using both position proportional as well as velocity propor­
tional and velocity integral gains. The gain values chosen match exactly those used 
when modelling the test rig in Ch. 2. As previously discussed in Sec. 2.2.4, the Deva004 
controller could only operate in position control mode. This fact is reﬂected in Fig. 3.4, 
with the only input to the system being a position demand signal, Pdem. This being 
the case, the method of application of the Cam Function Generation Method had to 
be modiﬁed to accommodate this peculiarity of the Deva004. This was achieved in the 
following way: 
1. To achieve Step 1 of the method described in Sec. 3.1, the velocity step demand 
signal of magnitude Vdesired had to be translated into the form of a time based 
position ramp signal. The steady state torque and velocity responses of the 
system were logged against torque truncation limits selected as before. Using 
these limits, the cam function was generated as before by passing the position 
ramp signal into the system. For the purposes of simulation, elapsed simulation 
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Figure 3.3: A ﬂow chart of the Cam Function Generation Method 
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time was also logged. 
2. The cam function, consisting of both velocity and position data, was ﬁrst consid­
ered logged against time. A script was written to mimic the internal processing 
logic of the Deva004, whereby a virtual motor was considered attempting to accel­
erate to each target velocity before achieving the corresponding target position, 
according to the rules deﬁned in Sec. 2.2.5. The output of this script was a 
time based array, estimating the velocity proﬁle of the internally generate veloc­
ity demand proﬁle, Vdem, which the Deva004 would use to generate its motor 
command signal. Integrating Vdem generated a time dependent position demand 
proﬁle. This proﬁle was fed into the model of the test rig as the position demand 
signal in the model of the test rig depicted in Fig. 2.21. 
3. In order to properly apply the cam function care had to be taken to ensure 
that the position of the crank at the instance when the cam function is invoked 
matches the initial position of the cam function. It must also be ensured that 
the velocity of the mechanism at the start of the crank cycle matches the initial 
velocity of the cam function, VcamInit. To achieve this, the gradient of the position 
ramp demand signal and thus magnitude of the constant velocity demand signal, 
Vwindup, was varied. For each value of Vwindup tested, the system was allowed 
to perform a suﬃcient number of cycles of crank, ncycleW indup, to achieve steady 
state conditions. The simulated velocity of the mechanism crank at the end of the 
ﬁnal cycle, VwindupEnd was compared with VcamInit and Vwindup varied until the 
velocity of the mechanism at the end of ﬁnal windup cycle, VwindupEnd, matches 
VcamInit. For the purposes of the simulation, the time taken for the mechanism to 
perform ncycleW indup cycles of crank with the demand signal Vwindup was logged. 
This time was referred to as twindup. 
4. With torque limits removed, the model was conﬁgured to perform the following 
procedure: 
(a) Perform ncycleW indup complete cycles of crank with a constant demand veloc­
ity signal of magnitude Vwindup. This was achieved by running the simulation 
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for the length of time twindup. 
(b) After twindup has elapsed, invoke the controller response array generated in 
above, passing the array PCam into the controller as a time dependant po­
sition demand signal. The signal was repeated a number of times, ncycleCam 
to allow the system to operate under the inﬂuence of the cam function for 
several cycles. 
The resultant velocity and torque responses of the system operating under the in­
ﬂuence of the cam function were logged against crank position and compared with 
the initial response to the constant velocity demand signal as before. The output 
cyclic rate of the system, in response to the cam function, was compared to the 
desired cyclic rate, Vdesired. If there was an unsatisfactory diﬀerence between the 
two values then the method was repeated with diﬀerent torque truncation limits, 
as previously described, until the resultant output cyclic rate was satisfactorily 
close to Vdesired. 
Using this method, the model simulated the application of the method to generate 
motions with average cyclic rates of 200, 300, 450 and 600 rpm. 
3.2.1 Results 
Figure 3.5 shows a summary of the synthesised velocity reference cam functions used 
to generate cyclic motion with average cyclic crank velocities of 200, 300, 450 and 600 
rpm. For ease of comparison, velocity values are shown in a normalised form as a 
proportion of the demand cyclic speed. 
Each cam function generated a velocity response with an average cyclic rate satisfying 
the demand cyclic rate. 
A summary of the constant velocity demand signal values and torque truncation limits 
used to generate the cam function, depicted in Fig. 3.5 is shown in Tab. 3.1. 
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Figure 3.5: A comparison of velocity reference cam functions for operation at a variety 
of average cyclic crank velocities for use with the Woodpecker mechanism test rig. 
(Velocity values are normalised against demand average cyclic speed.) 
200 rpm 300 rpm 450 rpm 600 rpm 
Upper Torque Limit (Nm) 2.0 2.97 4.46 5.95 
Lower Torque Limit (Nm) 1.9 2.87 4.36 5.85 
Windup Velocity Values (vcamInit) (rpm) 218.72 272.92 507.97 639.2 
Table 3.1: The torque truncation limits used to generate the simulated cam functions 
Correspondingly, Fig. 3.6 compares the torque responses of the system to the constant 
velocity and shaped cam function demands signals for the four operating speeds. Oper­
ating at cyclic crank velocities of 200, 300 and 600 rpm, reductions in torque variation 
peak-to-peak magnitude of 74.35%, 36.72% and 3.19% respectively, indicating that re­
ductions in harmonic content amplitude should be experienced in the output motion. 
Operating at 450 rpm a torque variation peak-to-peak magnitude increase of 18.94% 
is experienced, indicating that more harmonic content may be experienced when op­
erating at this speed. A summary of these variations in demand torque peak-to-peak 
magnitude is shown in Fig. 3.7. 
It is noticeable that the method appears to be most eﬀective when the mechanism 
is operated at 200 rpm. At faster speeds, the method becomes less eﬀective. The 
reason for this discrepancy was attributed to the fact that the model of the test rig was 
derived using data obtained whilst the mechanism was actuated at 200 rpm, making 
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Figure 3.6: A comparison of Woodpecker mechanism test rig simulated torque responses 
to a variety of velocity cam functions for operation at diﬀerent average cyclic crank 
velocities. Solid lines correspond to responses to constant velocity demands signals and 
dashed lines correspond to responses to cam functions. 
the model most accurate, simulating the motion of the system operating at this speed. 
At speeds signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from this operating point, it is entirely possible that 
system parameters may change drastically, making the model inaccurate. Evidence 
for such behaviour was demonstrated in Ch. 2, whereby the controller gain, Km,varied 
signiﬁcantly as motor payload and operating speed varied. It is possible that when 
actuating at this speed, resonance is achieved in the system. Due to the physical 
limitations of the mechanism, it was not possible to test either of these hypotheses. 
Actuating the test rig at crank velocities well in excess of 200 rpm was deemed unsafe, 
as it would risk overloading the mechanism, resulting in structural failure. 
As implied in the literature, reducing the peak-to-peak magnitude of the variation in 
torque that the drive motor must exert on a system to generate a given motion will 
result in a reduction in the amount of harmonic content in the output motion [27,31]. 
Work was carried out to ascertain the eﬀectiveness of the cam function in reducing 
harmonic content in the output motion of the system. The output motion of the 
system, in response to a 200rpm constant velocity demand signal, was compared to the 
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Figure 3.7: A comparison of the peak-to-peak magnitude values of the simulated torque 
responses of the Woodpecker mechanism test rig in response to velocity reference cam 
functions for operation at diﬀerent average cycle crank velocities 
equivalent response to the 200rpm cam function. As carried out by Yuan et. al. [27], 
the output angular motion of the link bearing the end eﬀector, link 7, was analysed for 
vibrational content with respect to the input angular motion of the crank, link 1. The 
relevant data was processed using Fourier analysis [62]. Using this method, the data 
was broken down into its constituent frequencies, allowing the makeup of the harmonic 
content present in the output motion to be seen. The results of this analysis can be 
seen in Fig. 3.8. 
Analysis of Fig. 3.8 shows that the amplitude of the harmonic content present in the 
output motion generated using the cam function is consistently smaller than the equiv­
alent harmonic content present in the output motion generated using the constant 
velocity demand signal. The diﬀerence in amplitude is more signiﬁcant at the higher 
frequencies. A comparison of the high frequency responses is shown in Fig. 3.9. 
This result indicates that the use of a cam function would indeed reduce the harmonic 
content in the output of the mechanism. It also shows that reducing the peak-to-peak 
magnitude of the variation in propulsive torque reduces results in a reduction in the 
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Figure 3.8: A comparison of the harmonic content in the output motion of the Wood­
pecker mechanism in response to a 200 rpm constant velocity demand signal and in 
response to cam function generating a motion of 200 rpm. 
magnitude of the harmonic content in the resultant output motion conﬁrming the link 
implied in the literature. 
In terms of practical application of the method, the great strength of the Cam Function 
Generation Method is the fact that beneﬁts can be achieved without making any modi­
ﬁcations to the system. Instead the dynamic beneﬁts are achieved through the use of a 
new variable velocity demand signal. Thus assuming a good model of the system under 
scrutiny can be obtained, implementation of the method is easy to achieve taking the 
form of a simple software update. This method is therefore particularly suitable for 
the improvement of the dynamics of existing mechanisms. 
With such encouraging results being obtained from the 200 rpm cam function response, 
it was decided that the method appeared promising and merited further work. 
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Figure 3.9: A comparison of the high frequency harmonic content in the output motion 
of the Woodpecker mechanism in response to a 200rpm constant velocity demand signal 
and in response to cam function generating a motion of 200 rpm. 
3.3	 Experimental Validation of the Cam Function Gener­
ation Method 
Previously in this chapter, work has been discussed to develop cam functions to actuate 
the Woodpecker test rig at a variety of cyclic rates. These cam functions have been 
tested using simulation work. The simulations showed that the biggest gain in dynamic 
performance could be achieved using the 200 rpm (crank velocity) cam function. To 
verify this result, work was carried out to apply the cam function to the real world test 
rig. 
3.3.1	 Applying the Cam Function to the Test Rig 
The 200 rpm (crank velocity) cam function, depicted in Fig. 3.5, was discretised by the 
simulation program and exported from the simulation program in the form of two ASCII 
ﬁles for use with the Deva004. One ﬁle contained a list of discrete target velocities, 
whilst the other contained a list of corresponding target positions. The cam function 
was sampled with a frequency of 50Hz. Investigative work had found that the Deva004 
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would malfunction if the data was sampled any higher due to its inability to handle 
more many precision points. Care was taken to ensure that the sampled cam function 
still contained suﬃcient data to properly describe the magnitudes and form of cam 
function. To ensure this was achieved, a number of additional points were manually 
added to the ASCII ﬁles. 
A control script was written to command Deva004 to read both ﬁles and when in­
voked, to command the motor to move to perform the cam function. In so doing, the 
controller would aim to achieve each target position with a ﬁnal velocity equal to the 
corresponding target velocity value. 
Care was taken to ensure that the position of the mechanism crank at the instance 
when the cam function was invoked matched the initial position of the cam function. 
It was also necessary to ensure that the velocity of the mechanism crank at the end 
this position matched the initial velocity of the cam function, VcamInit. To achieve this, 
the mechanism was actuated with a constant velocity demand signal of magnitude 
VwindupReal and allowed to perform ncycleW indupReal cycles to allow suﬃcient time for 
the system to achieve steady state conditions. The ﬁnal velocity of the mechanism 
at the end of the cycle, VwindupEnd, was compared to the starting velocity of the cam 
function, VcamInit, and VwindupReal adjusted until VwindupEnd was close to VcamInit. 
When iterating values of VwindupReal, care was taken to ensure that the mechanism was 
operating within its stable and safe region of operation. 
With all preparatory work done, a script was written to apply the cam function to the 
test rig using the following method: 
1. Starting from rest, the mechanism was actuated for ncycleW indupReal cycles of 
crank using a constant velocity demand signal of magnitude VwindupReal. 
2. The cam function was then invoked. The mechanism performed ncycleCam cycles 
of crank under the control of the cam function. 
3. The mechanism ran for a further ncycleW indupReal cycles of crank, before being 
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decelerated to rest. 
The response of the system throughout the procedure was logged, as described in 
Sec. 2.3.1. 
The response of the system under control of cam function was compared to the response 
of the system to the constant velocity demand signal of magnitude Vdesired. 
3.3.2 Results 
Figure 3.10 compares the resultant velocity command output response of Deva004 
motion controller, Vdem, as output to the motor in response to the sampled cam function 
as generated by the simulation program, with the original unsampled cam function. It 
is the signal Vdem which the controller uses to generate command signals for the motor. 
The mechanism wound up to speed with a constant velocity demand speed of 215 rpm. 
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Figure 3.10: A comparison of the experimentally derived steady state velocity responses 
of the Woodpecker mechanism test rig in response to a velocity cam function for oper­
ation at an average cyclic crank velocity of 200 rpm and a velocity step demand signal 
of 200 rpm (crank speed) (Kppos = 100, Kpvel = 200 and Kivel = 400) 
It can be seen from Fig. 3.10 that through the process of signal processing by the 
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controller, a phase shift of approximately 15 degrees of crank is introduced between 
the cam function, as speciﬁed in the input data ﬁles and the velocity command signal 
to the motor, Vdem. Consequently, the shaped demand signal sent to the motor is out 
of phase with the dynamics of the mechanism, potentially limiting the eﬀectiveness of 
the method. The response of the test rig to Vdem in this form is shown in Fig. 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11: A comparison of the experimentally derived steady state torque responses 
of the Woodpecker mechanism test rig in response to a velocity cam function for oper­
ation at an average cyclic motor velocity of 200 rpm and a velocity step demand signal 
of 200 rpm (crank speed) (Kppos = 100, Kpvel = 200 and Kivel = 400) 
From Fig. 3.11 it can be seen that when compared to the equivalent response to the 
constant velocity demand signal, the cam function applied in this manner reduces the 
magnitude of the peak-to-peak torque response from 5.6 Nm to 4.49 Nm. This signiﬁes 
a reduction of 1.11 Nm or 21%. 
To compensate for this phase shift the cam function was modiﬁed. The cam function 
was progressed forwards by 15 degrees of crank to counter the shift. As expected, 
passing this new function into the controller generated a resultant Vdem signal, which 
was now in phase with the unsampled cam function and thus in phase with dynamics 
of the mechanism. This is shown in Fig. 3.13. 
The resultant torque response to this new phase corrected cam function shows a more 
signiﬁcant reduction in peak-to-peak torque variation magnitude with these values 
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Figure 3.12: A comparison of the experimentally derived steady state torque responses 
of the Woodpecker mechanism test rig in response to a velocity cam function for op­
eration at an average cyclic crank velocity of 200 rpm a the same cam function with 
phase correction (Kppos = 100, Kpvel = 200 and Kivel = 400) 
being reduced from 5.6 Nm to 2.1 Nm, a reduction of 3.5 Nm or 63%. 
The velocity response of the system to the phase corrected cam function is shown in 
Fig. 3.13. 
The corresponding velocity response to the cam function is also satisfactory. The 
resultant steady state cyclic rate achieved is approximately 203 rpm, slightly faster 
than desired 200 rpm. Despite there being no facilities for measuring the amplitude 
of the harmonic content present in the output motion of the test rig, it was observed 
that the test rig was audibly quieter when responding to the cam function than to the 
constant velocity demand signal. 
3.4 Conclusions 
The work carried out in this chapter demonstrates the beneﬁt of using shaped velocity 
cam functions as velocity demand signals in place of constant velocity demand signals 
to achieve reductions in magnitude of peak-to-peak torque responses resulting in output 
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Figure 3.13: A comparison of the experimentally derived steady state velocity responses 
of the Woodpecker mechanism test rig in response to a phase corrected velocity cam 
function for operation at an average cyclic motor velocity of 200 rpm and a velocity step 
demand signal of 200 rpm (crank speed) (Kppos = 100, Kpvel = 200 and Kivel = 400) 
motions with reduced harmonic content. The work in this chapter utilised a pre-derived 
model of the Woodpecker test rig, modelled in Ch. 2. Using this model, a method was 
developed to synthesise a position dependent variable velocity demand signal or cam 
function. This signal was sympathetic to the dynamics of the test rig and mechanism. 
The model was used to simulate the generation and application of a series of cam 
functions, which would actuate the test rig at various cyclic rates ranging from 200 rpm 
up to 600 rpm. When compared to simulated responses to equivalent constant velocity 
demand signals simulations demonstrated reductions in the peak-to-peak magnitude 
of actuation torque of as much 74.35% when operating at 200 rpm crank velocity. 
At higher velocities, the method was less eﬀective. The reason for this behaviour 
was attributed to the model of the test rig using system parameters obtained using 
experimental data obtained by cycling the mechanism at 200 rpm. The model was 
therefore tuned for operation at this speed. At speeds signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from this, 
it was hypothesised that the identiﬁed co-eﬃcient of friction, bcomb, and system gain 
value, Km, were unrealistic for operation at these speeds. 
Spectral analysis was carried out to compare the harmonic content in the output motion 
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of the system in response to a 200rpm constant velocity demand signal and with cam 
function inducing a motion with an average cyclic speed of 200rpm. The spectral anal­
ysis showed that using the cam function in place of the constant velocity demand signal 
resulted in a decrease in harmonic content amplitude, particularly at high frequencies. 
With such encouraging simulated results obtained for operation at 200 rpm, it was de­
cided that the method was promising and worthy of further work. Based on this result, 
work was done to apply the method to the actual, real world prototype servomechan­
ical test rig which had previously been modelled. A cam function was developed and 
applied to the Woodpecker test rig, which simulations showed should actuate the rig 
at an average cyclic rate of 200 rpm. In response to the cam function, the peak-to­
peak magnitude of the resultant torque variation was 63% smaller than the equivalent 
response to the equivalent constant demand velocity signal. This demonstrated the 
eﬀectiveness of the method. Although the test rig was equipped with no means of 
measuring the amplitude of any induced harmonic content,it was observed that the 
test rig was quieter when operating using the cam function than when operating using 
the constant velocity demand signal indicating a reduction in harmonic content. 
When applying the method to the Woodpecker test rig, the cam function had to be 
shifted by 15 degrees of crank to compensate for a phase shift between the cam function 
and the command signal sent to the motor. This phase shift was apparently introduced 
by the internal signal processing of cam function by the motor controller. 
It was identiﬁed that the great strength of the method described in this chapter lies in 
the fact that minimal modiﬁcation to the system is needed to implement it. The only 
modiﬁcation to the system that is necessary is the redeﬁnition of the demand signal. 
The method is therefore cheap, quick and easy to implement. 
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3.5 Future Work 
The work described in this chapter detailed a method of deriving velocity cam functions. 
To derive these cam functions, simulations were performed, in which the user speciﬁed 
upper and lower torque truncation limits. The speciﬁcation of the values of these 
limits was performed manually, using an iterative method. A logical development of 
the Cam Function Generation Method would be to implement a method of automating 
the process of selecting these upper and lower torque limits. This could be done by 
considering the problem as a multi-parametric numerical optimisation problem. A ﬂow 
diagram of such a process is shown in Fig. 3.14 
From Fig. 3.14, it can be seen that this process acts to vary the upper and lower torque 
limits, in order to minimise the overall cost value RT . RT is the sum of weighted 
velocity and torque cost values, RV el and RTq respectively. The lower the values of 
these cost parameters, the better. 
With candidate torque limits speciﬁed, the process generates a candidate cam function 
and analyses the cyclic velocity and torque responses of the test rig to the resultant 
cam function. The velocity cost function would be derived from analysis of the cyclic 
velocity response. The function for this cost value should act to generate increasingly 
large values of cost, the more the resultant cyclic rate deviates from the demand cyclic 
rate. Correspondingly, the torque cost function would be derived from analysis of the 
peak-to-peak magnitude of the cyclic torque response. The cost function should be 
speciﬁed such that cost values increase with peak-to-peak magnitude. In this way, the 
optimisation process will seek to generate cam functions which generate motion with 
cyclic rates close to the demand cyclic rates and which also have torque responses with 
minimal peak-to-peak torque magnitude. 
The use of an optimisation routine to specify upper and lower torque limits has a num­
ber of advantages. Firstly, it automates the process of torque limit selection removing 
the necessity for manual intervention. Secondly, it could result in the generation of 
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Figure 3.14: Automating the selection of torque truncation limits in the Cam Function 
Generation Method 
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more eﬀective cam functions since the search would be more exhaustive than the man­
ual iterative process described in this chapter. 
It is important to note that work discussed in this chapter aims to create cam function, 
which reduce the resultant peak-to-peak torque variation magnitude of the system. The 
method could equally be applied using an alternative metric as a measure of success. 
So for example, the method could seek to reduce cyclic energy consumption of the 
system. In this way the method can be seen to be not only eﬀective but also versatile. 
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Chapter 4 
Combining Traditional 
Mechanism Synthesis Methods 
With Inverse Dynamics 
The problem of designing a mechanism for high speed operation can be seen to comprise 
of two independent but potentially conﬂicting design tasks, namely kinematic accuracy 
and dynamic performance. As discussed in Sec. 1.2 the majority of traditional mech­
anism synthesis methods consider only kinematic, path following performance, with 
dynamic performance rarely given much consideration. This approach can lead to the 
generation of mechanisms which can follow a desired output path with great accuracy 
but exhibit poor vibrations characteristics when actuated at high speeds. 
Work described in this chapter will discuss the development of a unique, computer 
based, multi-stage mechanism design strategy which combines the kinematic analysis 
abilities of a traditional mechanism synthesis tool with a dynamic analysis method, 
to synthesise a mechanism with high quality kinematic and dynamic characteristics. 
The approach will ﬁrst be presented before it is applied to the Woodpecker mechanism 
design. It is important to note that the aim of the work described in this chapter is 
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not to develop a robust mechanism synthesis method. Instead, the work will seek to 
demonstrate, through the use of a mechanism design strategy, the potential beneﬁts of 
considering mechanism dynamics and kinematics when designing a mechanism. 
The design of mechanisms and the development of approaches to support their eﬀective 
design, can be traced back to the days of Leonardo DaVinci [63]. Early researchers 
would use simpliﬁed scale models that would be incrementally reﬁned to achieve the 
desired motion. Such techniques remained common practise until the development of 
early Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems, with which it was possible to incremen­
tally change the geometry of computer generated models of mechanism links and to 
visualise the output motion of the resultant mechanism. Such techniques, although 
manual, resulted in signiﬁcant design improvements and enabled the design envelope 
for given mechanisms to be explored more rapidly and in more depth. Since these 
early CAD systems, the ability to simulate motion has become common place in most 
Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) systems [64–66]. In addition to the functionality 
oﬀered by these general CAE systems, there are a variety of computational approaches 
that have been created with the speciﬁc aim of supporting the design and analysis 
of mechanisms [67, 68]. These include the use of parametric models and optimisation 
methods to computationally explore the design space and best-achieve the desired mo­
tion requirements. Figure 4.1 shows an example of the process of parametric design 
and optimisation. 
To initialise this design process, the user must ﬁrst deﬁne the desired output path of 
the ﬁnal mechanism. The style of the mechanism, which is to be optimised must also be 
deﬁned. This is equivalent to number synthesis, as discussed in Sec. 1.2. In the depicted 
example, a ﬁve bar linkage mechanism is being considered. An initial guess at suitable 
link dimensions must also be made by the user. Figure 4.1(a) shows a seed mechanism 
and its output motion denoted as series of discrete points. The feature of this output 
motion, which is most essential for operation, is the ability of the mechanism to follow 
a straight, horizontal path. The horizontal path is depicted by a solid black line. The 
form of the remainder of the output path is unimportant. Here, the design task is to 
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(a) Seed Mechanism (b) Design alternatives 
(c) Final mechanism design 
Figure 4.1: Parametric design and kinematic optimisation of a mechanism 
perform dimension synthesis to determine the values of link lengths which can best 
achieve the desired output path. To do this, a parametric model of the mechanism is 
constructed and an objective cost function is speciﬁed, which takes into consideration 
the deviation of the output motion of the mechanism from the desired path. In this 
example, only the lower (red) portion of the motion is considered. Within the modelling 
environment an optimisation function is then invoked [67] and the design parameters 
varied generating a variety of candidate mechanism designs, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b). 
After a predeﬁned number of iterations, or when an optimal solution is determined, 
the ﬁnal mechanism design is captured, as shown in Fig4.1(c). 
4.1 Combining Dynamic and Kinematic Analysis 
In this section, a unique, computer based mechanism design strategy will be described, 
which combines a traditional, kinematic mechanism synthesis method with a dynamic 
analysis procedure. Starting with a seed mechanism and a desired output path, the 
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method aims to perform dimension synthesis to identify a mechanism design with 
improved dynamic and kinematic characteristics. A ﬂow chart of this strategy is shown 
in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. 
4.1.1 The Deﬁnition of a Seed Mechanism 
As a starting point for this strategy, a desired output path must be deﬁned. Number 
synthesis must then be carried out to deﬁne a seed mechanism. This should be done 
with reference to the desired output path and can be achieved using conventional 
mechanism design tools. Sensible estimates of suitable mechanism link dimensions 
should be made. These values will act as the initial conditions for the dimension 
synthesis stage of the method. For the purposes of dynamic analysis, theoretical mass 
and inertia scaling factors for each link should also be estimated. 
To apply the mechanism synthesis strategy, a non-critical portion of the output path 
must exist in the desired output path. In other words, it should be possible to alter the 
form of the desired output path whilst still fulﬁlling its functional purpose. For example 
the recoil portion of the motion, where the mechanism is passing through free space 
could be described as being non-critical, since the exact path followed by the mechanism 
can take any form. Conversely the portion of the output path where the mechanism 
interfaces with a product could be critical, since the form of the output motion of 
the mechanism in this portion of the motion is fundamental to its functionality. The 
critical and non-critical portions of the desired output path must be clearly deﬁned. 
4.1.2 Mechanism Synthesis and Kinematic Analysis 
The purpose of deﬁning the critical and non-critical portion of the desired output path 
is to allow the synthesis method scope to vary the form of the non-critical portion of 
the desired output path. Dimension synthesis can then be carried out using a variety 
of alternative output paths, to identify corresponding mechanism designs, which may 
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Figure 4.2: The kinematic analysis stage of the combined mechanism synthesis process 
and dynamic analysis process 
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Figure 4.3: The dynamic analysis stage of the combined mechanism synthesis process 
and dynamic analysis process 
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possess optimal dynamic performance characteristics. Starting with the initial desired 
path, a method was devised to force the synthesis method to explore diﬀerent paths. 
The output path must ﬁrst be expressed as a series of discrete points. A single point 
on the non-critical portion of the motion should then be selected. The other points on 
the non-critical portion of the path are discarded. The dimension synthesis objective 
cost parameter to be minimised, RK , can be expressed as follows. 
RK = W1R1 + W2R2 
−1 (4.1) 
For each candidate mechanism, the synthesis program estimates the corresponding 
output path as a series of discrete points. The method then calculates the shortest 
distance between each point of the critical portion of the desired output path and the 
a point on the synthesised output path. The sum of the distances is the parameter R1. 
The same method is performed for the repulsion point. This distance is the parameter 
R2. W1 and W2 are weighting factors, which inﬂuence the amount of cost signiﬁcance 
given to the critical portion of the path and the repulsion point respectively. Due to the 
R−1 term in the cost function, any synthesised path passing near the repulsion point 
2 
will result in large values of cost. Hence, as the ratio between W2 to W1 is increased, 
the repulsiveness of the repulsion point will increase, resulting in the synthesis process 
seeking to generate mechanism designs with output paths that pass ever further away 
from the repulsion point. By iteratively varying W2 and keeping W1 constant, a wide 
variety of alternative mechanism designs can be obtained. 
The dimension synthesis portion of the method yields a variety of alternative mecha­
nism designs, some of which may be unsuitable for the desired application. To discrim­
inate between suitable and unsuitable mechanism designs, it was necessary to devise 
a method of analysing each design for kinematic quality. To achieve this, a series 
of kinematic quality indicators need to be agreed upon. Such indicators may include 
mechanism size, output path accuracy and so on. Only those mechanisms which satisfy 
the kinematic quality indicators are considered for dynamic analysis. 
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4.1.3 Modelling and Parameter Estimation 
In order to analyse the dynamics of the varying mechanism designs, it is necessary to 
quickly estimate mass and inertia values for each link. For a given mechanism link, n, 
mass and inertia scaling factors, m0n and J0n correspondingly, need to be speciﬁed. A 
suggested method of deriving these values is to estimate the mass and inertia values, 
mn and Jn for each link of the Seed mechanism. This can be done by modelling a 
typical link with length ln, in a CAD package. The mass and inertia scaling factors, 
mn and Jn respectively, can then be estimated as follows: 
mn 
m0n = (4.2) 
ln 
Jn
J0n = (4.3) 
mnln 
2 
Using m0n and J0n as scaling factors, mass and inertia values can be estimated for each 
corresponding link for the new, synthesised mechanisms. To calculate the mass of link 
n with length ln, the mass mn of the new link can be calculated as: 
mn = m0nln (4.4) 
Similarly, the inertia value Jn of link n can be calculated as: 
Jn = J0nmnln 
2 (4.5) 
The links of the synthesised mechanisms were considered to have their centres of mass 
at their mid-point. The inertia of the triangular tertiary link was obtained by summing 
the inertias of the constituent links. Similarly, its mass was estimated by summing the 
masses of the constituent links. Its centre of mass could then be calculated directly. 
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4.1.4 Dynamic Analysis 
Using DYSIM, it is possible to create dynamic models of each candidate mechanism 
and analyse and scrutinise each design for dynamic performance using forward and 
inverse dynamics. Using these models, simulations can be run to estimate the dynamic 
behaviour of a mechanism design and to analyse it for speciﬁc dynamic performance 
requirements. The dynamic quality of a given mechanism design can be quantiﬁed 
using a variety of indicators, such as driving torque variation peak-to-peak magnitude 
or perhaps cyclic energy consumption. The most desirable mechanism can then be 
identiﬁed. 
4.2 Applying the Method to The Prototype 
To test the method described in this chapter, the Woodpecker mechanism, as described 
in Ch. 2, was considered. The design of this mechanism is shown in Fig. 4.4. This 
design was adopted as the seed mechanism. It is known that seed mechanism can 
follow the output path. Using mass and inertia data taken from the CAD model of 
the mechanism, mass and inertia scaling values, m0n and J0n respectively, for each link 
were estimated. This data was used to determine m0n and J0n values. 
The discretised output path of the seed mechanism is shown in Fig. 4.5. This orbit will 
be adopted as the original desired output path. The end eﬀector orbits the path in a 
clockwise direction. 
Figure. 4.5 also shows the discrimination between the geometrically critical and non­
critical portions of the path. The upper portion of the motion is geometrically critical, 
as it is in this region that the mechanism interfaces with the product. In the non-critical 
portion of the motion, the mechanism recoils through free space. The path which the 
mechanism follows in this region is therefore non-critical. A kinematic quality indicator 
was deﬁned, stipulating that a satisfactory mechanism design should have an output 
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Figure 4.4: The Woodpecker mechanism (seed mechanism) 
path with minimal vertical deviation in the critical portion of the motion. 
For the purpose of generating suitable alternative mechanisms, it was decided that it 
may be possible to achieve dynamically superior mechanism designs by reducing the 
vertical height of the output path. To achieve this, a repulsion point positioned just 
below the lowest point on the output path was selected. 
A dynamic quality indicator was speciﬁed to try to minimise the peak-to-peak magni­
tude of the torque demand needed to actuate each mechanism at a given speed. This 
indicator was speciﬁed with reference to the literature [27, 31], in which a suggestion 
is made that the magnitude of the peak-to-peak magnitude of the torque demand of a 
system is proportional to the amplitude of the harmonic content in its output motion. 
Dimension synthesis was performed using a wide range of W2 values, ranging from 1 to 
1000. W1 was kept constant at 1. The resultant mechanisms were analysed manually. 
Of the resultant mechanisms, the four mechanisms which best satisﬁed the kinematic 
quality indicator, were identiﬁed. 
Using the Equations (4.4) and (4.5), mass and inertia values for the links of the synthe­
sised mechanisms were estimated. DYSIM models of the four alternative mechanisms 
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Figure 4.5: The discretised output path of the seed mechanism with the diﬀerent 
portions of the path shown 
were created. The mechanism was modelled as 7 objects, ﬁve links and one triangular 
tertiary link. When synthesising the dimensions of the triangular tertiary link, it was 
considered as three separate links, but amalgamated to become a single tertiary link 
in the DYSIM model. The model of the seed mechanism, as created in Ch. 2 was also 
considered. 
The model of the seed mechanism was created using accurate data taken from a CAD 
model of the mechanism. This data did not always position the centres of mass of 
the links at the mid-point of the link. However, when modelling the four alternative 
candidate mechanisms, the links were considered to have their centres of gravity at 
their centre point. 
In this case of inverse dynamic analysis, the mechanism crank angle was selected as the 
motion deﬁning variable. It was desired for the mechanism to be simulated operating 
at a constant cyclic speeds of 100, 200, 450 and 600 rpm. 
Using DYSIM, the mechanisms were analysed using forwards and inverse dynamics. 
Using forwards dynamics, the output orbits of the mechanisms were simulated. These 
paths were compared to those generated using the traditional synthesis method for each 
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mechanism, in order to validate each model. Using inverse dynamics the variation in 
torque that needs to be exerted on the mechanism crank to propel it a constant speed 
over a complete cycle was estimated. 
4.3 Results & Discussion 
4.3.1 Mechanism Synthesis & Kinematic Analysis 
As discussed, the dimension synthesis was performed using a variety of values of W2, 
whilst W1 was kept constant. The larger the value of W2, the stronger the repulsion 
of the repulsion point, resulting in mechanism designs with output paths which should 
pass ever further away from the repulsion point being requested. This behaviour was 
borne out in the synthesis results. 
As W2 was increased from 1 up to a value 400, mechanisms were generated with output 
paths with ever decreasing vertical displacements. The paths of the recoil portions of 
their motions passed ever further from the repulsion point but still followed the desired 
output path closely in the critical portion of their motions. As W2 was increased above 
400, the inﬂuence of the repulsion point became so signiﬁcant that mechanisms were 
generated with output paths that did not correlate well to the form of critical portion 
of the output path. These mechanisms were deemed unsuitable and discarded. 
Furthermore, if W2 was increased above 390, mechanisms with non-realistic behaviour 
were generated. Such behaviour includes mechanism links passing instantaneously 
through inﬂection points and the breaking of links to allow the mechanism to perform 
a continuous cycle. A feature of the synthesis algorithm used by SWORDS is to allow 
mechanism construction constraints to be violated in this way to achieve continuous 
cyclic output motion. Doing so however, incurs a severe cost penalty in its optimisation 
routine. Clearly, only feasible mechanisms were considered for dynamic analysis. A 
number of mechanism designs were analysed for kinematic quality and four designs 
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were selected with desirable kinematic behaviour and also representing a spectrum of 
W2 values. The selected mechanisms are shown in Fig. 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: The selected synthesised mechanism designs 
The dimensional parameters of the seed mechanism and the newly synthesised alter­
native mechanism designs are summarised in Tab. 4.1. 
The scaling factors used to estimate the masses and inertias of the synthesised mech­
anisms are summarised in Tab. 4.2. These factors were derived using data taken from 
the seed mechanism (Woodpecker mechanism), as detailed in Tab. 2.1 and using Equa­
tions (4.4) and (4.5). To derive mass and inertia scaling factors for the two tertiary 
links, where single mass and inertia values had been predetermined using CAD data, 
scaling factors were derived by considering these links to be single, uniform, continuous 
links, the length of which is the sum of the lengths of its constituent parts. 
The estimated physical data used to create the DYSIM models of the synthesised 
mechanisms is summarised in Tab. 4.3. 
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Parameter

Length Link 1 (mm)

Length Link 2 (mm)

Length Link 3 (mm)

Length Link 9 (mm)

Length Link 4 (mm)

Length Link 5 (mm)

Length Link 7 (mm)

Length Link 6 (mm)

Link 5 to Link 7 oﬀset angle (degs)

Ground 1 Normalised Coordinates (mm)

Ground 2 Normalised Coordinates (mm)

Ground 3 Normalised Coordinates (mm)

Seed Mechanism

62.00

127.03

103.00

188.30

144.00

348.90

245.19

102.00

14.44

(0, 0)

(-121, 60)

(17.5, -274)

W2 = 100 W2 = 200 
56.31 57 
130.12 133.62

100.35 102.43

185.66 186.85

142.35 141.77

344.08 346.85

244.25 243.77

104.03 96.12

17.98 20.13

(0, 0) (0, 0)

(-124.24, 63.33) (-131.25, 63.68)

(3.99, -274.67) (0.27, -273.60)

W2 = 300 W2 = 390 
57.22 51.53 
134.44 134.31 
96.85 100.42 
178.48 182.58 
142.64 136.57 
344.58 283.22 
240.15 233.97 
87.11 97.13 
22.68 17.95 
(0, 0) (0, 0) 
(-86, 70.97) (-128.95, 64.23) 
(8.79, -266.94) (-8.05, -276.58)
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Table 4.1: The dimensional parameters of the seed mechanism design and the four selected synthesised mechanism designs. Note that Links 
2, 3 and 9 form a tertiary link. Links 5 and 7 also form a tertiary link. The two links are oﬀset at a ﬁxed angle to one another. For ease of 
comparison, ground location coordinates have been normalised, such that Ground 1 lies at the origin in each case. 
Link Number

1

2, 3, 9

4

5, 7

6

Mass Constant (m0n) Inertia Constant (J0n) 
1.50 × 10−2 2.53 × 10−7 
7.41 × 10−4 2.35 × 10−7 
2.88 × 10−3 1.53 × 10−7 
1.10 × 10−3 1.92 × 10−6 
1.26 × 10−3 2.15 × 10−7 
Table 4.2: The mass and inertia scaling factors 
4.3.2 Dynamic Analysis 
Using DYSIM, the output paths of the seed mechanism and the four newly synthesised 
mechanisms were estimated. The output paths of the synthesised mechanisms were 
compared and validated with results from the kinematic synthesis program. They were 
seen to correlate well. 
A summary of the output paths of the four synthesised mechanisms are compared with 
the output path of the seed mechanism in Fig. 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: The output paths of the synthesised output paths, compared to the desired 
output path 
Using inverse dynamics, the torque demands of each mechanism to cycle each mecha­
nism at a variety of speeds were simulated. It was observed that for a given mechanism 
design, as cyclic speed was increased, the peak-to-peak magnitudes of the torque de­
mands increased. 
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Link Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
W2 = 100 W2 = 200 W2 = 300 W2 = 390 
m (kg) 
0.84 
0.10 
0.74 
0.41 
0.38 
0.13 
0.27 
0.13 
J (kgm−2) 
6.75 × 10−4 
3.84 × 10−4 
1.76 × 10−4 
1.27 × 10−3 
8.65 × 10−2 
3.07 × 10−4 
3.09 × 10−2 
1.11 × 10−3 
m (kg) 
0.85 
0.10 
0.08 
0.41 
0.38 
0.12 
0.27 
0.13 
J (kgm−2) 
7.00 × 10−4 
4.16 × 10−4 
1.87 × 10−4 
1.25 × 10−3 
8.86 × 10−2 
2.42 × 10−4 
3.08 × 10−2 
1.14 × 10−3 
m (kg) 
0.856 
0.10 
0.07 
0.41 
0.38 
0.11 
0.27 
0.13 
J (kgm−2) 
7.08 × 10−4 
4.23 × 10−4 
1.58 × 10−4 
1.27 × 10−3 
8.69 × 10−2 
1.8 × 10−4 
2.94 × 10−2 
9.90 × 10−4 
m (kg) 
0.77 
0.10 
0.07 
0.39 
0.31 
0.12 
0.26 
0.14 
J (kgm−2) 
5.17× 10−4 
4.22× 10−4 
1.76× 10−4 
1.12× 10−3 
4.82× 10−2 
2.50× 10−4 
2.72× 10−2 
1.06× 10−3 
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Table 4.3: The scaled mass and inertia values for the synthesised mechanism designs 
Figure 4.8 shows a summary of the variations in torque, which a drive motor would 
need to exert on the mechanism crank of each mechanism to drive it at a constant 
speed of 600 rpm. 
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Figure 4.8: The variation in driving torque needed to propel the cranks of the seed 
mechanism and synthesised mechanism at 600 rpm over a complete cycle of crank 
It is noticeable from Fig. 4.8 that the magnitudes of the peak-to-peak torque demands of 
all of the synthesised mechanisms are far smaller than that of original seed mechanism. 
The mechanism generated using W2 = 300 exhibited the cyclic torque demand with the 
smallest peak-to-peak magnitude and is therefore the most desirable. Compared with 
the equivalent demand of the seed mechanism, this mechanism exhibited a demand with 
a peak-to-peak magnitude reduction of 70%. The next most eﬀective mechanism was 
generated using W2 = 100 (63%), followed by W2 = 390 (61%) and ﬁnally W2 = 200 
(51%). The form of the torque demand signals and hierarchy of eﬀectiveness were 
replicated at lower actuation speeds, as shown in Fig. 4.9. 
Work was carried out to analyse and compare the harmonic content present in the 
output motion of the most superior alternative mechanism, W2 = 300, to the harmonic 
content present in the output motion of the seed mechanism. In an identical manner 
to that carried out in Sec. 3.2.1, the angular motion of the end eﬀector bearing link 
was compared with respect to the motion of the mechanism crank. The cranks of both 
mechanisms were simulated being actuated at a cyclic rate of 600rpm. Analysis was 
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Figure 4.9: A comparison of demand torque peak-to-peak magnitude values needed to 
propel the cranks of the seed mechanism and synthesised mechanism at a variety of 
velocities over a complete cycle of crank 
performed using Fourier analysis. The resultant comparison is shown in Fig. 4.10 
Analysis of Fig. 4.10 shows that the amplitude of the harmonic content present in the 
output motion of the most superior alternative mechanism is consistently smaller than 
the amplitude of the equivalent motion of the seed mechanism. This diﬀerence is most 
signiﬁcant at high frequencies. The result satisﬁes the aim of the investigation. 
At the heart of the method discussed in this chapter, is the ability to modify the 
desired output path in order to achieve new mechanism designs. The scope to be able 
to do this is dictated by the length of the deﬁned non-critical output path. The longer 
the non-critical portion of the output path, the greater the variety of diﬀerent output 
paths that can be explored and the greater the variety of mechanism designs that 
can be analysed. This increases the probability that a superior mechanism design can 
be identiﬁed. However, with the presence of more alternative candidate mechanisms, 
comes increase an in processing time. 
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Figure 4.10: A comparison of the harmonic content present in the output motion of the 
seed mechanism and the most superior alternative mechanism W2 = 300 in response 
to a 600 rpm constant velocity demand signal. 
4.4 Conclusions 
The work in this chapter proposes a unique and highly eﬀective strategy to combine 
a traditional mechanism synthesis process with a dynamic analysis process. This inte­
grated approach can be applied to generate mechanisms capable of following complex 
output paths with good dynamic characteristic when operating at high speeds. 
The strategy can be broken down into ﬁve key stages: 
1. Problem Deﬁnition: In this stage of the method, number synthesis is carried 
out to specify the style of the mechanism to be considered. The desired output 
path is also speciﬁed in this stage of the method. The output path should contain 
regions of non-critical motion. In this region, it should be possible to vary the form 
of the output path without adversely aﬀecting the functionality of the mechanism. 
Kinematic quality indicators must also be speciﬁed. 
2. Mechanism Synthesis: In this stage of the method, dimension synthesis is 
carried out to determine the dimensions of the mechanism links. A point near 
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to the non-critical portion of the desired output path was selected to act as a 
repulsion point. A weighting factor, W2, varies the inﬂuence of the repulsion point 
on the synthesis process. As the weighting factor is increased, the repulsion point 
becomes more inﬂuential and the synthesis process seeks to generate mechanism 
designs with output paths that pass ever further away from the repulsion point. 
By iteratively varying W2, a wide variety of alternative mechanism designs can 
be obtained. 
3. Kinematic Analysis: Of the synthesised mechanisms, those with the best kine­
matic performance are manually selected in accordance with pre-determined kine­
matic performance criteria. 
4. Modelling and Parameter Estimation: In this stage of the process, mass and 
inertia scaling factors for each link of the synthesised mechanisms are derived. 
These values can be derived using data from CAD models or using an alternative 
method. Using these factors, mass and inertia values for each link of the newly 
synthesised mechanisms can be estimated. This data is used to create dynamic 
models of the synthesised mechanisms. 
5. Dynamic Analysis: Using the dynamic models, forwards and inverse dynamics 
are used to analyse the mechanisms. Dynamic performance indicators were used 
to identify the most superior alternative design. 
The proposed approach was successfully applied to the design of the Woodpecker mech­
anism. The conﬁguration of the Woodpecker mechanism was adopted as the seed mech­
anism and its output path adopted as the desired output path. A non-critical portion 
of the output path was identiﬁed in the desired output path. Using the dimension 
synthesis process described in this chapter, four alternative mechanism designs were 
selected, each with diﬀerent output paths, but which all satisﬁed the kinematic quality 
indicators. Dynamic analysis of these mechanisms identiﬁed a single mechanism design 
that demonstrated outstanding dynamic qualities compared to the other mechanism 
designs. The peak-to-peak magnitude of the torque demand signal needed to actuate 
the mechanism crank of this new mechanism at a constant cyclic rate of 600 rpm was 
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simulated to be 70% smaller than the equivalent demand of the seed mechanism. The 
harmonic content of the output motion of this alternative mechanism was compared 
to the amount of harmonic content in the equivalent motion of the seed mechanism. 
The comparison indicated that the most superior alternative mechanism had an output 
motion with smaller amplitude harmonic content than the seed mechanism reiterating 
the potential eﬀectiveness of the method. These results demonstrate the eﬀectiveness 
of the method. The relationship between peak-to-peak torque magnitude and harmonic 
content amplitude is also re-conﬁrmed. 
4.5 Further Work 
The work described in this chapter demonstrates the potential beneﬁts of adopting a 
process in which mechanisms are synthesised for both kinematic and dynamic quality. 
A process of synthesising such mechanisms was proposed to illustrate this point. 
When performing this work, the synthesis process was controlled by varying the pa­
rameter value W2, the values of which were arbitrarily selected by the user during the 
investigation. Using these values alternative mechanisms designs were generated which 
were superior to the seed mechanism. One mechanism design was identiﬁed as being 
the most superior. It is possible that a even better mechanism design may exist, gener­
ated using a value of W2 not tested. The most eﬃcient way of identifying this value of 
W2 is to consider the complete strategy as a cost-based optimisation problem using W2 
as the independent variable. With further work, the strategy described in this chapter 
could be reformulated to take the form of an optimisation problem. A ﬂow diagram of 
a proposed method is shown in Fig. 4.11. 
The method depicted in Fig. 4.11 is clearly closely based on the method process dis­
cussed earlier in this chapter, with each mechanism design being analysed ﬁrst for 
kinematic quality and then for dynamic quality as before. It can be seen that method 
works by performing iterations using diﬀerent values of W2. For each value of W2 
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Figure 4.11: A proposed method of integrating the combined kinematic and dynamic 
mechanism synthesis method into a numerical parametric optimisation routine 
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the resultant mechanism design is analysed for both dynamic and kinematic quality. 
Numerical dynamic and kinematic weighted quality indicating cost values, RD and 
RKin respectively, are generated. These values and then and then summed to form a 
single uniﬁed cost value, RT . In all cases, the lower the cost value, the better. The 
optimisation process seeks to minimise RT . 
Critical to the functionality of this optimisation process is the deﬁnition of the kinematic 
and dynamic quality indicators in the form of clear numerical functions. Doing this 
totally automates the process, negating the need for manual intervention to perform the 
procedure discussed in this chapter. The development of such an optimisation routine 
would form a logical progression of the work discussed in this chapter and would result 
in the creation of potentially powerful mechanism synthesis tool. 
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Chapter 5 
Design and Modelling of The 
Reconﬁgurable Test Rig 
The work described in this chapter builds on the work discussed in Ch. 4, in which new 
mechanism designs were synthesised with varying degrees of dynamic quality. In this 
chapter, work is described detailing the development and construction of a laboratory 
test rig with which it is possible to experimentally verify the work detailed in Ch. 4. 
The test rig was designed to be reconﬁgurable in order to facilitate the assembly of 
a wide variety of diﬀerent mechanism designs, with diﬀering conﬁgurations and link 
lengths, without the need to refabricate mechanism links and other constituent parts. 
Work was also carried out to model this new reconﬁgurable test rig. 
5.1 Mechanism Construction 
The primary purpose of this test rig was to provide a method of constructing a wide 
variety of mechanism designs without the need for extensive refabrication of parts. 
By actuating the mechanism, the dynamic and kinematic behaviour of the mechanism 
design could be analysed. To make this test rig ﬁt for purpose, it had to possess a 
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number of speciﬁc features. Most critically, the test rig had to be versatile and possess 
the ability to be easily assembled in diﬀerent conﬁgurations. It must also possess 
the ability to simulate links of diﬀering length and diﬀering ground point locations 
without the refabrication of parts. One of the ground points must be connected to a 
motor to enable the mechanism to be propelled. The test rig must also facilitate the 
measurement and logging system behavioural data (motor velocity, motor torque etc.) 
to allow the response of the system to a demand signal to be analysed. 
With this in mind, a test rig was designed which satisﬁed all of the aforementioned 
design goals. A photograph of the complete test rig is shown in Fig.5.1. 
Figure 5.1: The reconﬁgurable test rig 
In summary, the test rig consists of a series of slotted aluminium links, which are 
connected together using a two-part rolling connection assembly. In this way, adjacent 
links can be bound to each other but still be able to rotate relative to one another. A 
detailed sectioned view of a rolling connection unit can be seen in Fig. 5.2. 
The main body of a rolling connection consists of two aluminium components, an axle 
component and a housing sleeve component which sits around the axle. Two SKF 
161101 deep section ball bearing units [69] are mounted on the axle shaft to permit 
free, rotary motion between the housing and the axle components. Spacers are placed 
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Figure 5.2: A sectioned view of a rolling connection assembly 
inside the housing unit between the bearing units to locate them and to prevent the 
races of the inner and outer bearing units fouling on one another. Shoulders on the 
housing locate the outer race of the outer bearing. It is located on the axle shaft by a 
M5x30 mm screw and a washer, which lies ﬂush against its inner race. The outer race 
of the inner bearing is located using an internal circlip. It inner race is located by a 
shoulder at the base of the axle shaft. 
To attach a link to either the axle or the housing component, two M8x30 mm screws 
are passed through 8 mm wide plain holes in an endcap component. These screws then 
pass through a slot in the link and into tapped M8 holes in the large outer ﬂanges on 
either the housing or the axle unit. Suﬃcient torque is applied on the screws to hold 
the link ﬁrmly in place. Spacing sleeves are positioned around the screws, between the 
endcap and housing or axle unit ﬂange to locate the screw in the link slot. Using the 
slots in the link, the rolling link can be positioned anywhere along its length allowing 
the eﬀective length of the link to be varied. An example of this assembly method is 
shown in Fig. 5.3. 
To support the mechanism, a 20 mm thick aluminium baseplate was used, which is 
mounted onto a supporting structure made from 20 mm thick steel. Such a substantial 
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Figure 5.3: A link attached to a rolling connection assembly 
and rigid mounting construction was necessary to minimise deﬂection in the structure 
under what could be considerable dynamic and static loading from the mechanism. 
The supporting structure was ﬁxed to a strong, sturdy and rigid table, using a number 
of M20 bolts. A CAD drawing of the baseplate and supporting structure is shown in 
Fig. 5.4. 
As shown in Fig. 5.4, a series of 8.5 mm wide slots were cut in the aluminium plate. 
The slots enabled the mechanism to be attached to the baseplate via rectangular steel 
grounding plates, with each grounding plate allowing for a single ground point for 
the mechanism. In each plate, three 8.5 mm wide slots were cut. These were then 
counterbored to a width of 12 mm and to a depth of 10 mm. Four M5x20 mm holes 
were also drilled into the top surface at the plate. For each grounding plate, three steel 
nuts were manufactured from a length of 12 mm wide hex bar. An M8 thread was 
tapped into each nut. The vertical height of each nut was 8 mm, and therefore less 
than the depth of the counterbore on the grounding plate. 
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Figure 5.4: The baseplate and supporting structure 
M8 screws were inserted through the rear face of the baseplate and through the slots 
in the grounding plate and held in place by the steel nuts. Since the width of the 
nuts corresponds to the width of the counterbores, when a torque is applied to the 
nut, its rotation is restrained by the counterbore, allowing for the screw to be wound 
tightly into the nut using only a single Allen key. It was intended that the slots of the 
grounding plates should be positioned perpendicular to the slots in the baseplate. The 
slots cut into both components were spaced in such a manner that no matter where 
on the front face of baseplate a grounding plate was positioned, it was always possible 
to pass a screw through the baseplate and through at least two of the slots of the 
grounding plate, allowing for a secure connection between the two components. The 
third slot may be fully or partially occluded by the baseplate. In this way a grounding 
plate is inﬁnitely locatable on this baseplate. An example of this method of assembly 
is shown in Fig. 5.5. 
To attach a mechanism link to a grounding plate, a rolling link assembly, very similar 
to that used to connect two links was used. The assembly diﬀers only in that the 
spacing of the holes on the ﬂange of the axle component is diﬀerent to standard axle 
components. The holes are also smaller in diameter, as they are designed to act as 
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Figure 5.5: Attaching a grounding plate to the baseplate 
through holes for M5 screws. They are counterbored to a depth of 5 mm to allow for 
the complete submersion of the head of an M5 screw. These holes align with four M5 
tapped holes cut into the grounding plate, as shown in Fig. 5.5. The axle component 
is screwed onto the grounding plate using M5x30m screws. 
When assembling the mechanism, it may be necessary to have a grounding link with a 
horizontal length twice or even three times the length of single rolling link. To allow 
for this eventuality, an oﬀset assembly was designed. In Fig. 5.6 the assembly used to 
oﬀset a link by the length of a single rolling link is depicted. In this example, the oﬀset 
assembly is connected to a ground plate. 
The oﬀset assembly consists of two components; a male component and a female com­
ponent. The ﬂat outer face of the female piece mates to the ﬂat face on the housing 
component and is held in place by four M8x20 mm screws, which interface with the M8 
tapped holes on the ﬂange of the housing and via four counterbored 8.5 mm diameter 
holes in the female oﬀset component. The counterbore is of suﬃcient depth to allow 
the screw heads to be fully submerged in the female oﬀset component. Drilled in the 
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Figure 5.6: A double length connection connected to a grounding point 
ﬂange of the female oﬀset piece are eight M5 tapped through holes, equispaced around 
the circumference. The male oﬀset piece mates to the surface female oﬀset piece, as 
depicted. Four 5.5 mm wide through slots were cut in the ﬂange on the male piece. 
Eight M8x20 mm screws were passed threw the ﬂange and into the tapped holes in the 
female component, as shown. A mechanism link can be connected to the outer surface 
of the male oﬀset component in the same manner as has been done previously. 
If a grounding link of additional lengths are required, a supplementary spacing com­
ponents can be included in the assembly depicted in Fig. 5.6, positioned between the 
male and female spacer components. Such a component is depicted in Fig. 5.7. 
It was identiﬁed that to assemble the Woodpecker mechanism, it was not necessary to 
use supplementary spacing components. 
With reference to the schematic of the Woodpecker mechanism, as shown in Fig. 2.2, 
it can be seen that one of the features the Woodpecker mechanism is the positioning of 
the end eﬀector (Link 8) at the end of a Link 7. Link 7 lies at a ﬁxed angle to Link 5. 
To allow two links to be assembled at a ﬁxed angle, the assembly depicted in Fig. 5.8 
was used. 
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Figure 5.7: A single length supplementary spacing component 
This assembly functions as follows. Typically, as shown in Fig. 5.3, a circular endcap is 
used to clamp a link to a rolling joint. To support a ﬁxed angle connection, this endcap 
is replaced with an alternative part, the ﬁxed angle inner part. Fundamentally, the ﬁxed 
angle inner part is an enlarged endcap, both in terms of width and thickness. Four M8 
tapped through holes were drilled in the component, two of which were counterbored 
to a suﬃcient depth to allow submersion of an M8 screw head. To attach the ﬁxed 
angle inner part to the outer housing of the connection joint, M8x30 mm screws can be 
passed through the two counterbored holes and into the tapped holes in the ﬂange of 
the outer housing component, securing a link to the rolling joint in place of a standard 
endcap. 
With the counterbores cut to a suﬃcient depth to allow these screws to be fully sub­
merged, a ﬂat surface on the exposed outer face of the ﬁxed angle inner part is presented 
onto which the second link can be mated and positioned at the desired angle. The outer 
section of the ﬁxed angle joint was then mated to the outer surface of the second link. 
Three M8x30 mm screws were passed through the ﬁxed angle outer part and into the 
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Figure 5.8: An exploded view of the ﬁxed angle connection assembly 
ﬁxed angle inner part where they interface with three M8 tapped holes on the ﬁxed 
angle inner part. Two screws pass through the slots on the outside of the outer part, 
whilst one is inserted through the central hole and through the slot in the link. A sleeve 
is placed around this screw to take up slack contact with the link slot. 
5.1.1 Mechanism Propulsion And Control 
The design process of the reconﬁgurable test rig was performed after the development 
and experimental work on the Woodpecker mechanism test rig, detailed in Ch. 3, 
had been completed. Through the development of the Woodpecker mechanism test 
rig, an eﬀective motion control and mechanism propulsion strategy was identiﬁed. It 
was identiﬁed that it would be feasible to adapt this strategy for use with the new 
reconﬁgurable test rig. The main parts of the control and propulsion strategy, namely 
the Electro-Craft S-4075 servo motor, the BRU-DDM30 motor drive and Deva004 
controller, were removed from the Woodpecker mechanism test rig and installed on the 
new reconﬁgurable test rig. The software that was written to control the Woodpecker 
mechanism test rig was also deemed suitable for reuse with the reconﬁgurable test rig. 
As before, a belt drive transmission system was used to transmit power from the con­
nect the drive shaft of the servo motor to the crank shaft. Again a synchronous, toothed 
drive belt was used. Suitable pulleys were attached to the output shaft of the servo­
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motor and to the outer housing of the rolling link attached to the grounding plate to 
which the crank link is attached. The two pulleys were connected using a suitable belt. 
A gear ratio of 1:1 existed between the two pulleys. 
Peculiar to this test rig is the necessity for the motor to be ﬁrmly grounded but also 
to be relocatable. To achieve this, the assembly detailed in Fig. 5.9 was used. 
Figure 5.9: Mounting the motor 
This setup consists of two main sections, a rigid steel base attached to the table surface 
and a smaller assembly on which the motor sits. The smaller assembly sits on the 
surface of the base. The steel base has two 12 mm slots cut in it, which span its width. 
These slots are counterbored to a width of 15 mm on the underside of the base to a 
depth of 12 mm. Four 15 mm wide square components were manufactured with M10 
threads cut in them. These components act as retaining nuts. Two of these nuts were 
positioned in each slot prior to ﬁxing the base to the table surface. The steel base was 
ﬁxed to the table surface by passing M20 bolts through 22.5 mm diameter holes in the 
ﬂange on the steel base component and corresponding holes drilled in the table surface. 
They are secured on the underside of the table with suitable nuts. 
The smaller upper section is closely based on the motor mounting method used pre­
viously on the Woodpecker mechanism test rig, with some parts being reused. The 
horizontal base on which the motor sits was positioned on the top surface of the large 
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steel base attached to the table surface. The smaller base has two 15 mm wide slots 
cut in it. When positioned correctly, the slots in the smaller base and the slots in 
the larger base lie perpendicular to one another. Four M10 hex-head screws, two in 
each respective slot, were then passed through the slots in the smaller base, through 
the larger base and interfaced with the large square nuts in the counterbore under the 
larger base. In this way, it was possible to tension the screw against the nut using 
a single spanner, rotation of the nut being restrained by the counterbore of the large 
steel base. The slots in the larger base allowed the motor to be positioned anywhere 
along the length of the base in a direction parallel with the aluminium baseplate onto 
which the mechanism is attached, whereas the slots in the upper base section allow the 
position of the motor be adjusted in a direction perpendicular to the baseplate. 
To take up the majority of the slack in the drive belt, the motor was ﬁrmly pushed 
in a direction away from the baseplate, ﬁxing it in place. To provide additional belt 
tension, a pair of dual sided extension rods were positioned between the motor and 
the baseplate as shown in Fig. 5.10. These components were extended as required, to 
generate suﬃcient tension. 
Figure 5.10: The belt tensioning extension rods 
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5.1.2 Data Collection 
The data collection strategy developed through the design of the Woodpecker mecha­
nism test rig was adapted for use with the reconﬁgurable test rig. The data acquisition 
card (DAQ) and data logging laptop computer, used previously to collect data from the 
BRU-DDM30, was reused. As before, actual motor position Pout information, as well 
as motor output torque data, Tout (logged as motor command current) was collected by 
the DAQ and logged by the laptop. An accelerometer was also installed on the test rig, 
as shown in Fig. 5.11 allowing the amplitude of vertical vibrations experienced by the 
baseplate, Gout, to be measured. Data from the accelerometer was also logged using 
the DAQ. 
Figure 5.11: The accelerometer 
Data was output from the accelerometer in the form of a voltage signal, with a 1 Volt 
output corresponding to a 1g acceleration. 
Demand and actual velocity output signals, Vdem and Vout respectively and demand 
and actual position output signals, Pdem and Pout respectively were all logged using 
the control compute via the Deva004 control card, as before. Other than these minor 
modiﬁcations, the data logging strategy adopted by the reconﬁgurable is identical to 
that used by the Woodpecker mechanism test rig, as described in Sec. 2.3.1. 
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5.1.3 Guards 
To isolate the test rig from the user and to provide protection should the mechanism 
fail and parts of the mechanism become detached from the test rig during operation, 
custom designed safety guards were manufactured. The guards consisted of two assem­
blies one of which was bolted to the table surface and the other was freestanding and 
supported by castor wheels positioned at the four corners of the bottom of the sup­
porting structure of the guard. For both sections, supporting frames were constructed 
from steel, Speedframe tubing [70]. Panelling was then attached to the outer sides of 
the frame. The panelling of the portion of the guard attached to the table top con­
sisted entirely of MDF. For the freestanding, mobile portion of the guard, 10 mm thick 
polycarbonate sheets were used. 
Figure 5.12: The guards 
The mobile portion of the guard was designed in such a way that the centre of gravity 
of the guard lies directly through the centre of the construction, equidistant between 
all four castor wheels. This feature makes the structure particularly stable when being 
moved. Suitcase latch style fasteners were used to join the two portions of the guard 
together during operation. 
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The BRU-DDM30, breakout board and DAQ were attached to the side of the MDF 
portion of the rear section of the guard. Holes were cut in the MDF to allow cables to 
be fed through the guard to the equipment inside. 
5.2 Assembling the Mechanism 
Prior to manufacturing the parts for the test rig, a model of the complete reconﬁgurable 
test rig was created using CAD software. With the alternative mechanism designs 
discussed in Ch. 4 being taken into consideration, CAD models of each mechanism 
design in the operating environment were created. When positioning the mechanisms 
on the base plate, care was taken to arrange the grounding plates in such a way that 
all the mechanism designs could be achieved without the driven ground point having 
to be moved. This was done to ease later experimental work by negating the necessity 
for the reassembly of the belt drive transmission when performing tests to compare 
the alternative mechanism designs. This not only saved time but also allowed the belt 
tension to be kept constant between each test. 
This preparatory work demonstrated that by using the parts in their current form, it 
was possible to successfully assemble all the mechanism designs on the baseplate with 
the exception of the design corresponding to W2 = 300. In this case the ground points 
were located too close together to be realisable using the grounding plates in their 
current form. With three other alternative mechanism designs achievable however, it 
was decided that it would be acceptable to merely neglect this mechanism conﬁguration 
in the experimental work. 
With reference to Ch. 4, it can be seen that the an important feature of the mechanism 
is the triangular tertiary link, to which many of the links of the mechanism connect. 
The dimensions of this component vary with mechanism design. Due to the complexity 
of this part, it was deemed that it would be simplest to manufacture a series of discrete 
one-oﬀ parts, with connection holes drilled in the correct places. One part was created 
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for each mechanism design. A lightening hole was cut in the component. The location 
and dimensions of this hole were kept constant in each design. An example of such a 
component is shown in Fig. 5.13. 
Figure 5.13: A triangular tertiary link component 
Having positioned the mechanisms on the baseplate, the motion of each mechanism 
was simulated using the CAD software. The CAD software analysed the mechanism in 
motion, identifying part collisions. Parts were modiﬁed and even replaced to remove 
these part collisions and permit free motion. The following parts of were identiﬁed for 
modiﬁcation or substitution. 
1. To prevent part collisions, it was necessary to truncate the width of the circular 
endcaps used in the rolling joints used in conjunction with Link 4. The endcaps 
were cut along their hemispheres as shown in Fig. 5.14. 
These endcaps were truncated to 50 mm wide and used in place of normal circular 
endcaps as needed to prevent part collisions. 
2. After analysing the mechanism designs detailed in Ch. 4, it was observed that 
the cranks of the synthesised mechanism designs were very short in length. It 
was noted that it was not possible to achieve such short crank lengths using a 
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Figure 5.14: A truncated endcap 
standard link and rolling joint construction. To remedy this, a new link was 
designed to permit these crank lengths to realised. This new crank link design is 
shown in Fig. 5.15. 
Figure 5.15: The short crank link 
To accompany this new connection two other parts needed to be modiﬁed: 
(a) In the same way as described above, one endcap had to be truncated to a 
width of 25 mm. 
(b) The housing section of a rolling connection was truncated to 50 mm in width 
as shown in Fig. 5.16. This component was used in place of standard housing 
component in rolling connection assembly as shown in Fig. 5.2. 
The method of assembly of these parts are shown in Fig. 5.17. 
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Figure 5.16: The truncated housing component 
With reference to Fig. 5.15, it can be seen that cut in the short crank are two 
horizontal slots and two plain holes. The truncated housing component was 
attached to the short crank using two M8 screws passed through the short crank 
and interfacing with the two tapped holes in the truncated housing. Using the 
25 mm wide truncated endcap, the short crank was bound to the housing section 
of the driven ground connection using two M8 screws. Sleeves were positioned 
around the threads of the screws. Using the slots, it was possible to vary the 
distance between the 25 mm truncated endcap and the truncated housing, thus 
varying the eﬀective length of the crank. The truncations were necessary to allow 
the housing and the truncated endcap to be positioned suﬃciently close together 
to achieve all the desired crank lengths. 
Prior to manufacturing these parts, they were tested for suitability using CAD simu­
lations. Once it had been ascertained that the modiﬁcations were suitable, the parts 
were modiﬁed. Once all the parts of the test rig had been manufactured, the test rig 
was assembled. For safety, before any mechanism was actuated using the motor, the 
mechanism actuated slowly by hand. In this way it was possible to ensure that the 
mechanism had been correctly assembled and that no part collisions would occur. Once 
it had been ascertained that the mechanism was correctly assembled, the propulsion 
of the mechanism was then performed by the motor. The motion control scripts de­
tailed in Ch. 2 were used to control the motion of the test rig, as well as to log system 
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Figure 5.17: Mounting the short crank 
behavioural data. 
5.3 Modelling the Test Rig 
Before any experimental work could be carried out, it was necessary to model the test 
rig. The process of modelling the reconﬁgurable test rig was very similar to the method 
used to model the Woodpecker mechanism rig discussed in Ch. 2. The servo motor, 
motion controller and drive unit used in this test rig were identical to those used in 
the test rig described in Ch. 3, and so the models developed for these components were 
reused. 
Models for the new mechanism designs were constructed using DYSIM. Mass, inertia 
and centre of gravity positions for each component of the system were estimated using 
the CAD models of the individual parts of the system. 
Up to this point in the investigation, when modelling mechanisms, the mass and inertia 
of the rolling joints connecting the links together had been neglected. This was deemed 
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acceptable, since the masses and inertias of the rolling joints were negligible compared 
to the masses and inertias of the links themselves and therefore of little eﬀect on 
system dynamics. In the case of this new test rig however, the mass and inertia of the 
rolling bearing connection assemblies are considerable when compared to the masses 
and inertias of the links and so could not be neglected. For example, in the case of 
the reconﬁgurable test rig, a link weighs in the region of 0.27 to 0.50 kg, depending 
on length, whereas a rolling connection assembly, such as the one depicted in Fig. 5.2, 
weighs 0.76 kg. 
To model a rolling bearing joint assembly, each assembly was broken into two sub­
assemblies, one representing the housing portion and the second representing the axle 
portion. Estimates were made as to which internal components would move in relation 
with the axle and housing assemblies respectively. Using CAD models it was possible to 
estimate single, uniﬁed mass and inertia values for each subassembly. A variety of mass 
and inertia values had to be derived due to variation in sub-assembly construction. For 
example some sub-assemblies incorporate truncated components, whilst others do not 
and so on, clearly leading to variations in mass and inertia. A summary of the mass 
and inertia values of the constituent parts of the reconﬁgurable test rig are summarised 
in Tab. 5.1. 
The assemblies detailed in Tab. 5.1 take into account all associated constituent com­
ponents such as fasteners, spacers, bearings, and so on. 
Using these resultant mass and inertia values, the models of the four mechanism designs 
were modiﬁed to include these subassemblies. These subassemblies were considered as 
point bodies positioned at the connection points between their relevant links. These 
bodies were conﬁgured to such that the moved and rotated with the connection point 
as they would in real life. Subassemblies connected directly to ground plates can clearly 
only perform rotary motion and cannot translate in the plane of motion. For simplicity, 
these subassemblies were considered as point inertias. 
Using this data, inverse dynamic analysis was used to estimate the variations in torque 
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Part Name Mass (kg) Inertia (kgm−2) 
Short Crank Link 0.20 4.06 × 10−4 
250mm Link 0.26 4.18 × 10−3 
360mm Link 0.38 1.35 × 10−2 
470mm Link 0.50 3.15 × 10−2 
Seed Triangular Tertiary Link 0.62 9.64 × 10−3 
W2 = 100 Triangular Tertiary Link 0.62 9.64 × 10
−3 
W2 = 200 Triangular Tertiary Link 0.62 9.64 × 10
−3 
W2 = 390 Triangular Tertiary Link 0.62 9.64 × 10
−3 
Housing Assembly (with Endcap) 0.41 2.80 × 10−4 
Housing Assembly (no Endcap) 0.28 1.70 × 10−4 
50mm Truncated Housing Assembly (no Endcap) 0.22 1.06 × 10−4 
Axle Assembly (with Fixed Angle Assembly) 0.83 9.29 × 10−4 
Axle Assembly (no Endcap) 0.18 1.31 × 10−4 
Axle Assembly (with Endcap) 0.32 2.41 × 10−4 
Mounting Assembly (with 25mm Truncated Endcap) 0.33 2.04 × 10−4 
Mounting Assembly (with Oﬀset Assembly and extra Endcap) 1.63 1.67 × 10−3 
Mounting Assembly (with 50mm Truncated Endcap) 0.36 2.25 × 10−4 
Table 5.1: Estimated mass and inertia values for the constituent parts and sub-assemblies making up the reconﬁgurable test rig 
which a motor would have to exert on the mechanism crank to propel each mechanism 
at a constant velocity of 100 rpm throughout a complete cycle of crank. The results of 
this inverse dynamic analysis can be seen in Fig. 5.18. 
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Figure 5.18: The estimated variation in demand torque need to propel the mecha­
nism crank of a reconﬁgurable test rig conﬁgured in the form the seed mechanism and 
synthesised mechanisms at a constant velocity of 100 rpm over a complete cycle of 
crank 
The variations in peak-to-peak magnitude of the resultant torque demands are sum­
marised in Fig. 5.19. 
Analysis of Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 show that, as predicted through the work discussed in 
Ch. 4, all of the alternative mechanism designs should be dynamically superior to the 
seed mechanism. Analysis of Fig. 5.19 shows that the dynamically most desirable mech­
anism design is that corresponding to W2 = 390, which demonstrates a torque demand 
peak-to-peak magnitude reduction of 74.82% when compared to the same response of 
the seed mechanism. The mechanism corresponding to W2 = 200 was the second most 
eﬀective with a torque demand peak-to-peak magnitude reduction of 64.67% and the 
mechanism corresponding to W2 = 100 being the third most eﬀective with a torque 
demand peak-to-peak magnitude reduction of 56.96%. This result contrasts with the 
simulation work carried out in Ch. 4, in which the mechanism design corresponding to 
W2 = 100, neglecting the design corresponding to W2 = 300, was seen to be the most 
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Figure 5.19: A comparison of the estimated torque demand peak-to-peak magnitudes 
required to propel the mechanism crank of a reconﬁgurable test rig conﬁgured in the 
form the seed mechanism and synthesised mechanisms at a constant velocity of 100 
rpm over a complete cycle of crank 
eﬀective. The reason for this hierarchical change can be attributed to the construction 
of the parts of the constituent parts of the reconﬁgurable test rig diﬀering from the 
construction of the parts assumed during the synthesis process. For example during the 
synthesis process, the centres of mass of all the links were considered to lie at their cen­
tre points. Also, the masses and intertias of the inter-link connections were considered 
to be small and therefore neglected. When modelling the reconﬁgurable test rig, it was 
not longer applicable to model the mechanism in this way. The masses and intertias of 
the inter-link connections of the reconﬁgurable test rig were seen to be considerable and 
so could not be neglected in the resultant dynamic models. Also the centre of masses of 
the links did not necessarily lie at the centre point of the links. These simulations show 
that these variations are theoretically suﬃcient to change performance hierarchy of 
the synthesised mechanisms, highlighting the importance of accurately and thoroughly 
deﬁning the construction of constituent parts prior to performing mechanism synthesis. 
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5.3.1 System Parameter Estimation 
As discussed in Ch. 2 and in accordance with the model of the test rig and control 
architecture, it was necessary to carry out experimental work to derive values for a 
series of physical system parameters, namely: 
1. Inertia of motor and belt drive transmission and crank, Jdrive 
2. Coeﬃcient of motor and belt drive transmission, bcomb 
3. Combined controller gain of BRU-DDM30 and Deva004, Km 
4. The resultant gain of signal conditioning ﬁlters in the Deva004, Kfilter 
All parameter estimation work was carried out with the reconﬁgurable test rig as­
sembled in the conﬁguration of the seed mechanism. The mechanism crank was then 
disconnected from the outer housing of the driven ground point such that the motor 
only propelled the belt drive transmission and the outer housing of the driven ground 
point. With the crank removed, the M8 screws, link sleeves and 25 mm truncated 
endcap, which would ordinarily fasten the crank linkage to the housing section were 
reattached to the housing. In this way a single inertia value could be derived describing 
these components only. This inertia value varies in deﬁnition from that of Jdrive since 
a crank in no longer included in the assembly. This new inertia value will therefore 
be referred to as JdriveNoCrank. In this conﬁguration, the dynamics of the components 
being actuated theoretically approximate to those of a simple, linear, ﬁrst order load 
simplifying the analysis process. The resultant apparatus set up is shown in Fig. 5.20. 
The motion control scripts written to control the Woodpecker mechanism test rig de­
scribed in Ch. 3, were reused to control this test rig. The test rig was conﬁgured such 
that only proportional control was used to govern both velocity and position system 
control loops, whereby Kivel = 200 and Kppos = 100. The system was actuated using 
an 810 rpm step velocity demand signal. It was actuated for a suﬃciently long time, 
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Figure 5.20: The reconﬁgurable test rig in its simpliﬁed conﬁguration 
to allow the rig to achieve steady state conditions. The response of the system to this 
signal was logged using the DAQ and the Deva004. The BRU-DDM30 is capable of 
monitoring and outputting only two analogue system status signals at any one time. 
These signals were logged using the DAQ. The BRU-DDM30 was conﬁgured such that 
it monitored and output, drive output current, Iout (used to calculate motor torque) 
and motor position, Pout. 
The Deva004 was conﬁgured to monitor, demand and output motor velocities, Vdem 
and Vout respectively, as well as demand and output motor positions, Pdem and Pout 
respectively. The logging of Pout was duplicated by the Deva004 and by the DAQ. This 
duplicated data was used to align the data collected by the DAQ with that collected 
by the Deva004. 
Values for JdriveNoCrank, bcomb and Km for the system propelling the simple ﬁrst order 
load were derived using the method described in Sec. 2.4. 
Thus: 
Km = 3.4374 
bcomb = 0.007 
160 
JdriveNoCrank = 0.0031 kgms
−1 
Using these parameters, the simulated torque and velocity responses were generated. 
These simulated responses were compared to the equivalent experimentally derived 
responses as shown in Fig.5.21. 
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Figure 5.21: Comparing the simulated and experientally logged response of the recon­
ﬁgurable test rig in a simpliﬁed conﬁguration in response to a 810 rpm motor velocity 
step demand signal (Kpvel = 200, Kivel = 0 and Kppos = 100) 
The simulated and experimentally derived torque and velocity responses can be seen 
to correlate very closely in both transient and steady state portions of the response, 
indicating that the system in this conﬁguration had been well modelled. 
Work was carried out to model the complete test rig including, the mechanism. To 
achieve this, the mechanism crank was reconnected to the driven housing allowing 
the complete mechanism to be propelled by the motor. The DYSIM model of the 
mechanism was updated to take into account the newly derived inertia and friction 
coeﬃcient values. 
Initially, controller gains were set to Kpvel = 200 and Kppos = 100, replicating the 
control parameters used in the test rig in Ch. 5. The motor was actuated using a 100 
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rpm velocity step demand signal. With a 1:1 gear ratio existing between the motor 
output shaft and the mechanism crank, this corresponds to a 100 rpm velocity demand 
signal being applied to the mechanism crank. The response of the system was logged. 
Using the model of the reconﬁgurable test rig, a computer simulation was performed to 
estimate the response of the test rig to the velocity step demand signal. The simulated 
response was compared to the experimentally derived response. The simulated and 
experimentally derived responses did not correlate well however, with signiﬁcant dis­
crepancies in the steady state portion of the motion indicating an incorrect value of the 
system coeﬃcient of friction, bcomb being used. As detailed in Sec. 2.2, work was done 
to increase the coeﬃcient of friction value, bcomb, to take into account additional friction 
induced by the bearing units in inter-link connections. The same situation existed in 
this experiment and so the discrepancy was not unexpected. Further simulations were 
run, using a wide variety of coeﬃcient of friction values. Each response was compared, 
in turn to the experimentally derived response. Unfortunately no value of bcomb could 
be identiﬁed which provided a satisfactory level of ﬁt between the experimental and 
simulated data. A summary of these simulation attempts can be seen in Fig. 5.22. 
At low coeﬃcient of friction values, it was possible to simulate the magnitudes of the 
velocity peaks but the simulated magnitudes of the velocity troughs were too small. 
Increasing the bcomb allowed for larger magnitude velocity troughs but the generated 
velocity peaks were too small. The converse behaviour was true for torque responses. 
Further analysis of the experimental velocity and torque responses of the reconﬁgurable 
test rig yielded a possible explanation as to why the modelling the test rig was proving 
diﬃcult. It can be seen that as the mechanism passes through the region of non­
linearity, where the velocity of the mechanism decreases, the velocity of the mechanism 
crank falls to a very low value, far below the demanded 100 rpm. Elsewhere in the 
response, the mechanism crank is moving at a higher velocity. 
Figure 5.23 [1] depicts the variation in the coeﬃcient of friction that persists when 
two lubricated metal plates move whilst in contact with each other. Line I shows the 
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Figure 5.22: Comparing the simulated and experimentally logged responses of the 
reconﬁgurable test rig conﬁgured in the form of the seed mechanism (Woodpecker 
mechanism) in response to a 100 rpm crank velocity step demand signal using high and 
low coeﬃcient of friction (bcomb) values (Kpvel = 200, Kivel = 0 and Kppos = 100) 
variation in value of the coeﬃcient of friction, µs, that persists during the static friction 
behavioural region, which occurs when two contacting surfaces accelerate from rest to 
instantaneously assume a target speed. By contrasting line II depicts the variation in 
the coeﬃcient of friction value, µk, that persists during the dynamic friction behavioural 
region, which occurs when two contacting surfaces move at a constant speed over each 
other. Line III shows the variation in coeﬃcient of friction, Δµ, which persists when 
two contacting surface move with an oscillatory motion from rest to a target speed. 
Of particular interest to the motion under scrutiny are lines I and II. Consider a body 
on a surface that is initially at rest. In response to step velocity demand signal the 
body will initially accelerate rapidly in response to the rising edge of the signal, to a 
target speed, before assuming steady state conditions. When accelerating from rest, 
the motion of the body will be governed by static coeﬃcient of friction regime, with 
µs governing the motion. As the body assumes steady state conditions, the static 
coeﬃcient of friction regime will end and the dynamic coeﬃcient of friction regime will 
start. µk will then govern the motion of the body. Once in motion, velocity ﬂuctuations 
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Figure 5.23: Typical variation of coeﬃcient of friction with operating speed [1] 
will take place under the dynamic friction behavioural regime, so long as the body does 
not come to rest at any time. If the body does come to rest, then the dynamic friction 
regime will end and the static friction regime will start again. 
In all previous experimental system responses discussed so far in this thesis, with the 
exception of the response depicted Fig. 5.22, no steady state velocity responses have 
been encountered in which the mechanism crank has decelerated to rest. Instead, 
the mechanism crank has always been rotating at considerable speed. In all models 
considered so far, friction has been modelled in terms of a single coeﬃcient value, bcomb 
derived using the steady state velocity response of the system. This coeﬃcient value 
was therefore derived whilst the system is operating in the dynamic friction regime and 
thus this parameter is equivalent to µk. Analysis of Fig. 5.23 shows that the µk barely 
varies at all with actuation speed, conﬁrming the validity of the modelling approach 
for the cases being considered. 
In contrast, in the experimental steady state response depicted in Fig. 5.22 a steady 
state response is experienced where the mechanism crank does come to rest. In this 
case, the system moves from the dynamic friction regime to the static friction regime, 
causing the coeﬃcient of friction governing the motion of the system to change. This 
phenomenon has not been modelled, thus accounting for the diﬃculty in matching the 
experimental and simulated responses, as depicted in Fig. 5.22. 
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To overcome this problem work was done to improve the performance of the test rig 
with the aim of preventing the mechanism crank from coming to rest and moving out 
of the dynamic friction operating region during steady state operation, resulting in a 
smoother, faster velocity response. This was done by tuning the velocity controller 
gains. The following gain combination was identiﬁed to produce a satisfactory velocity 
response: 
Kpvel = 1300 
Kivel = 500 
Kppos = 100 
Using these new controller gain values, the steady velocity performance of the system 
was much improved, with a much smoother velocity response. The model of the system 
was updated to reﬂect the new controller gain values and computer simulations run. 
The simulated responses of the test rig were again compared to the experimentally 
derived responses. A coeﬃcient of friction for the system was identiﬁed, which gener­
ated a good level of ﬁt between the simulated and experimentally derived responses. 
Whereby: 
bcomb = 0.1 
Using these parameters, it was possible to match accurately the magnitude of the torque 
and velocity peaks and troughs as shown in Fig. 5.24. 
The phasing and magnitude of the simulated and experimental peaks and troughs 
were also shown to align in terms of crank position, indicating that the dynamics 
of the mechanism had been well modelled. With such good correlation between the 
experimental and simulated velocity and torque steady state responses, the model of 
the system was determined to be accurate and ﬁt for further work. 
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Figure 5.24: Comparing the simulated and experimentally logged torque and velocity 
response of the reconﬁgurable test rig conﬁgured in the form of the seed mechanism 
(Woodpecker mechanism) in response to a 100 rpm crank velocity step demand signal 
(Kpvel = 1300, Kivel = 500 and Kppos = 100) 
5.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter work was discussed, in which the a new reconﬁgurable laboratory test 
rig was designed and constructed. The reconﬁgurable test rig had been designed to 
be versatile and possess the capability to be easily assembled in a wide variety of 
conﬁgurations. Using this test rig, it was possible to assemble mechanisms with varying 
geometries and styles without the need for the refabrication of parts. The propulsion 
and data logging elements of the test rig were adapted from the Woodpecker mechanism 
test rig discussed in Ch. 5. 
With the reconﬁgurable test rig set up to mimic the original Woodpecker mechanism, 
work was performed to model the system. The resultant model was seen to accurately 
reﬂect the steady state behaviour of the real test rig. 
Inverse dynamic analysis was performed to simulate the dynamics of the reconﬁgurable 
test rig, conﬁgured in the geometries of the mechanisms synthesised in Ch. 4. The mech­
anisms were simulated cycling at 100 rpm. The seed mechanism was also simulated. 
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The simulation showed that all the alternative mechanism designs should be supe­
rior to the seed mechanism, with the most superior mechanism design, corresponding 
to W2 = 390, being predicted to the most superior. This mechanism design demon­
strated a peak-to-peak torque demand magnitude reduction of 74.82%, compared to 
the equivalent torque demand of the seed mechanism. The hierarchy of eﬀectiveness 
of the mechanisms modelled in the form of the reconﬁgurable test rig was shown to 
vary from the hierarchy identiﬁed in Ch. 4. This variation was attributed to changes 
in mechanism construction with the inclusion of signiﬁcant masses and inertias at the 
rolling connection points between links and the locating of centres of mass away from 
the central point of the links, in the case of the reconﬁgurable test rig. This result 
demonstrated the importance of accurately and thoroughly deﬁning the construction 
of the constituent mechanism parts prior to performing mechanism synthesis. 
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Chapter 6 
Experimental Work Using The 
Reconﬁgurable Test Rig 
In Ch. 5, the reconﬁgurable mechanism test rig was designed, assembled and modelled. 
In this chapter work will be discussed in which this test rig is used to experimentally 
verify the simulation work carried out in Ch. 4, in which a series of mechanism designs 
were synthesised. Each synthesised mechanism design was modelled and simulations 
were carried out, to estimate the dynamic performance of each design. The simulations 
showed each design to possess varying levels of dynamic performance. Using the test 
rig, these mechanism designs will be assembled and analysed for dynamic quality. 
Work will also be discussed in which the Cam Function Generation Method, discussed 
in Ch. 3, will be applied to selected mechanism designs. The method will be applied 
to the test rig assembled in two conﬁgurations. The method will ﬁrst be applied to 
the test rig assembled in the conﬁguration of the seed mechanism and secondly in 
the conﬁguration of the most dynamically superior mechanism. Applying the Cam 
Function Generation Method to the most dynamically superior mechanism design will 
be highly signiﬁcant, as it will represent the combination of the two analytical methods 
discussed in this project. Analysis of the resultant response will demonstrate the eﬀects 
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of combining the two methods. 
6.1 Spectral Analysis 
As implied in the literature [27,31] and demonstrated by simulation work, reducing the 
peak-to-peak magnitude of the variation in torque that the drive motor must exert on a 
system to generate a given motion will result in a reduction in the amount of harmonic 
content in the output motion of the mechanism. In an attempt to measure the magni­
tude of the harmonic content induced by the motion of the test rig, an accelerometer 
was mounted to the baseplate, as discussed in Sec. 5.1.2, to detect vibrations in the 
vertical plane. Measurements from the accelerometer were logged using the DAQ. 
The logged data from the accelerometer was processed using Fourier analysis [62]. Us­
ing this method, the vibrational data was broken down into its constituent frequencies, 
allowing the makeup of the harmonic content of the test rig to be seen. Due to the sig­
niﬁcant stiﬀness of the mechanism base plate it was deemed acceptable to assume that 
vibrations experienced at the baseplate were also directly experienced by the mech­
anism during actuation. Due to the rigid connection between the baseplate and the 
supporting table surface, the same vibrational forces also transmitted to the other ele­
ments of the test rig and vice versa. It was observed that the table was vibrating when 
the mechanism was actuated. The logged vibrations detected by the accelerometer can 
therefore be seen to comprise not only the harmonic content of the mechanism but also 
the induced vibration of the rest of the supporting structure of the test rig. 
In an attempt to distinguish between vibrations induced by the table and supporting 
structure and those induced by the mechanism, a simple hammer test was performed. 
A command script was run to instruct the motor to hold the mechanism in a ﬁxed, 
stationary position. The test rig was assembled in the conﬁguration of the seed mech­
anism. Using a soft hammer, the bottom of the table was struck sharply, inducing a 
pulse, shock input to the system. The resultant vibrational response was logged using 
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Figure 6.1: Comparing the frequency responses of the reconﬁgurable test rig conﬁgured 
in the form of the seed mechanism (Woodpecker mechanism) during steady actuation 
in response to a 100 rpm crank velocity step signal and whilst static in response to a 
pulse (hammer) signal (Kpvel = 1300, Kivel = 500 and Kppos = 100) 
the accelerometer and the data analysed using a Fourier analysis. With the mechanism 
stationary and the eﬀectively locked in position by the motor, the dominant resonant 
frequencies should be those of the table and supporting structure. The resultant fre­
quency response was compared with the corresponding frequency response induced by 
the mechanism operating under steady state conditions at 100 rpm. These responses 
are shown in Fig. 6.1. 
Analysis and comparison of the two responses, shown in Fig. 6.1, revealed two highly 
similar frequency responses. The magnitudes of the two responses diﬀer, as diﬀering ac­
tuating forces were used to excite the system. Despite this, a close correlation between 
the positioning of the resonant peaks present in both responses can be seen. Using this 
result however, it was not possible to conclusively distinguish between the harmonic 
content induced by the mechanism during motion and the resonant vibration charac­
teristics of the supporting structure. This result suggests that the frequency response 
of the mechanism is being masked by the frequency response of the table and sup­
porting structure thus making it diﬃcult to distinguish between the two responses and 
directly quantify the induced vibrations. The use of a stiﬀer and more rigid supporting 
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structure would greatly diminish this masking phenomenon. 
6.2 Comparing the Alternative Mechanism Designs 
The primary function of the reconﬁgurable test rig, discussed in Ch. 5, was to provide 
an easy method of assembling and analysing the performance of diﬀerent mechanism 
designs without the need for the refabrication of parts. With the construction of such 
a test rig, it was easily possible to assemble the seed mechanism and all but one of 
the selected alternative mechanism designs, discussed in Ch. 4, and to experimentally 
analyse their dynamic behaviour. 
In Ch. 5, the test rig was conﬁgured in the form of the seed mechanism and actuated 
using a 100 rpm velocity step demand signal. The system was excited for long enough 
to allow steady state conditions to be achieved. The dynamic behaviour of the system 
was then analysed. Each of the three remaining alternative mechanism designs, namely 
those corresponding to W2 = 100, W2 = 200 and W2 = 390 were assembled in order of 
increasing value of W2 and actuated using a 100 rpm velocity step demand signal. The 
response of the systems in each conﬁguration were logged and analysed. 
6.2.1 Results 
Once the dynamic responses of all four mechanism conﬁgurations to a 100 rpm velocity 
step demand signal had been recorded, the steady state portion of each response was 
identiﬁed. The velocity and torque responses of the test rig in each mechanism conﬁg­
uration were then compared and analysed. A summary of the steady state torque and 
velocity responses of the four mechanism designs, can be seen in Fig. 6.2. 
The experimentally derived results, shown in Fig. 6.2, correlate with the simulation 
results discussed in Ch. 5 obtained using inverse dynamics. The simulation work pre­
dicted that the alternative mechanism designs would demonstrate steady state torque 
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Figure 6.2: Comparing the experimentally logged steady state velocity torque responses 
of the reconﬁgurable test rig conﬁgured in the form of the seed mechanism (Woodpecker 
mechanism) and the selected synthesised mechanisms in response to a 100 rpm crank 
velocity demand signal (Kpvel = 1300, Kivel = 500 and Kppos = 100) 
variations with smaller peak-to-peak magnitudes than the seed mechanism as shown 
in Fig. 4.8. This prediction was borne out in the experimental work. It was also pre­
dicted that the peak-to-peak magnitude of the torque variations would decrease as the 
parameter W2 is increased. This prediction was also conﬁrmed by the experimental 
results. Analysis of the experimental results, shown in Fig. 6.2, show that the most 
superior mechanism design corresponds to W2 = 390. In response to a 100 rpm veloc­
ity step demand signal this mechanism design required a steady state demand torque 
variation with a peak-to-peak magnitude of 5.54 Nm. To generate the same motion, 
the seed mechanism required a demand torque variation with a peak-to-peak magni­
tude of 17.49 Nm. Thus the alternative mechanism demonstrated a reduction in torque 
demand peak-to-peak magnitude of 68.3%. 
This experimental work conﬁrmed the simulation results, which predicted that signif­
icant dynamic performance beneﬁts could be achieved through the resynthesis of the 
seed mechanism, using a method that takes into account both mechanism dynamics 
and kinematics. 
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6.3	 Applying The Cam Function Shaping Method To Test 
Rig 
In Ch. 3, a method entitled the Cam Function Generation Method was developed. 
Using this method, it is possible to derive motion and system speciﬁc variable ve­
locity demand signals with which can improve the dynamic performance of a test rig. 
Following extensive simulation work, the method was successfully applied to the Wood­
pecker mechanism test rig, as discussed in Ch. 3. To reiterate the eﬀectiveness of the 
method, work was carried out to apply the Cam Function Generation method to the 
new reconﬁgurable test rig. The method was applied to the test rig in two mechanism 
conﬁgurations, namely that of seed mechanism and that of the most superior alterna­
tive conﬁguration (W2 = 390). In each case, a target steady state cyclic rate of 100 
rpm was sought. 
Applying the Cam Function Generation Method to the reconﬁgurable test rig in its 
seed mechanism conﬁguration allowed the eﬀect of the method on the test rig to be 
compared with the impact of the method on the dynamics of the Woodpecker mech­
anism test rig. Applying the Cam Function Generation Method to the most superior 
alternative mechanism however, represents the combination of the Cam Function Gen­
eration Method and the mechanism synthesis strategy discussed in Ch. 4 allowing the 
potential beneﬁts of combining both methods to be demonstrated. 
6.3.1	 Results 
Figure 6.3 compares the steady-state velocity responses and torque demands of the test 
rig to a synthesised cam function generating a 100 rpm cyclic rate, with the equivalent 
responses to a 100 rpm velocity step demand signal. The test rig was assembled in the 
form of the seed mechanism. 
Analysis of Fig. 6.3 shows that by using a cam function the magnitude of the peak­
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Figure 6.3: A comparison of the experimentally derived steady state velocity and torque 
responses of the reconﬁgurable test rig conﬁgured in the form of the seed mechanism 
(Woodpecker mechanism) in response to a 100 rpm crank velocity step demand signal 
compared with a synthesised cam function for operation at an average crank cyclic 
velocity of 100 rpm (Kpvel = 1300, Kivel = 500 and Kppos = 100) 
to-peak torque demand of the system was reduced from 17.49 Nm to 10.709 Nm, a 
reduction of 38.8%. If this variation in torque demand is compared to the equivalent 
torque demand variation of the Woodpecker mechanism test rig, as depicted in Fig. 3.13 
an interesting level of similarity between the two torque demand variations can be 
seen. It can be seen that in both cases, the region of the motion where the greatest 
reduction in peak-to-peak magnitude is experienced, is in the region of the motion 
where, in response to the velocity step demand signal, there would have been a large 
torque trough. Using the cam function, the magnitude of this torque trough is greatly 
reduced. 
The cam function shaping method was also applied to the test rig when conﬁgured in the 
geometry of the mechanism corresponding to W2 = 390. The mechanism conﬁguration 
had been shown to be the dynamically most superior alternative design. A comparison 
between the velocity and torque responses of the system to a 100 rpm constant velocity 
demand signal was compared to the equivalent responses to a cam function are shown 
in Fig. 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4: A comparison of the experimentally derived steady state torque and velocity 
responses of the reconﬁgurable test rig conﬁgured in the form of the dynamically most 
superior mechanism design (W2 = 390) in response to a 100 rpm crank velocity step 
demand signal compared with a synthesised cam function for operation at an average 
cyclic crank velocity of 100 rpm (Kpvel = 1300, Kivel = 500 and Kppos = 100) 
Analysis of Fig. 6.4 shows that using a cam function generating a 100 rpm cyclic velocity 
in place of 100 rpm velocity step demand signal, the peak-to-peak magnitude of the 
torque demand signal was reduced from 5.54 Nm to 2.609 Nm, a reduction of 52.9%. 
Figure 6.5 compares the torque and velocity responses of the reconﬁgurable test rigs 
in two diﬀerent conﬁgurations and being actuated using two diﬀerent velocity demand 
signals. The ﬁrst set of responses depict the behaviour of the test rig in the conﬁgu­
ration of the seed mechanism, being actuated by a 100 rpm constant velocity demand 
signal. The second set of response however, show the behaviour of the test rig in the 
conﬁguration of the dynamically most superior alternative mechanism design, being 
actuated at a cyclic rate of 100 rpm by a cam function. 
From Fig. 6.5, it can be seen that by resynthesing the seed mechanism and actuating 
the resultant alternative mechanism using a cam function instead of a constant velocity 
demand signal, the peak-to-peak magnitude of the torque demand was reduced from 
17.49 Nm to 2.609 Nm, a reduction of 85.1%, a highly signiﬁcant reduction. This 
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Figure 6.5: A comparison of the experimentally derived steady state torque and veloc­
ity responses of the reconﬁgurable test rig conﬁgured in the form of the seed mecha­
nism (Woodpecker mechanism) and the conﬁguration of the dynamically most superior 
mechanism design (W2 = 390). The seed mechanism was actuated using a 100 rpm 
crank velocity step demand signal whilst the dynamically most superior mechanism was 
actuated using a 100 rpm cam function. (Kpvel = 1300, Kivel = 500 and Kppos = 100) 
clearly demonstrates the great beneﬁts of synthesising a mechanism for both kinematic 
and dynamic performance and then propelling the mechanism using a variable velocity 
cam function generated using The Cam Function Generation Method. 
Although it was not possible to quantify any reductions in harmonic content being 
induced by the motion of the mechanism, it was obvious that the most superior alter­
native mechanism was signiﬁcantly quieter than the seed mechanism during operation 
when actuated using a 100 rpm constant velocity demand signal. The mechanisms were 
also noticeably quieter still when actuated using cam functions. 
6.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter work was carried out to verify experimentally, the simulation work 
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. 
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The reconﬁgurable test rig, described in Ch. 5, was used to assemble representations 
of each of the alternative mechanism designs generated using the mechanism synthesis 
method described in Ch. 4. The test rig was also assembled in the conﬁguration of the 
seed mechanism. The experimental results correlated well with the simulation results. 
The simulations had predicted that as the synthesis weighting factor W2 was increased, 
more dynamically desirable mechanisms would be obtained. This phenomenon was 
borne out in the experimental work. The seed mechanism responded to a 100 rpm 
constant velocity demand signal, with a steady state torque demand signal with a peak­
to-peak magnitude of 17.49 Nm. The most superior alternative mechanism responded 
to the same demand signal with a torque demand signal with a peak-to-peak magnitude 
of 5.54 Nm, a reduction of 68.3%. 
The Cam Function Generation method was applied to the test rig, conﬁgured in the 
form of the seed mechanism and also in the form of the most superior alternative 
mechanism. In the case of the seed mechanism, actuating the mechanism at 100 rpm 
using a cam function in place of 100 rpm constant velocity demand signal reduced the 
peak-to-peak magnitude of the steady state torque demand from 17.49 Nm to 10.79 
Nm, a reduction of 38.8%. Carrying out the equivalent test with the test rig conﬁgured 
in the form of the dynamically most superior mechanism, demonstrated a reduction 
in peak-to-peak torque demand magnitude from 5.54 Nm to 2.609 Nm, a reduction of 
52.9%. 
If the peak-to-peak torque demand variation of the dynamically most superior mecha­
nism design, actuated using a cam function generating a 100 rpm cyclic rate, is com­
pared to the original seed mechanism being actuated using a 100 rpm constant velocity 
demand signal, then it can be seen that the magnitude of steady state peak-to-peak 
torque demand falls from 17.49 Nm to 2.609 Nm, a reduction of 85.1%. This ﬁnal result 
is particularly signiﬁcant as it demonstrates the power of synthesising a mechanism for 
both dynamic and kinematic performance and then propelling the resultant mechanism 
using a cam function. 
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Due to limitations in the test rig design it was not possible to quantify explicitly the 
amount of harmonic content in the output motions of the mechanism. Despite this 
however, by observing the test rig during operation, it was possible to hear audible 
reductions in mechanical noise compared to the original mechanism. The most superior 
mechanism was observed to be especially quiet, particularly when propelled using a cam 
function. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
In this thesis, two methods of improving the high speed performance of servo-mechanical 
machinery were developed. The methods allow servo-machinery to operate at high 
speeds with reduced levels of harmonic content in their output motions. As a basis 
for the development work of these methods, a prototype mechanism - nicknamed the 
Woodpecker mechanism - was provided by the project sponsor, ITCM Ltd. This mech­
anism was identiﬁed as having a harmonically rich output motion. The Woodpecker 
mechanism was installed on a pre-existing test rig, which originally lacked a servo 
motor, motor drive unit and motion controller. 
It is implied in the literature that a direct link exists between the amount of har­
monic content in an output motion and the magnitude of the peak-to-peak variation 
in torque that a drive motor needs to exert on a mechanism crank to generate that 
motion [27, 31]. For this reason, these methods use cyclic peak-to-peak output motor 
torque variation magnitude as a metric for quantifying reductions in harmonic con­
tent. Clearly, the smaller the peak-to-peak magnitude of the torque demand signal, 
the smaller the amount of harmonic content present in the output motion. Subsequent 
simulation work performed over the course of this project supported this link. 
Using the Woodpecker mechanism test rig, work was carried out to specify and install 
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a servo motor, motor drive and motion controller. The resultant system utilised an 
Electro-Craft S-4075 servomotor connected to a BRU-DDM30 motor drive unit (op­
erating as a torque ampliﬁer), which accepted motion control signals from a Deva004 
control card installed in a dedicated control computer. The mechanism crank was 
connected to the drive shaft of the motor using a synchronous belt drive transmission 
system. A data acquisition strategy was developed to allow system performance data 
to be logged. 
Using a physical data obtained from a CAD model of the Woodpecker mechanism, a 
dynamic numerical model of the mechanism was created using a multi-body dynamic 
modelling tool entitled DYSIM. Using experimental data, obtained by exciting the test 
rig with a variety of velocity step and ramp demand signals, the remaining elements of 
the test rig were modelled. The experimental and simulated responses of the system 
to a velocity step demand signal were compared. With good levels of ﬁt between the 
two responses, the model was deemed to be accurate. 
Using this model, a method entitled the Cam Function Generation Method was de­
veloped. Using this method, it is possible to derive mechanism and motion speciﬁc, 
position dependent variable velocity demand signals, also known as cam functions, 
which allow a mechanism to operate at a target speed with reduced harmonic content 
in it output motion. The method was initially tested using computer simulations, with 
the application of the method to the Woodpecker mechanism test rig being simulated. 
Cam functions were developed that would propel the mechanism at average cyclic rates 
of 200, 300, 450 and 600 rpm. These responses were compared to the simulated re­
sponses of the test being actuated using equivalent constant velocity demand signals. 
Operating using 200 and 300 rpm cam functions, torque variation peak-to-peak magni­
tude reductions of 74.35% and 36.72% respectively, were experienced. Using a 600 rpm 
cam function, a reduction of 3.19% was simulated. Operating using a 450 rpm cam 
function, a peak-to-peak torque variation magnitude increase of 18.94% was simulated. 
It was hypothesised that the reason the method yielded less signiﬁcant beneﬁts, as the 
target speed deviated from 200 rpm, was due to the fact that the system parameters 
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used in the model were derived from experimental system responses, with the test rig 
being actuated at 200 rpm. It is therefore possible that these parameters do not accu­
rately reﬂect the behaviour of the test rig being actuated at diﬀerent speeds. Evidence 
supporting this hypothesis was provided through experimental work. 
Spectral analysis was performed to compare the harmonic content in the output motion 
of the mechanism when actuated using a 200 rpm constant velocity demand signal 
to the corresponding harmonic content when the system is actuated using 200 rpm 
cam function. The analysis showed that the amplitude of the harmonic content in the 
output motion of the mechanism was smaller when using the cam function, particularly 
at higher frequencies. This result not only conﬁrmed the eﬀectiveness of the Cam 
Function Generation Method but also reiterated the link between peak-to-peak torque 
magnitude and harmonic content amplitude. 
To experimentally verify the eﬀectiveness of the Cam Function Generation Method, 
the Woodpecker test rig was actuated using a 200 rpm cam function and the steady 
state response of the system was compared with the equivalent system response when 
actuated with a 200 rpm constant velocity demand signal. Using the cam function the 
magnitude of the peak-to-peak torque variation fell from 5.6 Nm to 2.1 Nm, a reduction 
of 63%, thus conﬁrming the eﬀectiveness of the method. 
The second method to be developed was a novel mechanism synthesis strategy, which 
synthesised mechanisms, taking into account both kinematics and dynamics. Using this 
method, starting with a original mechanism layout referred to as the seed mechanism, 
as well as a desired output path, alternative mechanism designs were synthesised which 
possess satisfactory kinematic behaviour as well as superior dynamic characteristics. A 
weighting parameter, W2, was used to inﬂuence the synthesis process to generate diﬀer­
ent mechanism designs. The conﬁguration and dimensions of the original Woodpecker 
mechanism was used as the seed mechanism. The synthesis process generated a series of 
alternative mechanism designs, four of which were selected for further analysis. Simu­
lation work estimated that the most superior design would be the design corresponding 
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to a W2 = 300. This design, if actuated using a 600 rpm constant velocity demand 
signal would require motor demand torque variation with a peak-to-peak magnitude 
70% smaller than the equivalent demand for the seed mechanism. The three other 
selected mechanism designs showed lesser reductions in peak-to-peak torque variation 
magnitude. Spectral analysis showed that, when actuated using a 600 rpm constant 
velocity demand signal, the most superior alternative mechanism had an output motion 
with lower amplitude harmonic content than the equivalent motion carried out by the 
seed mechanism. 
For the next stage of the work, a new reconﬁgurable test rig was designed and con­
structed. This test rig possessed the speciﬁc ability to be assembled in a variety of 
diﬀerent geometries and conﬁgurations without the need for the refabrication of parts. 
This test rig reused the servo motor, motor drive, motion controller and data acquisi­
tion strategy used with the Woodpecker test rig. CAD models were created, simulating 
the assembly of the reconﬁgurable test rig in the form of the seed mechanism and the 
four alternative mechanism designs. This exercise showed that it was not possible to 
assemble the test rig in the form of the mechanism corresponding to W2 = 300. This 
mechanism design was discarded. Using physical data taken from these CAD models, 
dynamic models of the test rig in these ﬁve mechanism conﬁgurations were constructed 
using DYSIM. Using these DYSIM models, inverse dynamic analysis was performed. 
This analysis showed that the alternative mechanism designs should be dynamically 
superior to the seed mechanism. In contrast to prior simulation work however, the 
inverse dynamic analysis showed a change performance hierarchy with the mechanism 
corresponding to W2 = 390 now being the dynamically most superior mechanism. This 
change in performance hierarchy was attributed to changes in mechanism construction. 
Simulation work carried out during the synthesis stage of this work had assumed the 
masses and inertias of the inter-link joints to be negligible when compared with the 
masses and inertias of the links. All the links were also assumed to have their centres of 
mass located at their mid-points. In the case of the reconﬁgurable test rig however, the 
mass and inertia values of the inter-link joints were considerable and so could not be 
neglected. The centres of mass of the links were also not at the mid-point of the links. 
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These dynamic eﬀects of these variations were suﬃcient to change the performance 
hierarchy. This result indicates the importance of accurately and thoroughly deﬁning 
the construction of the constituent mechanism parts prior to performing mechanism 
synthesis. 
Using the reconﬁgurable test rig, the seed mechanism, as well as the three remaining 
alternative mechanism designs were assembled and tested for dynamic performance 
using a 100 rpm constant velocity demand signal. The resultant performance hierarchy 
correlated well with hierarchy agreed with the hierarchy generated through the inverse 
dynamic simulation work. As predicted the mechanism design corresponding to W2 = 
390 was the most eﬀective and the seed mechanism was the least eﬀective. The most 
superior mechanism design, in response to a 100 rpm constant velocity demand signal 
responded with a motor torque variation with a peak-to-peak magnitude of 5.54 Nm. 
This response is 68.3% smaller than the 17.49 Nm peak-to-peak torque magnitude 
response of the seed mechanism. 
The Cam Function Generation Method was then applied to the test rig. Cam functions 
were generated to actuate the seed mechanism and the dynamically most superior 
mechanism at a cyclic rate of 100 rpm. Experimental work showed that when applied 
to the seed mechanism design, use of the cam function resulted in motor torque variation 
with a peak-to-peak magnitude of 10.709 Nm. This is a reduction of 38.8% compared 
to the 17.49 Nm variation magnitude of the constant velocity demand signal. 
When the dynamically most superior mechanism was actuated using a 100 rpm constant 
velocity demand signal, a peak-to-peak torque variation magnitude of 5.54 Nm was 
experienced. When the same mechanism was actuated using a 100 rpm cam function, 
a peak-to-peak torque variation magnitude of 2.609 Nm was experienced, a reduction of 
52.9%. If this result is compared with the torque response of the seed mechanism being 
actuated using a 100 rpm constant velocity demand signal, this response represents a 
reduction of 85.1%. This result is particularly signiﬁcant as it demonstrates the great 
beneﬁts of synthesising a mechanism for both dynamic and kinematic quality and then 
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propelling it using a cam function. 
An attempt was made to measure the amount of harmonic content in the output 
motions of the reconﬁgurable test rig. Due to the lack of stiﬀness in the supporting 
structure of the test rig it was not possible to achieve this. It was however, possible 
to observe, that the test rig in the conﬁguration of the dynamically most superior 
mechanism design was signiﬁcantly quieter during actuation than the test rig in the 
conﬁguration of the seed mechanism. Further reductions in noise were observed when 
cam functions were used in place of constant velocity demand signals. 
In this thesis two methods have been discussed and both have been proven to im­
prove the dynamic performance of servo-machinery operating at high speeds. The two 
methods complement each other well as they tackle the problem from diﬀerent angles. 
The Cam Function Generation Method is ideal for application to existing servo mech­
anisms, as the method does not require any physical modiﬁcations to the system to 
be made. The method merely requires the re-speciﬁcation of a velocity demand signal. 
This method is therefore cheap and easy to implement. In contrast, the novel mech­
anism synthesis strategy deals with the problem of synthesising new mechanisms for 
high speed operation. Resultant mechanisms possess good dynamic and kinematic per­
formance characteristics. To supplement this method, the Cam Function Generation 
Method can be applied to the resultant mechanism to fully exploit these characteristics 
and obtain an even higher quality dynamic system response. 
Recommendations for further work to enhance and develop the methods have been sug­
gested. These recommendations will not only improve the eﬀectiveness of the methods, 
but will also increase their level of automation, making them more user friendly. 
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